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(viii) Need to regularise tbe services of Extradepartmental postal employees
SHRI RAMASHRAY PRASAD SINGH
(Jahanabad) : Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir,
the posts of extra-departmental postal
employees were created in 1885. They
work like departmental employees but are
called extra-departmental employees. They
work for five hours but they are paid only
Rs. 1 SO to Rs. 250 per month. There are
about 3,00,000 extra-departmental employees in the country. The main question
is of declaring them as departmental employees. About 25000' such employees
are working in various branch post offices
in Bihar. The Supreme Court had given
verdict on 22.4.77 that their services
should be departmentalised, but the
Government of India has not implemented
that decision. I would, therefore, like to
request the Centre to absorb the extradepartmental employees 1n the departmental services.

14.33 brs.
DISCUSSION RE : COMMUNAL
SITUATION IN VARIOUS PARTS
OF THE COUNTR y-Conrd.
{English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : The House
shall now take up further discussion on
the communal situation, in various parts
of the country. We have been discussing
this subject for the last two days and
today is the third day. Many of the
members contributed more. Today, at
2.50 P.M., Mr. P. ChidambarClm, the hone
Minister will Intervenue and at 5.15 P.M.
the hone Minister, Shri Buta Singh will
reply.
SHRIINDRAJIT GUPTA (Basirhat) :
The House will adjourn at 6 P.M. as
usual.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes. So,
I request all the members to take five
minutes or ten minutes so that we can
accommodate more members.
[Translationl
SHRI RAM NAGINA
MISHRA
(SaJempur) : Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir" I
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may submit that this is a very important
matter and you may kindJy enhance the
time in this case. At times this House
has been sitting for the whole night. We
have been waiting for the last three days.
We should also be given opportunity to
express OUf views.
[English}

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You can
convey your views within five minutes
when your tUfn comes.
SHRI MOOL CHAND DAGA (Pali):
I request you to regulate the time fixed.
Some members speak for half an hour;
some members speak for three minutes or
five minutes or get 7 minutes. You
always try to regulate the time.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : I am regulating it, but the difficulty is that the list
of names of the members comes very late.
Members give their names very late. I
am sorry for this. Please take your seat.
SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI (Guwabati): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I am
thankful to you for giving me this opportunity.
[Interruptions]
SHRI RAM NAGINA MISHRA: Sir,
I want to ........ .
[Interruptions]
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are
wasting the time. I am not calling you.
You continue, Mr. Goswami.
SHRI DI~ESH GOSWAMI : I am
thankful to you for giving me this opportunity to speak on this subject and I am
also thankful to you that you have given
sufficient time to discuss this subject and
the matter was not hurried in the way
Rule 193 discussions take place and are
concluded in a day.
I would like to start my speech with a
premise that the overwhelm~ng people of
this country are secular at heart and have
the interests of the country at heart.
Otherwise. the Indian civilization would
not have prospered whOll givilizatioDa
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which were playing a more dominant part
in human history went by the way-side
and our democratic Institution would not
have survived the many complexities of
the nation so long, when in the neighbouring countries or in many of the neighbouring countries all the institutions have
collapsed. But I feel that there has been
DO comprehensive effort to tackle the
communal problem in the manner in
which it should be tackled. The communal problem in this country has been
taken merely as a law and order problem.
When there is a communal disturbance~
the Police is sent. If tbe police is unable
to control para-military forces are sent.
Some of the anti-social elements are rounded UPlI some evade their arrest, some
remain free, .there is some furore in
Parliament, discussion takes place after
sometime innocent people suffer, the
atmosphere calms down. after sometime
and we sit down and wait for next.
I have not come across any report up
till now from the Government of India,
of any sociological study of any communal disturbance that has taken place in
any part of the country. There are many
key and sensitive areas like Bhiwandi and
Moradabad where every year we see such
communal disturbances. But has there
been any study whether before or after
disturbances, what were the causes of
those disturbances, to seek remedial
measures? We do not do it in our country, but there are countries where such
studies have been made and these countries take advantage of those studies, not
for the purpose of benefiting this country
but in order to de-stabilise this country.

As Mr. Dandawate put it well while
initiating the debate, our approach has
been rather like that of a fire-fighting
department. There are very many causes
for communal disturbances which we have
not tried to identify. The primary one,
probably is the socio-economic cause.
There are very many sensitIve spots in
this country where people occupy traditional occupations, for their livelihood,
and those traditional occupations have
been unable today to absorb the millions
of job seekers, witb the result that there is
a~teQt a.nd ~t ~nd ~t US IlOt fOf8et
'
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that the Indian people are very emotional
people. They live under great stresses
and strains because of the social and
economic inequalities. The undesirable
elements, the anti-social elements, and
even the politicians play upon these sentiments and emotions and take advantage
of them. We, have not really tried to in
any way to go deeply into the social and
economic conditions of these particular
areas where there is recurrence of communal violence and tried to find out some
long term solution to it.
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The second cause is the presence of
Mafias, there are economic interests controlled by the persons belonging to different communities. Some economic interests are controlled by the Hindus, some
economic interests are controlled by the
Muslims; but when the economic interests
of an individual is hurt, then he tries
to identify his interest with the interest
controlled by his community or the
community interest, with the result that
even because of those economic causes if
a Hindu or Muslim individual is hurt, then
it is translated into a communal disturbance. We have never tried to identify
these persons and take stringent actions
against them. There is also the third
factor. and that is the new phenomenon
of increased assertion of the religious
communities. How unfortunate it is. that
in the State like Uttar Pradesh, we have
seen that a Mosque and a Mandir have
become the subject matter of deep cleavage between two communities.
I can point out happily that in our
State we have a place called Hajo where
mosque and a mandir stand face to face
and there is an communal disturbance.
One who goes to the mosque invariably
goes to the mandir ; one who goes to the
mandir invariably goes to the mosque. A
tradition has been built up.

The assertion of religious communities
today is getting increasingly a dominant
pattern in this country. That is something
which should be tackled. One also sees
political patronage. I do not realJy want
to introduce politics here. But the foreign
rulers tried to rule this country by the
principle of divide and' rule. And if we
look into our own hearts, we will find
that there aro many occasions wh~r. cony
wcioqalyand ,ub..ooqscioUll)',
~ to

m
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bargain for our own political interest, we
have followed the same pattern of the
foreign rulers by playing one community
as against the other community.
There is the especially police actionspolice indifference on the One hand and
police over-actions on the other. The
police men also feel helpless ~use if
they take some action, if there is firing.
then immediately everyone jumps for a
judicial enquiry and the poor police man
ultimately is asked to face the dock with
the result he is in the horn of two dilemmas.
The political interference in the actions
of the police administration has also become a day to day affair. The police
administration is not allowed to tackle the
situation in the way it should be done.
What has been the result '1 The result has
been increasing use of the Army. One
statistic shows that in between 1980 and
1983 the Army went for police help 747
times out of which 397 times it was only
on the question
of law and order.
In 1984 the Army was called J. 75 times
out of which 95 times it was called to
protect Jaw and order. Now, this has a
dangerous dimensions. I come from a
State where we had agitation for siX years.
I do not want to go into that. The Army
was used there. I have found that when
you increasingly use the Army the people's
support for the Army gets eroded. It
has two dangerous possibilities. One is
that the Army itself becomes politicalised
if we increasingly use the Army for the
purposes of controlling law and order
situation. Second is that if the Army
loses people"s confidence, then our defence
will be in jeopardy. Therefore some of
the essential steps must be taken, not
merely keeping it as a law and order
question but trying to get deeply in the
root of it.
As you have already rung the bell, I
will only give some of the suggestions that
I have in my mind. I think, it is high
time that we should identify some of tbe
sensitive areas of this country where communal violence is a recurring phenomenon.
Let us have a deep sociological study.
The Government has all the forces at its
command. When I say 'forces', it does
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not mean police force or military force,
but all the ammunition to make this study
and to find out the solution as to how to
break up the traditional occupation and
how the increasing influence of mafias ean
be controlled. It is necessary also to have
a total new re-orientation of the police
force. There is no education and training
to the police force to meet this situation.
They are brained only on the question of
law and order. I would not like to dwell
on this point because we have got in our
own party a very distinguish former police
officer in Mr. Rahman. I hope that he
will be given some time to intervene and
make one or two suggestions.
We always give homilies to the people.

I believe the politicians should be the first

persons to correct themselves. Political
patronage and political interference in
communal disturbances must be done
away with and a national political consensus on it must be evoked. There has not
been serious effort in this direction. Those
who are found guilty must be punished
stringently and also prohibilited from
hold 109 any public office. If a person is
guilty of encouraging, abetting or taking
part in a communal disturbance or in
giving help to the communal forces, I do
not think he has any right to hold a public office. There should be some measures,
some amendment in the law, by which we
can bring in stringent steps to see tha t the
person who encourages, abets or takes
part in communal activities, is not permitted to hold a public office.
As I said, it is no use giving homilies
to the people. Let us also not think that
we are all free from communal tendencies
or secularism is the monopoly of any
particular party. I believe, as I started
in the beginning, that overwhelming members of Indian people are secular at their
heart and if communal disturbances have
taken place, it is not because of them.
The fault does not lie with them but the
fault lies with us and it is high time that
we try to find the fault that lies with us
either in not being able to identify the
reasons and to find out the solutions for
it or trying to take political advantage of
this situation. I would have liked to
continue but I can see that there ate a
number of Members to speak and. therefore, with these words I conclude.
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SHRI BAL RAM SINGH YADAVA
(Mainpuri) : Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I
am thankful to you that you have given
me an opportunity to speak on the issue
raised in regard to the communal situation
in the country.
Sir, India is a country where the people
belonging to different religions liveHindus, Muslims. Sikhs, Christians and
Parsis. It is a matter of great pride for
the country and history also bears witness
to it, that inspite of diversity in thf;
country, we are one. This is the greatest
strength of the country.
Sir, it is unfortunate that some vested
interests engineer riots and due to these
riots, the country has suffered a great loss.
When the Britishers were in power in
India, they continuously raised a wall of
hatred between the Hindus and Muslims
and they greatly harmed the interests of
the country by following the policy of
divide and rule. When the Britishers left
India, the condition of the country was
quite miserable.
After independence, the process of
development started in our country. We
made great achievements in the field of
industry, science, technology, education
and urban and rural development. But
there are certaIn forces in the world which
do not want that India should become a
strong nation and march towards progress. They do not want that India should
remain one. AU these powers want to
disintegrate the country_ We know their
designs. Sir, you are aware what is
happening in Punjab today. You also
know what China intends to do in the
nortb-eastern States of the country. The
USA is inciting some people of Punjab,
who are called extremists, and providing
them training, arms and ammunition and
funds. In this way, a few persons are
creating destability in Punjab and they
want to disintegrate Punjab.
Sir, I bad an opportunity to stay in
Punjab for 60 days. I was sent to Punjab
for 30 days on behalf of the party to
contact the people there. Later on, I was
&ent to Punjab for 30 days in connection
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with the elections. During these 60 days,
I had an opportunity to see Punjab
closely. Generally, the people of Punjab
want to live in peace. They are sad over
the fact that such a situation is being
created in Punjab. All these things have
done much harm to Punjab. Punjab was
in the forefront in the country in the
field of agriculture, industry and prosperity, but now the same Punjab seems to
be on the verge of ruination. We have to
ensure at any cost that such forces do not
get strengthened and they are suppressed.
I think the Hindus and Sikhs of Punjab
are determined to put such things down.
Sir, the policy of our Congress Party
has always been to unhold the unity of
the country. Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit
Nehru and Shrima ti Indira Gandhi had
done a lot to keep the country united and
maintain communal harmony. Sir, the
sacrifices of Mahatma Gandhi and Shrimati Indira Gandhi are proof of it. You
might recal) that when Shrimati Indira
Gandhi was assassinated, riots were taking
place in the whole country. I have aU
praise for the Prime Minister for his farsigh tedness and courage. On the one
hand, the dead body of his mother was
lying in the Teen Murti Bhawan and on
the other, in spite of having been advised
by the administration not to do so, Rajiv
Gandhi went to visit riot-torn areJs of
Delhi to check the communal riots and
you must be aware that riots were controlled in the country within 24 hours.
This is an example of the far sightendess
of our Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi.
Sir, it is most unfortunate that these
riots are the result of trifles. The communa I
riots
which
broke
out
in
Ahmedabad, Lucknow or in other parts of
Uttar Pradesh were the result of petty
issues. One rarely finds communal frenzy
behind these riots. Mainly the anti-social
elements and smugglers are behind all
these things. Sir, only the Government is
not responsible to deal with all these
things. the political parties, social-organisations,
voluntary organisations
and
religious organisations should face this
challenge co]Jectively. Then only we can
achieve success in this matter.
Sir, so far as the issue of Ram Janam
Bhoomi and Babri Musjid in Uttar
Pradesh is concerned, for the last two and
a half years, Vishwa Hindu Parishad had
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been taking out the Ram-Janaki ratb in
Sir, one thing which I think we should
Uttar Pradesh which had certainly caused
all keep in mind-and I think, all of us
tension in that State. But I want to thank
agree on that-is this. In any communal
the Chief Minister and the Government of
riot, in any communal disturbance, in any
Uttar Pradesh for completely banning the
situation of this kind, the people who are
taking out of the Ram-Janaki ratb and
affected are the poor people. Whether he
religious leaders of both the communities
be a poor Hindu or a poor Muslim or a
were ...
poor Christian, eventually it is the poor
man who has lost his home, who has Jost
his wife, who has lost his son, who has
SHRI
SYED
SHAHABUDDIN
lost his shop. I was in Ahmedabad only
(Kishanganj) :
last week and I heard for myself very
harrowing tales how a small cycle shop
Ki mere katl ke baad usne jufa se tauba,
Hai us zood pasheman ka pasheman hona.
was burnt down in 1985.
(Interruptions)
SHRI DATTA SAMANT: Textile
SHRI BAL RAM SINGH YADAVA:
workers were affected.
A ban has been imposed in Uttar Pradesh
on all those custodians of religion who
MR.
DEPUTY SAEAKER
Cycle
incite communal riots and the situation is
shop man is also a worker.
completely under control today.
In the end, I want to give some suggestions.
Firstly, the district authorities
should appoint such police officers as
have a secular image, because, sometimes
administrative lapses are also responsible
for sucn riots to some extent. Stringent
action should be taken against all those
responsible for creating communal tensions. Press should also not publish
such reports as may create hurdles ill the
est-! blishment of peace. There al e communal harmony committees in all the district
and they should be activated. Those
p aces should be identified where communal riots occur. These occasions should
also be identified on which these riots
take place. And arrangements should be
made in advance for checking them. A
special machinery should be set up to
control all these things. With these
words, I condemn commuD3lism.
[English)
THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRY OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC
GRIEVANCES AND PENSIONS AND
MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS (SHRI P ..
CHIDAMBARAM) :
Mr.
Deputy
Speaker, Sir, 23 hone Members have
spoken so far on an issue of grave concern to the whol. country. I have listened
them very carefully and I am arateful to
them for their valuable suggestions.

SHRI DATTA SAMANT (Bombay
South Central): In Gujarat there are
60,000 textile workers.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Cycle shop
man is also a worker. You forget about
the other workers.
SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM : He builds
up his shop and again it is burnt down.
This time I was told .about another case.
I don't know how far it is true. A landlord tried to evict his tenant. He could
not evict his tenant. He got hold a group
of people and then burnt down that shop.
The tenant got back the possession, got
some compensation, built up that shop
again his shop is burnt down. I am
therefore convinced in my mind that the
poor people in this country realise that
communal harmony is in their interest;
they have a vested interest in communal
harmony. I will not subscribe to the
theory that poor people instigate communal disturbance or poor people start the
communal riot. Be they know very well
that at the end of the day or at the end
of the week, it is they who have suffered
most. It is they who have lost most. I
think therefore that we must ask ourselves
a question who is behind these riots, who
causes these disturbances. I cannot speak
with the vast experience of Prof. Dandavate
or anyone else. I come from a State
which has been fairly peaceful. . My first
rea) exposure to a communal riot was
when I visited Allahabad shortly after I
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joined this Ministry and then when I was
in Ahmedabad for 3 days. ",hile everybody here accuses political parties,-I am
sure that some political forces have a
role to play-I am fairly convinced in my
mind that every situation which has the
potential of a conflict is exploited by antisocial elements.
15 hrs.
Take a city like Ahmedabad. Ahmedabad
city over the years has grown in such a
way that there are pockets in which one
community is heavily concentrated; there
are pockets in which another community
is heavily concentrated with a sprinkling
of people of other communities. In the
inner city itself, like in every other major
city, I think the antisocial elements have
taken control. By and large, I think.
there is large concentration of people who
indulge in bootlegging, prostitution and in
some cities even smuggling. These are the
forces who seem to be in control of inner
cities, and I think these forces look out
for situations which have the germs and
the seed of the communal conflict in them,
exploit them and then create a holocaust.
I dare to think that we must now look
beyond the traditional forces, traditional
groups to work against this kind of communal holoeaust-I will come to this
presently, and I have some tentative
thoughts on the subject and I will make
my submissions presently. But all of us'
here are agreed, and I think it should be
agreed that every kind of fundamentalism
is wrong. It might be religious fundamentalism, it might be linguistic fundamentalism. Every kind of fundamentalism
is wrong. Each one should ask himself or
herself: How many of us are truly
catholic, truly liberal, truly secular in
every aspect of our lives? May be in
religious matters we are secular but then
when it comes to language, we cease to be
catholic and liberal. May be we are
secular and cathol ic in matters relating to
languaae, but when it comes to our own
caste, we tend to become very inward
looking and very sectarian. Every kind of
fundamentalism is wrong, and I think it is
this reVival of fundamentalism, revival of
bigotry, revival of the very primitive urges
in man which is the cause of all the
troubles that we see around ourselves. I
l>
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think the model is-and I cannot think
of any greater model in this country than
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. I think he was
the greatest model. and I think we should
emulate that model in matters relating to
religion, in matters relating to language
and in matters relating to caste. I think
he was so much above all these prejudices
and all these sectarian views that I think
we must hold him up as the model not
only for our children-we are very good
in preaching to our children and our
grand children-but we must hold him up
as a model for ourselves, and that., I
think, imposes an obligation upon people
in public life. For all of us in public life
to whatever religion we belong, to whatever caste we belong, I th!nk there is an
obligation to observe self-restraint. It is
very easy to participate in a religious
feslival, it is very easy to participate in a
caste sammelan, it is very easy to go and
join an organisation and march pleading for some caste or some group.
I think it IS a more difficult task,
and the task, which imposes an obligation
upon everyone in public life is to restrain
yourself from this kind of identity with
one religion or one caste. So long as we
are in publ ic life, I thing we must exercise
a tremendous self-restraint in identifying
ourselves with anyone religion or anyone
caste or anyone sectarian group.
Sir, it is true that in the last five years
the communal situation has taken a turn
for the worse. Some of you think, and I
also thought that 1985 was a very bad
year. 1985, minus the incidents of Gujarat,
lurns out to be a relatively stable year in
terms of figures. But then the intensity of
communal disturbances in Gujarat really
put everything else into a shadow and
1985 turned out to be a very bad year,
and I am afraid 1986, the first six months
of 1986, have been quite bad. Eigbtyeiaht districts have been identified as
hypersensitive in terms of potential for
communal vioJence. Ninety-eight districts
have been identified as sensitive. Now, I
am sure there are Members of Parliament
in those districts. Now, it is a matter of
shame that one should come from a
district which has been
identified as
hypersensitive in termS of communal
violence and sensitive in terms of communal violence. What are we doing about
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this? What are the State Governments
communal
violence
in
the
State.
doing
about
this?
What
is
(Interruptions). Please bear with me.
the Central Government doing about
(Interruptions). S.Ps. and District Magisthis? I want to explain presently what we
trates are under control of the State
are doing about it and what we expeet
Governments. They are allotted to the
Sta te Governments to do about it. In
State cadres. They are essentially answerOctober, 1980 guidelines were issued to
able to the State Governments. If the
the State Governments how to control
consensus of the House is t~at if there is
communal violence and how to prevent
communal disturbance in any district, the
occurence
of communal disturbances.
Central Government should intervene and
These guidelines were revised, reviewed,
hold the SP responsible and bold the DM
updated and revised guidelines were issued
responsible, we have no objection. We
in July, 1985.
will hold the DM responsible. We will
hold the SP responsible. As far as I am
concerned, speaking not only as the
I want to emphasise some of these
Minister in the Ministry of Home Affairs
guidelines because, I think, like all guideas well as the Minister in the Ministry of
lines, what we find is, they are honoured
Personnel, I intend now to make it very
more in breach
than in observance.
clear as the cadre conbolling authority of
Guidelines are read, guidelines are put
the lAS and as the Minister and cadre
away. But if guidelines are to be read
controlling
authority of IPS, we are going
and merely put away, these guidelines are
to hold DM and the SP direct1y and
of no use. One hone Member mentioned
princlpaJly responsib1e for any communal
yesterday every party represented in this
violence.
House is both a ruling party and an
opposition party. It may be an Opposition party here in Parliament but, every
Secondly, on this matter of putting
party on that side is a ruling party in one
some curbs, some restraints on religious
of the States. The CPM is a ruling party.
processions, I have my personal views.
The Janata is a ruling party. The
But this is not a place where- I should
AIADMK is a ruling party_ The Telugu
express my personal views.
I should
Desam is a ruling party. The Muslim
express views which are the views of the
League is in a coalition with a ruling
Government and I shall also take into
party. Everybody has an obligation. I
account the views expressed by bon.
do not think you can stand up and say
Members.
uWe accuse the Central Government." I
can turn round and say that we accuse
I notice that Shri Sultan Salahuddin
the State Government for not implementOwaisi is not here. He said that let us
ing these guidelines. It is not a matter
curb all processions.
of accusation and recrimination. How
far have we implemented these guidelines?
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ (Baramulla) :
If these guidelines had been implemented
Certainly.
strictly and if we had merely summoned
the political will to implement these guideSHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Answer
Jines, I think much of this communal disis 'Yes'. There is a view which says "Let
turbance and communal violence could
us curb all religious processions".
have been avoided.
I want to make one thing clear. The
guidelines clearly say that the Conector.
the District Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police of the district are primarily responsible. I think, I speak on
behalf of the Home Minister also when I
say that, in future we must make it very
clear and let this message go very clearly
to all Collectors and all S. Ps. that they

will Po beld responsiblo if tllero is

Pll)'

PROF.
(Rajapur)

MADHU

No.

DANDAVATE

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: That is
not the tradition of this country.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Political

party procession also creates sorue problems. What to do ? (!nlerruptiOM) ,
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SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM : He says
it is the tradition not to hold processions.
not to curb religious activities. There is
great merit in both views. It is not for
the Government to judge the views. We
have to take the people with us. We have
to carry the people with us. All I want
to emphasise is even short of total curbing, and moving away from the position,
that there must be a total licence. I do
not think he said that there should be a
total licence. I am not saying there should
be a total licence.

religion has been pushed to the background and rituals and in the name of
rituals aU kinds of things have sprung up
and there is h3rdly anything deeply religious about what goes on in the name of
religion to-day. I think we must review
the rules. We must control the loudspeakers. We must control music and I
personally feel that we should not allow
people to go by trucks or jeeps in any
procession. If people are pious, they
should be pious enough to walk behind
their respective Gods.

PROF.
MADHU
DANDAVATE:
There is a distinction between freedom and
licence.

I think some mistakes were made and I
will not name the places where the mistakes were made. But we must learn
lessons from our past mistakes. We
must make our possessions very simple
and involve people with a certain amount
of piety in it and see that these processions and very quickly.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: J am not
saying there should be a total licence or
total curb. There should be a middle
ground which has been recognised by the
gnidelines. I want to emphasise that
these guidelines must be enforced in future.
For example~ as far as loudspeakers are
concerned, I think we must all agree that
in a procession if it is really supposed to
be pious and religioUS, why should there
be loudspeakers and music bJaring all
kinds of noise, a cacophony of noise. I
do not think there is any rule about loudspeakers and music being played. I think
we must curb that.
Secondly, the route of the procession.
It may be that for one hundred years
somebody has taken a particular route.
It may be so. This civilisation has survived for 5000 years. Are we going to
survive as a truly civilised people for the
next 100 years? We are talking about the
next 20 years or 30 years or 40 years. \Ve
must review all these things. We must
not cling to what has happened in the
past and merely say that because something bas happened for 100 years, so we
should do it for the next 20 years. When
it bappened for a 100 years, there were
not so many people. There were not big
cities. There were not so many situations. To-day I think we must prevail
upon our people to see that processions
should be short, that processions should
be symbolic and they should avoid routes
which are sensitive and where people of
other communities reside. I think rituaJ
baa dominated over true reJiaioo. I think

I would emphasize paragraph 20 of the
guidelines. clndiscriminate use of loudspeakers in religious places has come to
the notice of the authorities in the recent
past having the potential of creating communal tension. It is necessary to ensure
that the use of loudspeakers in such
places is regulated in a more effective way
'in the interests of maintenance of communal harmony and peace.'
Thirdly the question of bandh. Since
Ahmedabad and references were
made to Ahmedabad I must mention this.
I think those who called for the Bandh
did no service to the community. The
call of bandh was very unwise. It was
an intemperate move. It was a move
which was done knowing full-well the
consequences of such an action and in
violation of the agreement with the Chief
Minister on 11th July. I have spoken to
the Chief Minister myself. I have spoken
to a large number of people. What
happened was that after the incidents of
the 9th and 10th various religious leaders
and the office-bearers of various organisations were caned for negotiations on the
11 th of July. During the meeting 1he
Chief Minister appealed to the leaders not
to observe the call of Gujarat bandh.
The trustees of the Jagannath temple at
one stage asked for a judicial inquiry.
After a prolonged discussion with the
members present at the meetinl. it was

I was in
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agreed that a high level enquiry on the
terms of reference agreed to by both the
parties would be sufficient for the purpose.
However, when these leaders left the meeting, they decided not to withdraw the
bandh call. I think this call of a bandh
was intemperate, specially in a situation
surcharged with emotion. I think all the
leaders, whether political leaders or religious leaders, should have observed great
restraint, should have appealed to the
people to remain within their homes and
go
about
their peaceful avocations.
Instead of that, the call of the bandh was
a very unwise move and we have paid a
very heavy price for that •......
PROF. SAlFUDDIN SOZ : When was
the judicial enquiry ordered? On the 10th
or lIth?
SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM : I am
anSwer 109 that. Because on the 11 th of
July there was an agreement that a high
level enquiry WIll be ordered and that the
call of the bandh will be withdrawn, at
that time, as a matter of judgment there
was no need to order a judicIal enquiry.
But unfortunately as it turned out, there
was, as I would characterise, a breach of
faith. They went ahead with the call of
bandh and the bandb took place and
immediately thereafter a judicial enquiry
was ordered. It is not correct to say, as
the bon. Member mentioned, that only a
District Judge is gomg to enquire. The
Cbief Minister has c.-\tegoricalJy informed
us that a High Court Judge will be
appointed to conduct the enquiry. The
terms of reference are being drawn up.
It is a matter of judgement as on the 11 th
of July. It is easy to be wise after the
event. But you put yourself in that position when everybody agrees that the call
for the bandh will be withdrawn; when
everybody agrees
that the high-level
enquiry will be sufficient. 1 think the
question of judicial enquiry did not arise
at that time. But now, of course, we are
wiser. We will be more careful in future
before we are taken in by such kind of
agreements. I think the Chief Ministers
of the States will take note of this lesson
which haS happened in Ahmedabad.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: Has

action been taken again those who
called the Bandb ? Had they been identified ?
a~y
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SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM : One
moment. I will come to that. Paragraph 24 of the guidelines again emphasises:
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6'No meeting should be permitted to
be held and no processions, marches
should be permitted to be taken out
in protest against any communal
incident which seems to be used to
provoke communal trouble n •
In future, I think, whenever there is communal trouble, the State Governments
will have to clearly Jay down and tell
everyone Hwe are not going to allow any
protest marches, any processions and
bandhs until the communal situation
returns to total normality~~. We should
not allow further pIotest to provoke the
communal situation. I think the bandh
was unwise and I have nO hesitation in
condemning those who called the bandh
on that day.
(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER
listen what he is saying.

Please

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Now I
would like to talk about the role of the
newspapers. We have had some very bad
experience w th some newspapers; we
have also had very good experience with
some newspa !Jers. I was in Ahmedabad.
Eve.l after the whole
situation had
come back not to normality but to a
cert,1.in peaceful situation to a certain
amount of contIo1, I fou,nd newspapers
carry:ng 8 column headllOes, screaming
headlines. But they were editorialising in
the seconj po ge t hat people shoald remain
pe2.ceful and on the first page publIshing
news which was certainly not a very balanced presentation. I po nted out to them
that nobody reads the editorial. People
only reJd the head ines. I gave the example
of The New York Times which ran the
same editcrial for three consecutive days.
~ot even 10 readers pointed out that the
same edItorial was be-ng run for three
consecutive days. We seem to.. have a
kind of split personality. On the news
page, everything is blown up. On the
editorial side there is a lot of moralisiog.
. I would urge upon the; newspapete: ..that:
they should observ~ a great deal of~ __ _
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raint. After the situation came under
control, even then what was the purpose
of publishing 8 column headlines, screaming headlines. It is not correct to say
that no action has been taken against
newspapers. In the year 1984, Andhra
Pradesh instituted .a case against one
newspaper; Haryana instituted a case
against three newspapers; Karnataka
instituted a case against 9 newspapers ...
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: What was
the result?
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Please do
not interrupt. First, listen to what he says.
(Interruptions)

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Punjab
instituted a case against 4 newspapers;
Tamil Nadu instituted a case against 5

newspapers; Uttar Pradesb instituted a

case against 4 newspapers ~ West Bengal
instituted a case against 2 newspapers, and
Delhi instituted a case against 4 newspapers. So, they have instituted cases
against newspapers for un-balanced and
provocative news being published, taking
advantage of the communal situation.
Now, we cannot do this beyond a point.
People wiU scream that we are curtailing
Press freedom. AU I can submit is thatthis is the sense of the House also-the
newspapers should observe: balance and
restraint. The State Governments have
taken action against newspapers. I sincerely appeal to all newspapers, all editors,
an newspaper publishers to kindJy
cooperate with the Government in controlling a situation of this kind by
observing balance and restraint. What
about the further course of action? To
that, the Hon. Home Minister will reply
in great detail as to what action is going
to be taken. I only want to emphasise
one or two things. We have the poJitical
wilt. Please do not doubt our political
will. We have the political wiH. We will
summon the political will to control the
situation. In Ahmedabad, v.e did bring
the situation under control within 24
hours after the 14th JuJy; thanks to the
Chief Minister for taking some very decisive steps. Let there be no apprehension
ia the mind of any community that
tJawlamtit 40is Dot Have the "ill t_
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control such a situation. Let there also
be no misapprehension in the minds of
any anti-social eJemeot_ any political
force, .any other social group, the Government ~s soft and weak to allow whatever
they lIke. We have the political will .~ we
h ave learnt lessons and we will bring to
bear the e,:,tire .might of the Government
upon a sItuatIon where people viotate
communal harmony.
As far as compensation is concerned
there was some discussion here about th'
sc~le ~f compensation. I wish to read th:
g~Jdehnes, so that State Governments also
~dl know that Parliament has been
Jnformed about it. The fonowing scale of
payments .of ex-gratia would, accordingly,
~ conSIdered
appropiate in such
lDstances :
(i) Death (whether of a

earning

or

non-

earning member
family)

of
Rs. 20,000

(h) Permanent

incapacitation (whether of
earning or non-earning
member
of
family)

(iii) Temporary

incapa-

citation

Rs.
Rs.

short
of incapaCitation
Rs.

5,000
1,000

(iv) Grievous hurt
(v) Loss

of
property

movable

500

Rs.

2,000

Loss of House

Rs.

5,000
to
15,000

(vii) Loss
of
earning
assets like vehicles
boat or bullock etc. '

Rs.

2,000

(VI)

Sixteen State Governments have accepted tbese guidelines and we appeal to all
other State Governments to accept these
guidelines. These are the minimum. If
the State Governments want to give more
tbey can give more takina into accoun;
th. ,ravitr llf the aituation: But we ar..
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keen on people being compensated for
getting affected by communul violence and
riots.
We are looking into the question of
representation of minorities in policef
force. It is not at all a happy situation.
Let me mines no words about it. I think
there are two kinds of forces working;
one is the status-quoist who says, well
people are disqualified, they do not
measure up, we cannot recruit them. The
other is like this which says, well joining
the police force is not considered to be a
reputed profession and therefore~ . we
would not join police force. I thInk,
minority leaders must encourage their
young men to join the police force.

SHRI ZAINUL BASHER (Ghazipur):

There are many.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I agree.
That is why I said that there is the
status-quoist who says that if somebody
comes up~ he is short by quarter of an
inch or he is underweight by half a
pound. That kind of thi~g i~ there.
Therefore, I think we are lookmg lOto t.he
matter and we wou1d ensure that polIce
force is adequately ...

PROF. N.G. RANGA (Guntur) : You
have to take the communal consideration
also-whether they are Harijans-while
recruiting them.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Yes,
minorities: Harijans must all be represented.
PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: I
may go on record that some years back a
CommiSSioner of Police had issued a
confidential circular saying that as far as
possible Muslims should be avoided from
the police force. I went to just keep it on
record.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I am
sure, Prof. Dandavate is correct when he
says that. That is a deplorable attit ude
and we will not allow any State Government do that. This is deplorable. We
wUI monitor.
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SHRI ATA-UR REHMAN (Barpeta) :
Could you hear from the horse's mouth?
I come from a State where I have had
consultations with my colleagues. One
colleague who is a good friend of mine
told me, "Look, Rehman, it is aU very
good talking about secularism. But there
is a word of mouth passed on by some of
them, not al:-that some of the minority
types-should not be taken into police
force." That stands even today.
SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: We are
going to monitor it very carefuJJy. I want
to emphasize a b Jut training. One thing I
find is that our State Armed Constabulary is not being trained periodically
while the CRPF & BSF have a rigorous

training scbedule and a training manual.

But the Armed Constabu1ary in the States
somehow seem to avoid training or they
are not given adequate training.
I discussed it with the Home Minister.
We are drawing up a programme where
the State Armed Constabulary will be
trained in companies and batches and at
any given time a certain proportion of the
State Armed Po1ice must be under training. Training hJS been the casua1ty in the
last few years and I think with the new
emphasis on training we will extend this
training to the State Armed Police Forces
also.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA (Basirhat):
Do you give them training that they
should not take part in the riots themselves?
PROF. SAIFUDDIN
tunately it does.

SOZ:

Unfor-

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:
My
answer to tha t would be, if there are any
biases in their approach it is because of
lack of training. Training is to clear
those biases, training is to inculcate the
right attitude, tr~lining is to give theD) the
correct approach to the situation. It is
the lack of tra~ning which is causing this.
I think we will train them.
In Special Courts again, I think our
experience has not been very happy. Wt;
have some statistics here. Only five statci''''''
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and two union territories have appointed
special courts. In tJ;le other states the
regular courts have been asked to look
into the cases related .to communal disturbances on a priority basis. But the
less said about it the better. The special
courts have not really done what they
should do. I think we must make a
beginning somewhere and, I think, the
Home Minister categorically told me that
we will make a beginning. I think he said
so when he made a statement earlier in
this House. He made a statement that we
will make a beginning. At Ahmedabad
we will punish very severely those who are
responsible for inciting communal riots
and we will have speedy trials of these
offences. Kindly judge us by what results
we show in the next few months.
We have to make a beginning. Our
experience has not been happy but we will
make a beginning. I do not wish to take
more time. I only wish to say oue or two
things by way of conclusion. I want to
quote what the Prime Minister said in
January :
uSecularism is the basis of our unity.
Communalism and all other narrow
)oyalities are
incompatible with
unity. It is my first duty to safeguard the right of property and
legitimate rights of citizens belonging
to every faith. We must go beyond
the prevention and suppression of
violence. We must take the campaign
for unity to every .village and every
street of aur town and an ideological
battle against communalism and
fanaticism must be waged in our
schools and universities and in our
work pJacesu •
This is the charter for the Home Ministry
so far as maintaining law and order is
concerned.
PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE : But
that is the Prime Minister~s mess;lge to
the nation.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: This is
the charter for the Home Ministry. We
will live by that charter. We will work by

t 986
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that charter. We will enforce it throughout the country.

Sir, may I say one thing? Today there
is talk of back lash, siege mentality and
revivalism. Let me not go into all that.
Very senior members have spoken and I
am sure they speak from experience. But
I think all this is 'bad. What did Mahatma
Gandhi say : An eye for an eye and tooth
for a tooth will lea\e the whole world
toothless and blind. We cannot allow
this kind of backlash mentality to develop.
What is the backla sh and what is the
provocation. There is a provocation in
Allahad. There is backlash in Allahabad.
Then that backlash gives rise to a provocation in Ahmedabad and there is
backlash in Ahmedabad. This I am just
giving as an exampie. Where will this
end? The whole nation will go up in
flames if we do not stop the talk about
this siege menta!ity and provocation and
backlash.
I think in the name of religion all kinds
of monstrous crimes
are
committed.
Somebody said God is in danger. I almost
1aughed. Who says so!
Man says
God is in danger. I thought the other
way round. I thought God said man is in
danger and I have come to redeem you.
Today we have got this rather fatuous
situation of man sayjng God is in danger.
God is not in danger. It is Man who is in
danger. Civilisation is in danger. I think
men should preserve sanity and God win
take care of himself.

Sir, may I finally say that secular forces
must assert themselves? I was deeply
touched when one or two members mendoned what the secular forces are doing.
I ask the same question. What are the
secular forces dOing? What are the people
with
liberal
catholic
views doing '1
Rabindra Nath Tagore's poem starts by
saying: 'Where the mind is without fear'.
Why are we not going out into the streets
when there is communal violence? What
does it matter if a couple of us are killed
~r maimed? Why are we not asserting
ourselves? Why our trade unions and
leftist forces not asserting themselves?
Why our youth forces Dot assertin, themselves? I think we have simply surren-
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dered the ground to forces of reaction and
country. It is upto us to take the lead~
retrograde forces. We must occupy the
go back to out constituencies. go back to
main ground-the middle ground. As far
otfr districts, go back to our States and
as I am concerned thanks to some efforts
assert that secular, liberal, progressive,
made by some people In Tamil Nadu......-I
catholic and Don·sectarian forces wdl
want
to share its news both wlth
continue to command and occupy the
the Home Mmister and the
Housemiddle ground and command the alleon the 26th of this month. that is, three
giance and support of the people. Let us
days from today in the southern most tip
Isolate and eliminate the small number of
of India, Nagercoil we are organising a
anti-social forces and on that tbe Governhuge peace march where Christians,
ment seeks the cooperation of everybody
Muslims. Hindus and all other relIgious
In this House irrespective
of party.
leaders are going to organise a huge peace
irrespective of hIS religion, irrespective of
march. Now 1 would appeal to all memthe language he speaks. We seek the
bers with folded hands let Parliament be
cooperation of everybody.
over and let us go back to our constituencies and mobilJse the youth force, trade
I am once again grateful to the House
for gIving us valuable advice and I assure
unIOn force and secular forces. Let us
occupy the middle ground, let us stand
the House, and through the House, to the
firm and show our unity among the
people of thIS country that the Governpeople; let us have peace marches, let us
ment has the will and it will assert its will
in controlling the situation of this kind
have peace demonstratIons and peace
rallies. If you surrender the ground to
and we will maintain law and order;
people and we look after only our own
there will be no let, no hinderance in discharging thIS duty.
Interests and our own avocations ...
SHRI
NARAYAN
CHOUBEY
(Midnapore) : Who is going to do It ?
SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I am
saYIng, you do it and we will join you.
We will give you all the support. Let
Prof. Madhu Dandavate start It, Will
support; let Shri Ama! Datta start It, we
Will support; let Prof. So start it and
we wil1 Join you. There is no question of
a leader or a follower there. The Congress Party IS wilhng to JOIn any party,
any force, any trade union in startmg
these peace ralhes and peace demons t rations. I would humbly appeal to aU ...
SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: Let there
be some guidelines.
SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:
The
guidelines will be there. You start and we
would come to West Bengal, we will come
wherever you want. (Interruptions).
The

whole

nation is being held to

ransom by a small number of people who

are interested in destabilismg the country.

The whole nation is being held to ransom,

but bere there are so many people of
aoodwiU. We are the people who repre-

sent millions of men and women in

thlS

SHRIMATI GEETA
MUKHERJEE
(Panskura): You mentioned some district. Why not we go there on a single
day? We can declare that from the
Parliament. Let us all together take peace
marches.
SHRI
P. C1UDAMBARAM;
accept the suggestion.

We

SHRI V. KISHORE CHANDRA S.
DEO (Parvathipuram): Mr.
Deputy..
Speaker, Sir. this debate has gone on for
two days and we are on the third day of
the debate today. I have heard with rapt
attention the views of several hone
Members of this House.
15.34 hrs.

[SHRI SHARAD DIGHE in lhe Chair]
The Minister of State also spoke very
eloquently just now. Despite what the
Prime MInister has said and desPJte the
unanimous views thls House has expressed, as far as the communal situation IS
concerned. it was rather disturbing to hear
from the hone Minister that 98 districts
have been identified as sensitive areas
which have communal disturbances. On
several earlier occasions~' the Parliament
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has discussed the situations arising out &f
the communal tensions and I would
certainly like to look forward to the day
when there shall be no occasion for this
House to discuss such a sItuation again.
Mr. Chairman, in situations like this,
as the Minister has himself stated, it is
generally the poor people who are affected. There are definitely socio-economic
reasons underlying these riots and it is
always that the poor people are exploited
not only economical1y, but politically also
they become v.ctims on such occas ons.
A reference has been made by several
hone Members to anti-social elements
which intervene in the situation and make
it take an ugly turn.
The Minister has also referred to people
like boot-Jeggers, smugglers, or those who
involve in prostitution or such other
things, who try to lake advantage when
lucb a situation exists. But I would like
to know from the Min.ster as to why
there has been a difficulty to identify such
people, when you know that boot-Ieggers
are involved in a communal situation.
Sometimes, when there is a conflict between a boot-legger aud may be his customer, it is given a communal turn if those
people happen to belong to different commUDlties. Likewise, when a smuggler is
involved with somebody else, or if a pimp
gets into a quarrel with his customer.
When you can identify the kind of people
who are involved, why have the State
Government not been able to identify
those people and taken them to task ?
AN HON. MEMBER: Because they
have their patrons!
SHRI V. KISHORE CHANDRA S.
DBO : Who are the patrons or godfathers of these boot-leggers or the smugglers ? Let us search our heJrts. Whether
it is the police. whether it is the politician
or whethcr it is the rich busin(;Ssman in
that area, unless the petty boot-legger or
. the smugglers or the anti-social element
has somebody's patronage, does he have
the courage or guts to get into such kill d
of a situation and how is it that he eventually escapes scotfree ?
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Sir, it is qui te rjght that a fundamentalistie tendency has taken roots in our
country now. Whether it is one of religion or whether it is one of language,
there has been a revival of fundamentalism. But why? Yesterday. hone member,
Shri Zainul Basher While speaking, said
that Musltms feit very insecure today.
Likewise when my hone friend Shri Ranjit
Singh Gaekwad spoke he said that he met
certain Hindus who felt that for the first
time the m~1jority community was feeling
insecular or left out. Have any efforts
been made 10 contact the leaders of those
people belonging to those religions to find
out as to why the Mnslims are feeling insecure or as to why the majority community is today feeling insecure? It is rather
ridiculous to think that a majority community is today feeling insecure for
reasons best known to them.
Every religion has the background of .a
few centuries in our country. Whether it
is Islam, whether it is Christianity. whether
it is Sikhism or any other religion, these
are not new religions which have mushroomed in the last few years. All these
religions have had a background of a few
centuries. Why is it that today al1 these
religious communities including even the
main majority community are feeling
insecure and are worried about their
existence or about their rights? What is
it that the Government has done to find
out why these people are feeling insecure ?
I would like to know from the Home
Minister when he replies whether he has
spoken to all those people and asked them
what they want and if not, whether he
would do it. Because, unless you go to
the root of the problem and find ou t the
reason as to why they are feeling so, it
will not be possible for the Government
to take any measures to redeem ourselves
of this situation.
Sir, several members of this House have
spoken regarding the necessity of deJinking politics from religion. Mr. Chairman.
in this connection, let me give an example
of a very small State in the South •
Kerala is a State where almost every religion or community has its own party.
But there have been no communal riots in
Kerala. Now the religious communities,
for historic reasonS are synonymous with
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politics in our country. Somehow, all of
taining situation like this, you will agree
them feel that they have to redress their
wjth me that a higher degree of responsigrievances through one political party or
bility vests with those who are in power
through their representatives in the party.
where such a situation had taken place or
That is why we even have reservations for
is existing. Therefore, it is not only the
certain communities, so that their voice
Co1Iector and the police who are responsican be heard. It is not necessary that if
ble, but it is also the Government which
certain religious communities have their
have to be held responsible, who will have
representatives in the politic~ll parties, this
to explain the situation. 1 would also
should lead to communal riots. The
hasten to add that in such an event the
difficulty arises only when, as a politician
transfer of an official found guilty is not
you want to create a communal situation,
the answer. It is not enough to transfer
to make use of this opportunity to get
the officer from one district to another.
votes and to reap electoral benefits out of
I mean, specific action will have to be
it.
taken to prevent recurrence of involvement of officials or politicians in ugly
When our Minister spoke of selfincidents like this.
restraint, I would IJke to inform him that
in a situation like this, it is the vested
Several opinions have been expressed
interest which comes in the way of selfabout the religious processions. I certainly
restraint. Self-restraint should be counappreciate the spirit with which the
selled by whom? It should be counselled
Minister spoke regarding processions with
not by for those people who actually
the said should be short and people could
suffer in the riots, but for those people
go
walking and that there should be no
who instigate It. It is. these people have
mikes
used in such processions. Mr.
to
be
identified. So many Enquiry
Chairman,
I would like to make only one
Commissions have been held. We have
more
point.
As I have said earlier,
discussed this problem on various occareligion has got a very long background.
sions in this House. So, I would like to
There have been certain religious procesknow on how many occasions, they have
sions and functions which have been held
been able to identify the people involved
jn various parts of the country not now,
in the actual disturbances and in how
but
from centuries. Now. I would like
many instances was action taken by the
to
know
from the hone Minister whether
State Government, let us say during the
he
would
be prepared to draw a cut off
last two or three years.
line. Say for example 15th of August,
1947. What about the religious processThen, Sir, we were given to understand
ions which have been created after indethat certain guidelines have been made.
pendence? Are you prepared to at least
Today, it is learnt that certainly guidelines
ban those processions ? Let them have
have been made and certainly the adminisprocessions which have been held for 300
tration should be held responsible for this
years or 400 years or even 500 years.
sort of a thing which happens within the
Before that belonging to all religions.
jurisdiction. But Mr. Chairman, while
But what '1 bout the processions and
fixing the responsibility on the Collector
functions which have been created with
or the District Magistrate or the S.P. I
ulterior motives and which have also
have strong reservations about the Central
resulted in this kind of situations ? I
Government directly intervening in this.
thirlk the State Government and the
This sbould not also create conflicts betCentre should think seriously abo~t banween the Centre and the St.ltes or it
ning such kind of processions and actishould not also erode into the powers of
vities which have mushroomed in recent
the State Governments. But you always
yeJ
rs adding to the confusion as far as. the
have the power to review later on. While
communal situation is concerned. When
this putting the responsibility on the D.M.
one talks of political will Mr. Chairman ..
or the Collector or the S.P. who is at the
the Minister referred e1aborately to the
spot, I think the State Government and
situation in Gujarat. But I would like
the Ministers concerned shou1d also be
to go to the situation in Allahabad. I
equally responsible. While, I admit that
em ~1t4 ~ ua. ,i'WUioa In AI.h.M•
• U uf us have equaJ resp(}Qsibility in ceo-
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started off and it gained momentum since
February. It first of all started with
hoisting of black flags and saffron flags by
different communities on the housetops
and MohaI1as. Then. it was done on the
highways. The police enforcement went
there, collected these flags took the black
and saffron flags and presumed that the
matter ended there. But after tbat~ I am
told that even some pork was found in
the mosque and bear was found in the
temple and again it wa9 cleared up by the
police, and Holi and Moharram also
passed off pea cefully. And on the presumption that Holi and Muharram passed
off peacefully and no tension had taken
place and it was in January, I don~t remember the exact date when the Prime
Minister visited Varanasi, the Police
forces were taken away from Allahabad
and shifted to Varanasi. I am not blaming the Prime MinIster or his vist or the
Government, but they should have taken
forces from elsewhere. Just on the presumption that the situation had completety normalised and caused out and to
shift the police force from the place
where actually these communa' tensions
were increasing day by day, probably just
gave an opportunity for those who were
waiting to strike and create more troubles.
7

Sir, we highly appreciate the suggestion of the Hon. Minister to create specia I
courts, but Jet the fate of these special
courts be not like the other courts that we
had seen. If we have Special Courts,
we have to bave Special Courts to go into
these cases, and take immediate action in
the matter. Unless we are able to identify and bring the culprits to book prom ply ,
this situation will continue to exist.

Before I end, I would like to say that
we are sitting on a volcano of communal
violence. and before it spreads like cancer
to all parts of the country and destroYs
the very fabric on which our entire
society has been built. I would like to
urge upon the Government and colleagues
from all sections of the House to find a
way out,' and to talk to the leaders of
various communities and State Governmeats. As see that this House win not
• ever bave to go tbrough the ordeal of disQJSSio, this kind of a situation.

(T,.ans/Olio,,]

SHRI AZIZ QURESHI (Satna): Hon.
Chairman, Sir, first of aU I want to congratulate the han. Minister Shri Chidambaram, who put forth
some
basic
problems before us very intellilJently. I
intended to ask many questions but he has
already clarified them" so I would not
repeat them now ~
Mr. Chairmal1, Sir, history bears testimony that man has killed man in the
name of religion and has written the
story of atrocities, barbarity and killings
on the pages of history by dipping his
sword in man's blood. This evil came to
India when the Britishers thought that
they would not be able to rule here until
they made the Hindus and Mus) j ms fight
against each other by adopting a policy
of divide and rule. History bears testimony that the Congress Party is the only
Party which has been fighting against
communalism at every step during the last
100 years and has also been calling upon
the whole nation to fight against it unitedly. Mr. Chairman, Sir, I have got all
the resolutions with me which were passed
by the Congress and which were aimed at
fighting against communalism, at maintaining Hindu-Muslims unity and national
integration during the last tOO years. But
it is unfortunate that in one such reso]ution of 1979, the Congress had to say : [English]

"Forces of evil and darkness try to
create the sentiments of racial
supremacy. religious fanaticism and
chauvinistic tendencies which ultimately result in communal riots."
[Translation]

Just now, my friend Shri Chidambaram
spoke about backlashes and mentality.
Mr. Chairman, Sir, this is not ~ new
phenomenon. If you turn over the pages
of history, you win find that it has been
happening in the world previously also.
The Mus1ims~ the followers of Islam,
used to think that theirs was one of those
religions which constituted the largest
population of the world. In 1930s and
19408, a movement called "Pale-Islamic"
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movement started which aimed at the
unification of all the Muslim countries of
the world. But today if you throw a
alanee over the Arab World, you will
find that in spite of their having the same
I culture, the same religion, the same kind
of climate, the same dress habits and the
same eating habits, they are unable to
UDite. The religion could not unite
Egypt, Syria, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
If you tum over the pages of history,
you will find that(&,11,,11]

-religion bas failed to be a rallying

force.

[Translation]

Why go far, you may see in our
neighbourhood. Nepal
in our neighbouring country and she is the only
country of the world which has Htnduism
as their official religion. After independence, we had to fight three wars, twice
with Pakistan and once with China. All
the three times, we were attacked without
any fault on our part. But the history
bears testimony that Nepal neither condemoed nor criticized Pakistan and China
for the attacks even once. What is
tltc reason '1 The reason is that today
religion bas failed to be a rallying
You
cannot
unify
the
force.
peeples in the name of religion. This is

a

siBis~er,

nefarious and strange propa-

aanda that majority is in danger in this
COUDtty.
I want the Members of all
sections of the House to see whether it is
the same type of propaganda which was
made in this country when the Congress
was flahting for the country's iodepen~ On the one hand it was said that
tbe miaorities were in danger and on the
other it was said that the majority was in
danger. In this manner there was an
attempt to divJde both the communities. I
want to ask as to Who are the people and
. which are the elements responsible for
apreadiq this kind of thinking '1 The
boo. Home Minister should see and
infOBll all the Members of the House
about it.. Just DOW, Shri Cbidambaram
.aid that we should race this chalieDae
\UlitedlJ. I remember tbat after independeDoe aad even before independence thoro

.,_. .. *" __ tho

~~mmoul

pall.iA

_,,_, /ItIIU
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coat,.,

used to be identified and the ~p"
treated them as OUtQsts. I ret"""'_
when I was in school, at that time PaDdit.
Jawahar Lal Nehru once visited Bbopal.
He bad referred to Hindu Mala8sabha-"
said that whenever he talked tdtout tllet
organisation, it was most abhorriaa for
him and its name was not worth mentioning. We should consider over dais
important point that all the communal
parties and elements, which we had been.
condemning and criticizing. bow we
developed our relations with them and
surrendered before them. I would like to
say that all those people wbo talked about
class-struggle in this country. who wanted
to estabhsh dictatorship of the ~
on the basis of the theory of surplus
value, who gave slopns of pt'eIr ••ive
ideology, those very people &aft sltleller
to those communal forces who wame4 to
destroy the history of our country a1Id
also all our traditions, in the na.e Of
congress ism and minimum prOll'aJDme. I
remember, I have read it somewhere; that
a big procession was taken out in DeI1U
after the assassination
of Mabatta
Gandhi. That procession came to tile
Parliament and submitted a memorandum
demanding the banning of the R.s.8.
That proeession was led by the fate
Jayaprakash Narayan. But the bi..."
also bears testimony that tberea fter . . . ,
very communal forces were Biven sheJtWr
and a government was formed in alliatK1e
with them. Principles were forsalt_ in
the name of power which poisoned our
body politic to such an extent . . . we
may have to face that for years _ _and also face the evil consequences -ef
that.

I would like to conclude after mentioning one point. Just now it was said tbac
to fight against communalism, we sb'ould
organise the teachers and students, join
hands with them and declare a WAr
against this evil. In this conteXt. I WOidd
like to give you an instance. \YJfen
Muslim communalism gained strenatfa in
Delhi, then the personalities like .Dr.
Ansari, Hakim Ajmai Khan, Ali Brotben.
Mahatma Gandhi and MauJana Azad laid
the foundation of J'fJDia MiUia lsJamia ill
Delhi. They fouaht qainst COIbID~
from there. I want that the G~

m9914 fgll, h9IP
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IShri Adz Qureslul
llDiversities like lamia Minia so that they

may proaress and once again we may be

,in a position to fight against communalism in this Country. Lastly-I would
like to say that we have to convey this

mcssaae to the people.

[&gllah)
It is not the common culture, it is not
the common religion, it is not the

COIllmon language, which makes a nation.

. It is only the common heritage of the

territory which makes a nation.

, (7)-Qll.tlation]

We live on the Indian soil which belongs

to aU of us, which constitute a country, a

nation. It is our religious and moral
duty to defend it. I am conveying the
fceJiD&s of the crores of Muslims of this
JCOUDtry who have only one aim and that
is to defend this country. Whereas as
Indians it is their duty, being Muslims it
is their religious duty also to shed their
last drop of blood to save the country if
Cbina or Pakistan attack even on an
inch of this land. But this is also to be
seen how you defend them in this country.
Just DOW Shri Chidambaram said that the
-shop and house of a person were razed to
ground thrice in two years in the
riots. I would like to ask as a common
citizen that if you burn the house and the
shop of a poor man to ashes thrice in two
. years and make him homoless and then
ask him as to how much is he 10Yli to
this country, what reply he will give ?
This is a big question. We will have to
think over it.

,he

I once again appeal to all the sections
in this House that it is true that Mahatma
Gandhis are Dot bom every time but the
killers of Mahatma Gandhi can always be
there. Therefore, we all should come
forward and sacrifice ourselves like
Mahatma Gandhi to save the integrity and
leCUlarism of the country.

~ngll6hl
SHIll DIGVDAY SINH (SurendraDaiar): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I
,_Jlprd • voiJ impnIasive doPositioD of
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a?d it is very fe-assuring to know from
hIm that the Government will leave no
stone . unturDed to see that this great
calalWty-I wouJd say a social calamitywill be brought-

I wiJJ not say brought to an end-to
an end but also it win be controlled. He

also laid down certain guidelines and
Dorms .tbat the Government will give.
:rhe~e IS only one thing that was missing
lD hIS depOSition, which I think that the
h?n. Home Minister Shri Buta Singh in
hIS final deposition will give, tbat is about
the guidelines to political parties how the
politi~al ~arties should have adopted
certaIn gUIdelines and norms. I think that
is very important.

Lot of fervent hope has been expressed
here, in very high sounding terms about
what the country is, its culture, the heritage and great names like Mahatma
Gandhi were mentioned. And 1 think that
this is an excellent occasion and opportunity for us to be more introspective.
The first thing was to think as to what the
causes are. And the causes, to my analysis, can be dIvided into two major
segments : One is political and the other
is economic. Bringing it down to the
brasstacks, it is the vote and the note
which bring about this kind of fissiparous
tendencies fight now to the village
leve1. And when it comes to the vote it
is by and large these anti-social activities
employed in various nefarious vocations'
that too~ to gain an extra buck deploy tb~
religious sentiments and incite religious
dogmas. I think this is a very large
problem. But we, who are the custodians
of the people's holy postulates, because we
represent the miJlions, can at least by to
see to it that even the anti-social elements
to some extent can be contro1led by usand certainly not supported by us-for
whatever reasons.
16.00 brs.

The other is, of course, the political
angle. When we talk of tbe political
angle, it is very very depressing when one
analysis and asks : is there loss of certain
democratic principles in our society or in
our ethos or is it that we have become 80
unscrupulous, whichever party and which'9Vtr olootion. that to saiD an ex. . yott
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we . 10 to any extent even if it means stimulating or aggravating the religious senti.
ments 1 To what extent does one go ? Do
we not introspect '1 We go about saying.
(English1
[Trans/ation]

They do not do, they do not, do,
Government should not do this. But what
do we do in our constituencies, in our own
home-towns ? How much are we doing
personally '1 This is something we should
do at this stage and introspect. When I say
that I want to make a very specific recommendation. And I do so bec~lUse I can
talk from my personal experience. When
you come to a stage in the whole dectoral
scenario that all other isms are relegated
like socialism, communism or whichever
ism, then the society falls back on something which is aziomatic which is like
caste or creed or religion. This is what
we fall back. When this happens let us,
at least, take one decision. If we represent
various political expressions in this country-there are certam Members of Parliament who represent probably one Member
party-let us at least have a consensus
tha t those whose whole profession depends
on religion or religious preachings-he
may be a maharishi, a mahant, a maulvi,
a pick, a Sikh religious head or a Christian padri-at least let such a person not
have a prominance in any political party.
Let him be a little above the party. I
think, this is a very specific suggestion. I
can make this because I am proud to say
tha t I come from a small part of Gujarat
which was once a principality with 30 per
cent of the population being Muslims. I
am proud to say that the ruler at that
time had arranged the system in such a
-way-that the religious trusts and the ternple9 and mosques had both the communi·ties- placed there in position. There was
tsuch a harmony that when partition took
place in 1947 and the whole drama of
shifting of masses of people and killing of
~asses of people ..took place from 1947 to
rl-948, not one Muslim from that principality left the area. There was so much
confidence created, So much brotherhood
created. Of course, at that time, there
were no elections. But under the present
.sY$tem. we must evolve a system whereby
we overlook this kind of petty personal
aains.
I ,close by making this specific
... ,
j,...
sugcstJODS to the hone .I:Iome Minister.
~

~

1~ (S~L4)
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Let him draw out certain ethics that
should be followed by the political parties
and let them lay down DOrms and lUi.
lines so that there is a consensus in this
field, at least, of communal ha.rmooy
throughout the country.

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ (BaramuDa):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I musf. first of
thank the Speaker for not onJy baviD8
allowed this discussion but throush his
initial remarks he inspired· us. I also that
the Prime Minister of India fOr havm,
sent- Mr. Chidambaram to Ahmedabad:
Things would have been worse Jf Mr.Chidambaram had not gone to Ahmedabad. Madhu Ji has made an elaborate
speech and I felt that he spoke everythiDa
that I had to speak. Later, I heard maDY
speeches and by now I feel very much
satisfied that this House has spoken with
one voice against communalism, terrorism
and all kinds of anti-social activities tllat
are going on in the length and breadth of
this country.

an,

16.06 hrs.
[SHRI ZAINUL BASHER in the Chair]

I had an occasion to go to Ahmedabad
and I must assure this House that J did
not go to Ahmedabad to count heads
because heads keep rolling in this country.
Ahm~dabad in that respect is not unique.
Earlier it happened at Allahabad and there
were so many dreams of communal holocaust in this country. My concern was
primarily for assessing whether tbore are
some hopes for future. I feel, day in
and day out, a natural urge to fight all
kinds of communalism, whether it is
exhibited by Hindus or exhibited by Muslims. But when I went to Ahmedabad
this time, although I found that a very
great loss of life and loss of property was
caused to Muslim
minority there, I
returned to Delhi with some hope. and' f
am going to give some facts -about that
hope with which I have returned frOm
Ahmedabad. Unfortunately, Mr. Chidambaram is away. I had some queStiODS fm
Mr. Cbidambaram although be'deliwnit
a very good speech here and I could feet
that he has the guts. I do bot kJIbw
whether be will oontinue in ,tho lIome
Minitsry bu't if 'be ~ntiDues there;
that he ~I rise to the occasion, BQt~

r ,..

l\ave some qpestiODS \tter ilarralaa. •
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briefty tbe story of arison, loot and
J;DW'der that I have seen in Ahmedabad ...
(bturruption).
SHRI AZIZ QURESHI: What about
Anantnag?
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Anantnag

was blown out of proportion .. .(Interruption).

(17ans/ation)

MR. CHAIRMAN : Soz Saheb, your
time is valuable. So, please be short and
speak quickly.
(English]

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: .first, I
",ant to say a word about Ahmedabad
i_If.. Something
has happened
to
Ahmedabad. Mr. Digvijay Singh was
feeling that it was a matter of pride for
him to belong to a place where there has
beon no communal trouble. But what
about Ahmedabad 1
Ahmedabad has
been exhibiting a worst drama of human
degradation. Be it the question of reservations or be it the communal holocaust
that took place recently, Ahmedabad has
been exhibiting the worst kind of vandalism and worst kind of communalism. So,
it is Mr. Digvijay Singh's responsibility to
come out of his district and speak for
Ahmedabad itself. Ahmedabad is the
capital of Gujarat. So, what is happening
in Ahmedabad, all the MLAs. and the
M.Ps. from Gujarat State should feel
concerned about it.

When I went to Ahmedabad on 19th
and 20th, I had my colleages with meMadhu Ji was ther~ Bapu Kaldate was
there, Mr. Saifuddin Chowdhary and Mr.
Dora went separately. We visited all the
areas where communal troubles had taken
place, riots had taken place-Meghani
Nagar, Dariakhan Gumat, Mirzapur,
etc.--and we visited the refugee camps
also. We mot the District Collector who
distributes relief, we met the Police
E:ommissionar, Mr. Jha, and last of all,
we met also the hone Chief Minister of
that State. Now, what do we find? I am
telling you very briefly because I nm con1&trairat of time. What do I find here?
SJui Chidambaram knows it. May be, I
-win live him one or more ideas and he
will respond to that.

Rath yatra was taken on 9th July. But
betwceD the

there was no dialo.-

country

Government and the temple people. It is
a very
important tempJe-Jagannath
Temple. When the Rath yatra was taken
On 9th July, at Mirzapur which is a
Muslim concentration area, diety was
received by the Muslims. Diety was
offered garlands and flowers. Prasad was
taken by Muslims and over a distance
Muslims went with the procession.
Now, something happened at Shahpur
and it happened aU of a sudden. Stones
were thrown not from the area which is of
Muslim concentration. It is a mixed area.
Small pebbles and stones were thrown and
the motivated crowd responded not only
by stone throwing-therewere truck loads
of material used for killing, arson, loot,
plunder-bot shops of Muslim community
were already numbered and one by 'ODe
they were put on fire.
We later learnt from the Police Commissioner that there was a film going 00.
Shri Chidambaram must be knowing. I
have a graph also to show to this House.
I am not speaking for Muslims. Do not
misunderstand me. I want India to be
great, united. I am personally interesUKI
in India's unity and integrity.
Recently, I went to America. In
Chicago the members of the Indian community invited me. In one voice Muslims
and Hindus told me .. .(lntel',upth,,,s). I
bad gone to Maxico and on return I came
to America,

(Inter,uptio1J8)
fhe point which I was telling you was
that the members of the Indian community abroad want to see this country
free of riots, free of communal trouble.
They want to see this country areat and
united. That is my wish.

In this procession more provocatne
slogans were raised and I saw dIeIe
sJoaan over written there(Trans/ation)

- ',Jai ran cbbod, Miyao chor. n
After this there is an abuse, and
that I will DOt utter. '·Pakistan

Jao". etc.
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(English)

The police Commissioner said that they
have film of a procession. That film must
be produced before the judge who win go
into it.
And despite provocation, Muslims did
not rotaliate. That is the story.

cou1flry

And we talked to many people, people
of representative character.
[Translation)

SHRI RAJ KUMAR RAJ (Ghosi): If
the Hon'ble Members go on speakiq for
so long have shaU we be able to express
our views?

Then we went to the temple. I had the
guts to go to the temple trustee. At one

time he was in Congress. Dr. Shukla
continues to be in Congress. I went to the
mahant. They feh that they were not
interested In this communal holocaust and
they felt remorse for the members of the
minority community. Somebody wanted to
tell me how many shops were burnt by
the majority community.

I will give an instance how communal
trouble started in Ahmedabad. I am telling
you what temple people talked to me.
FmalJy cutting it short I talked to the
mahant. I must tell you that he wears an
a ura of a religious man around him. His
name is Maharaja Ram Harish Das. He
said to me in Hmdustani--

{Translation1
~'I am now 88 yedrs old. My body
cannot now bear so much burden.
What is all this happening? Had
these people told us that there \ViII
be so much trouble, so many people
wil1 be killed, we would have taken
the 'Rath' around the temple. It
seems some people had pre-planned
miscbief. "

(English)

We must know who took advantage of
the Rath yarra. It is not a1l. You call
them anti-social
elements 1 I have
another tale to toll you.
Before I tell you who took advantage
of that, I must give you one or two
details of riots which we found.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please do not &lve
details. Your time is over.
,SHRI SAIFUDDIN SOZ : I shall be
We went to the refuaee camp
with Madhuji and Bapu .Kaldate.
very brief.

(Interruptions)
[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN
disturb him.

Please

don't

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : This is a
relevant question to you.
There were 5 members of tlie minority
community.
One more member of the minority
community was burnt alive. But that is
not so much important. Many peopte aet
burnt. Harijans get burnt, Many members
of the minority community are burnt
alive. But more important fact is that
Habib Rahim Bhai tens me tbis. The Smember contingent of reserve police was
standing nearby about 5 or 10 yards away
and they did not intervene. Hatima Btti
tells Madhuji. There were many women
there. They were wounded. They did Dot
go to hospital because they afraid that
they will be burnt alIve in the hospital.
They bad seen this. 2 people C:.lme to
meet their relatives who were wounded..
They came to civtl hospital; they were
thrown out from the third floor of the
hospital and burnt aHve.
[Translation}

SHRI AJAY MUSHRAN (JabaJpur):
Kindly ask him to tell us something about
happenings in Kashmir also.
(InnrruptiOlfS)

(English)

PROF.
SAIFUDDIN SOZ:
Sir,
Kashmir is peaceful. In Kashmir there is
no violence. I stand guarantee to that.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Your time is over.
Please conclude.
"

oM7
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PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I must
give you instances of the communal riot
in Ahmedabad. I will tell you how this
communal carnage took place. Sir, I
know the story.
MR. CHAIRMAN: It is well known.
Everybody knows it.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Sir it is
actually
a
weak
admInIstration.
(Interruptions). You bear with me for 1 or
2 minutes. (Interruptions). It is a weak
administration. Chief MInister does not
inspire. He is a gentlemen. He may be a
good man but he IS not a strong man.
Mr. Jba, Police Commissioner, had
presided and In lugurated several meetings
of the RSS during the course of the year.
The Chief Mmister confirmed this.
(Translation]

The Police Commissioner wen t shere.
He had to go shere.
I would like to ask whether that very

Police Commissioner would be abJe to
maintaIn peace there? No, it is not
possible.
{English]

They said that it IS this Hindu VJshwa
Parishad whlch led this arsonist and
terrorist and communal orslaught. One
member who Jed the procession is still
abscondmg, Kah Kamliwala Lakshman

Das.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please conclude.

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : I am concluding. The Government of India headed
by Prime MinIster Rajiv Gandhi, and
represented here by Mr. Chidarnbaram, is
saying, "we have the will to control
Communalism
I congratulate them. But
I have a question. Mr. Chidambaram
said. we shall not allow any communal
carnage in future. He said be will punish
these who led this onslaught. I say, he
may not punish all of them. WilJ he punish
"at least those who burnt innocent people
'. alive those? Sir, the Ust }s with the
Police Commissioner Jha of ,Ahmedabad.
Will he punish thes,< people? SlX plus
two, eight people were bUrnt alive. At
H

•
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least those responsible for it should be
punished. Will they do it? The list is
available with the Police.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please conclude.
You have taken 15 minutes.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : I am CODcluding. This is relevant. The Home
Minister has to answer it. There are
many pape:-s i 1 regional languages.
MR. CHAIRMAN : Shri M.C. Daga.
(Interruptions)
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : Kashmir is
peaceful; it will continue to be peaceful;
J guarantee that.
MR. CHI\IRMAN : Now, Mr. Daga.
PROF.
SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Please
give me 1 or 2 minutes more. Gujarat
Samachar carried a clomun for 2 man t hs.
That column is of :
UYohi raftar Chalees saal"

This is Gujarat Samachar which fought
this communal battle. It has narrated the
tale how It IS a duty for you dirty for
the faith ful, to take the procession
through MIrapur, and Shahpur etc. It is
the Gujarat Samachar. I have the file and
the Home Minister should study the file.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please conclude.

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I have
with me the grtJph made by that state
Government. Here is the Government of
Gujarat publishing a graph.
(Interruptions)
MR. CHAIRMAN : Kindly take your
seat. I have called hone Member Shri
Daga.
You have already taken 15
minutes-more than your due.
[Translation)

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : The Gujrat
.Government has prepared this graph.
[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Kindly live it to
the Home Minister~ he will see In detail.
Kindly take you seat.
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[Translation]
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ : 123 rounds
were fired. I would )ike to ask as to how
it could be known that which person
should die in which round .. .(Inierruptions).
9 persons belonging to the minority community and one person belonging to the
majority community died as a result of
police firing .. .(Interruptions). Had Shri Chidambaram Dot gone there would have been
massacre at that place. Had the Prime
Minister not sent Shn Chidambar..lnl, there
would have been large scale killing there.

(Interruptions]
[E"glish)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Whatever Mr. Soz

says will not go on record.
(Interruptions)* *

MR. CHAIRMAN: Whatever Mr. Soz
says will not go on recard,
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ
minute.

Give me a

MR. CHAIRMAN
No, I can't.
have already given you enough time.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ:
to conclude.
(Interruptions). * *
[Translat ion}
If you do not allow then I
only one couplet.

I

Allow me

shall recite

MR. CHAIRMAN: All right, you may
recite a couplet.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ :
Aaj bhi tum mein gar flO ;man paida
Aag kar sakti hai andaze gulislan paida.
[English]

SHRI AJAY MUSHRAN: Sir, after
you have caJJed Mr. Daga, nothing of
what Mr. Soz said sho~ld go on record.
[Translation]

The coup1et
record.

should also not go on

(English)
MR.

CHAIRMAN:

It

is

my

job.
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Kindly take YOUr seat. It is for me to
decide. I have already allowed him to
quote the sher to go on record.

[Translation]
SHRI MOOL CHAND DAGA (Pali) :
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am thankful to you
for giving me time to speak. The hunger
for power is greater than the hunger of
nJan. The people want to wield power.
Those who are accustomed to the taste of
power, should think over it deeply.
This is a nation whose spirit of nationalism could not be destroyed eveQ by the
foreign rulers. Whenever the occasion
arose, the nation stood the test. The
people of this country have proved that
whenever the country faces some threat or
whenever there is conflict among the
people within the country, the people
stand un;ted. This country can never be
disintegrated. In spite of such minor
conflicts, the country will remain united.
Due to the lust for power, the politics has
today entered the blind alleys.
The
politicians have adjured all their principles,
values of life and traditions. That is why
we are discussing this issue today. Now
the question has not remained confined to
the Hindus and Muslims. The question is
that of having the feeling that the country
is our own country and that I am for the
country and Dot that the country is for
me. Had we understood that we have
been born for this country and not that
the country is for us :lnd if the people in
power had not patronised those goOndas
through whom they managed to get votes,
probably thiS lssue would not have arisen.
These
custodiclns
have
acted
like
plunderers. We have deviated from our
path and now "e are pondering over all
these thmgs. They say that a magistrate
and an S.P. will be able to control the
whole district. I agree th<lt this will be
his responsibility but the responsibility
will lie on that person also who represents
that area. M~hatma Gandhi. had -not
sacrificed hiS life for th.s. The people of
the country know tbat whatever efforts th ..
big Powers may make to destabillsc the
country, wnether Pakistani flag .is h~ist~d
in Kashmir or otil:_ temples are bumt
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down-we have not seen God in tho
temple and the mosque-it cannot weaken
the country. Swami Vivekananda had
said that if you wanted to see God, you
would find Him in the huts of the poor.
Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru had said tbat you
. . your temples in tbe bia dams, etc.,
tIIat have been consiructed for the development of the coun\ry. The forces which
prosper in the name of casteism and
re1iaion should be quelled with the help
of law. The secessionist forces will disintegrate the country. If the law allows
sQCh forces to gain ground, in the law
allows us to from political parties in the
name
religion and tben we expect that
we will be able to defend our country. it
is wroa8 to think so.
After all the
country is above all. The loyalty towards
one's country should be above the loyalty
towards one's party, community and one's
State. You have allotted me less time.
I was readinl yesterday. A Chief Minister
lup.d said : -

m-

(English]

Speaking to newsmen. he said: "Mr.
Ramcb"lndran reiterated tbe suggestion
that each organisation member should
cany a knife. u
Why he said it. The
sugestion is seen here ag3 inst the background of the OppositIon DMK. President,
Mr. M. Karunanidbi's recent directive to
bis party men to form a voluntary force
against any attack.
[Trans/ation]

You might bave read the Urdu weekly
ulslami Expressu of 20th June, 1986 in
which while wolcoming the formation of
~, Adam Sena" , some views have been
expressed. That clearly shows tbat extremism is gaining ground among the
Indian Muslims too. OutJining the objectives of the leanet printed in urdu under
tbe heading ~'Join Adam Sena", it bas
been said tbat-"Keeping in view the present conditions of India and to meet the
demand of tlfe time and to brina the
people of India on one platform and to
brijig about unity among the youth of the
country, an organisation nam~ .' !\~~

Sma" hat

~~

f9f1l1\'d."

country
AU these sonas like Adam Sena, Sblv
Sena and others should be banned. The
press reports regarding all these th inss
should be gone into thoroughly. Today,
one Chief Minister advises his supporters
to carry knivec. Such things are taking
place in the name of religion, whereas
religion does not preach hatred. When
religion does not preach these things why
then people are doing such things in the
name of religion? The Congresmen had
made great sacrifices and we want to
enjoy fruits of those sacrifices. At present we are not making any sacrifices and
that is why there is unrest in the country.
The minor conflicts should not be allowed
to assume serious proportions, otherwise
the progress of tbe country will be retarded. Only the power-hungry people indulge
in such things. When the exploitation of
the poor will end, their poverty will be
removed, their level of education will
improve, when they will gain self-confidence then they win be able to throw
out such people as incite in the name of
, religion to indulge in acts of riots. If
strict action had been taken aga:nst the
goondas and the police arranements had
been made earlier, the riots would not
have escalated to such an extent. Even
today, section 110 is in force in tile
country. You win have to amend the
sect:on 151 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. Under that section such type of
people can be detained for 24 hours. But
to detain such goondas for some more
time, you will have to make provision in
that section. The laws that we enact
remain on the statute book ouly. Do you
think that the people become gooodas in
a day 1 These dadas, not of course the
dada as we call in Bengal, who spread
scare, should be first put behind tbe bal s.
The hone Minister pays visit to the riotaffected areas only when fire of riots have
alreadY brokeD out. I would like to say
to bim that the Intel1igence Department
should see who is spreading goondaism
and which anti-social element is coming
up.
Those who have no SOural of
livelihood roam about freeJy. You should
see who are these peGPle and from where
they come. You should arrest such peopJe
and put them bebind the bars.
You
mipt have seen tbat some people wear
Khadi and become leaders. You should
see what such people are doing. Yau
1l

<
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in smuggling and in anti·social aetivities.
Yours intelligence departme'1t
should
apprehend such anti-social elements. When
the society is rid of sueh elements the:t,
naturally, there will be none to indulge in
such acts, and at tbe time of calamity, tbe
people will be able to face it. Pakistan
may do its utmost to des tab ,llse the
country but it will not succeed in its
sinister designs.
Then the dream of
Kbalishtan of some Sardars will never be
fulfiUed. Only our dre:lm of "Sare Jahan
se achha, Hindus/an Hamara" will be
realised. With these words, I conclude.

BHAKTA
MANORANJAN
(Andaman & Nicobar Islands): I rise to
join my friend Dagaji to condemn communalism and communal violence in the
country. While opening the discussion
Prof. Madhu Dandavate has rightly pointed out that perhaps in this country we
are all forgetting the effect
of the
communal holocaust. Sir, I myself was a
victim of communalism in this country.
During 1946-47 communal riots, after
partItion. some of us migrated to this
part of the country leaving our homes and
leaving everything behind, seeking shelter
in this country. One thing here I must
say-that I come from an area, the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands which h 1S
traditionally established some norms in
the scciety and where there is no communalism. no communal conflict or
communal vlolence. I wou\d like to
inform this august House that you wIll be
glad to know that there is a part in th IS
country, there is a place in this country
where whlle other p Hts are burning, there
is no communal hatred or communal
violence.
I would also hke to mention on this
occasion when we discuss here, we know
what is our jurisdiction. We know law
and order is the State subject and not a
central subject. When we speak here, we
are funy aware that we can discuss, we
can judge and we can criticise our actions
but ultimately it is the State Government
whi<:h is to take effective steps to imp!ement tbe guidelines or the 15 points or If
rou include more pojnts~ ~n these are to

various parts of the
country
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be implemented by the State Government
and if the State Governments are not
desirous to stop this communl) violence or
communalism, it cannot be done.
This communalism has got a number of
faces. It is not only rehgion. It is in the
name of language. It is in the name of
religion. It is in the name of caste. What
is required here is that we take this as a
chlllenge and say that in our respectivo
areas we wi1l not allow aoy kind of communal violence or communal conflict in
the name of caste~ religion or lansuaae.
Then anly we can create a ,public opinion
by which we can face this monster.
I would 1ike to mention here that sinco
the last few years we are facing a lot of
problems in the Bay Islands to maintain
this eommunal harmony. How you kDow.
This officialdom. most of the officials
come from Delhi and some of the officers
whom the Delhi administration or the
Central Government do not like that they
should be at Delhi~ or their integrity is
doubtful, immediately you find a place
and send him to AndLlman and Nicobar
Islands or Lakshadweep. As a result of
that, t:ley play mischief in that part. Then
we come to the Central Government
compLlining that this man IS creating this
type of problem. Then they will be coming
back to Delhi aga 'no This also should be
notect and any person whom you are
sending, should be oae of the best Jot of
officers and if necessary they should be
given better facillties and their tenure also
may be reduced. Instead of 3 years it may
be made 2 years, but the best lot of
officers should be sent. Now, J would
like to cite one instance. Once a Chief
Secretary was sent to that part. We do
not k'lOW these differences as Bhojpuri
Society or other society. That gentleman,
afrer going there, within a few d.lYs started
a separate group of dividmg the people.
Anyhow, we faced that and ultimately
settled that matter.
Then there is the role played by the
Press also. That is also coming in
the way.
I would Uke to cite an
example here, Once in a GoverllIDOIlt
College at Port Blair. there wa$ Sara..
wathi Pooja wb·ch
~y th~

wa, "14
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But this is not done, If some non-officials
[Shri Manoranjan Bhakta]
are also there in the Selection Boards I
students. In that Saraswathi Pooja, all
think, that mOre minority community-~en
the Hindu boys, Muslim boys and the
and other men can get an opportunity and
Christian boys joined together to perform
that will be helpful to create a congenial
it. Then the press reported that the
atmosphere in the country. I am really
utensils for preparation of food wele
thankful to you and I can also only
taken from the Masjid and it was written
request the bon. Home Minister that when
tbat since the utensils were taken from the
communal tension and violence is engulMasjid and the food was cooked in those
fing the country, at that time the authoutensils, something wrong had happened,
rities at p~aces where it is not there should
although the pooja was
performed.
take special care and immediate care to
Immedia tely , the studen ts carne to me
see
such areas are a Iso not affected and
saying that these people were creating the
we can keep such areas as free areas from
division. I said: "No matter. You bring
the communal violence and communalism.
out a procession and condemn them
openly. There is nothing wrong in it".
SHRI PIYUS TIRAKY (Alipurduars) :
They went to tbe Lt. Governor, submitted
Mr. Chairman, Sir, first of an
the
a memorandum/representation to take
Government have come forward to curb
aetion. But what action has been taken?
tbe communal tension in the country.
No action has been taken. When such a
One thing which I would like to mention
thing is brewing up, and immediately
in this connection is that the Home
action is not taken, then the situation will
Minister in charge of the Home Ministry
become worse.
is a Thankaiya, he has been declared so
why the reJigious bend of his own comI would like to cite another example
munity. He bas been given the charge
also where the police and other people
of the Horne Ministry. It is quite right.
falsely implicate the people who are not
People who have been already declared
at all involved in any kind of crime.
Ihankaiyas, they should not be the foHowers of that community. There must be
Sir, there is a place called Ragat in the
impartiality in his administration, we
Middle Andaman. Once thc-e was a
hope.
students agitation. Police firing took
place.
Three students were
killed.
Following this, there was a judicial comSo many things have already been said
mission of enquiry. That enquiry comabout communal harmony. It is a must
mission placed their report. Immediately
because IndIa is one and the people
after that, to cover up the police activity,
living beret irrespective of religion, caste
more than 200 people were booked in
or creed must be one when the question
false cases when tbose people were not at
of nation arises.
all involvod. They were mostly Government servants and the public people and
We have so many Senas here. I draw
otbers. We brought it to the notice of tbe
the attention of the Government to some
Administration tbat they were false cases
of the Senas. They are: Siv Sena, Hindu
and these shou1d be withdrawn. Otherwise
Ekta Srmiti, Viswa Hindu Parishad,
the hatred between the communities would
Hindu Sena, TrisuJ Dhari, Adam Sena,
create more problems. Then, the GovernAl-Jehad, Ali Sena in Lucknow and
ment bas not done anything. My point is
Jehadi L2skar in Hyderabad. Please take
tbis tbat in such areas where complete
care of these Senas. What are the activiharmony is maintained, the Government
ties of the Senas and wbat for they have
should see that nothing can aggravate
been formed? There are some slogans
anything. If anything start~, immediateJy
also:
that should be stopped.
I would like to mention about the
IS-point programme. There is one point.
In tile recruitment Board, there should be
eottlC Don-offl~ill~ It~Q t9 be tak~~ in~

[Translation]
Symbols of Jehad Laskar Hyderab~4
is sword.

Ad~m Sena and Ali S~pa

t
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are perfect Hindus. But why these people
are getting killed by Hindus themselves 1
What are the reasons ? You go to Bihar,
scheduled caste and scheduled tribe peopJe
are burnt alive there. Hindus cannot
protect their own community. Hindus
kill Hindus. It is something extraordinary!

SRAVANA 1. 1908 (SAKA)

[English]

Symbols of Jehadi Laskar is gun. AU
these three organis3.tions are trying to
establish their units all over the country.
They bad put some questions and tbey
appeared in the press also :
{Translation]

1.

Are you a Mohammedan.

2.

Do yon want to lead a life of
social respectability in the country.

3.

Are you
suffering from
educational and economic
wardness.

your
back-

4. Do you want to lead your life as a
true Mohammedan.
{English]

The answer is hire a membership of

Ali Sena. These are the tb ings to

be

AN HON. MEMBER: He
many Senas also !

so

looked into. Perhaps, as the Home
Minister you may be knowing about
them. You have the intelligence, police
force and a large force jn your hands.
has

SHRI PIYUS TIRAKY: Why don't
you take care of these Senas because these
are the disturbing elements'? I suspect
that perhaps the Government is knowingly allowing these Senas to move and
allowing them to do what they want to do
in the country.
These Senas are existing in districts and
village.; all over the country. Most likely
they are getting support from some
influential persons and may be from
political parties. Ple~se take c~re ?f
these, otherwise the common peop~e wIll
Dot excuse you as you have Dot been
excused from your community, if the
communal harmony is not maintained
here.
Sometimes we think that the communal
disharmony meaDS Hindus and Muslims
are fighting. It is not the fact. We have
having scheduled caste and scheduled
tribe people. They are Hindus. They

It is not that communalism meanS
religious fighting. ReJigion is one thing.
There are so many other things which
divide us. This must be checked. For
instance I have already said about SCs
and ST s. They are Hmdus ; but they are
not allowed to enter temples. They are
not allowed to enter the temple and even
then they are proudly calling themselves
Hindus.

PROF. N.G. RANGA (Guntur) : Not
now.
SHRl PIYUS TIRAKY : Then there is
language problem. You have made so many
accords -Assam accord, Punjab accord,
Mlzoram accord, etc. So many people have
died on account of this language problem.
Therefore, the question is not one of
Hmdus and Muslims. What has the States
Reorganisation Commission recommended?
The Assamese should remain in Assam
and the others shou1d go or they Jose
thetr head. Likewise Biharies should
confine to Bihar. What is the Gov-ernment doing on this ? It is not the Question
of Hindus and Muslims. The Question
is that you have mis-managed the entire
country and there is going to be chaos.
It is time to think over this very deeply.
Government should ponder that some
vested interests including the politicians
are doing this for petty political interests.
What is the main problem? The main
reason is that this problem is on account
of economic disparity. Young people to
whatever religion they belong indu)ge into
such activities. Rs. 50 is enough to cut
off a head because the young man has
nothing to eat and wear. He wants money.
politicians because of vested interests
employ these youog people and get done
whatever they like. You have many a
time said we have sufficient wealth but I
must say there is unequal distribution of
this wealth. There are some who are
without food and shelter whereas _thert ave
others who own multi-storeyed bu i l4iBas
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and five star hotels. These young people
'do not even get a chowkidar's post. So
bow can you manage these people 7 They
will try to live by adoptmg any means. If
they do not get any suitable work they
will go this way. They will become terrorists and fall easy prey to the vested interests. Your profit-oriented social structure is spoiling all the game. If it is not
checked the disparity will increase and
things will go out of hand.
Today everybody has to buy everything.
Education, food~ health care and even
justice have to be purchased. If a person
has to purchase everything and he does
not have the requisite means to buy them
then how can you expect law and order
and communal harmony to be maintained.
So your policy must be changed.
Indians are very religious people but
what is religion. I would like to define
religion. Today people go to pray in the
temp-les and mosques for health, wealth
and to have good wife and children. Why
don t they pray in the temples and mosques when some communal disturbance is
apprehended so that they can ask their
God and Goddesses to save the people
from such a situation. Why do they use
muscle power or 6talwar'? It is not the
system of reliaion. It is not the mandir,
glrija or the gurudwllro, but there must be
one common mandir for all the religions
and tbat exists already, and tbat is India
aate where all the people, the nationalists
blwe died for the unity and integrity of
the country. All the heads of the various
relipons should go there and bow their
heads on some fixed date. That is the
place which has been built in memory of
those who laid down their lives for the
unity and integrity of the country. If God
exists, He oxists there and not in the
montIirs, gurudwara or girjas.
9

Lastly, the bon. Minister has rigbtly
said that the Deputy Commissioner and
the Superintendent -of Police of the district where the communal disturbances
take place would be t_aken to task. To
tbat I may add that aU the religious heads
ii'\ the district should also be taken to task
as to why that had happened. They are
all reliaious men and tbey should be

COIUJl')1

accountable as to how, whether they are
muslims, Christians or others, have not
been able to control it. Therefore, as 1
said. along with the Deputy Commissioner
and the Superintendent of police they
must also be t~ken to task.
( Translation]

SHRIMATI
USHA
THAKIfAR
(Kutch) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, the hone
Members from both the sides are giving
important suggestions on the resolution
moved by Shri Dandavateji in this House.
An atmosphere of unrest is being created
everywhere in the country in the name of
communalism. It bas been said from
every section of the House that the whole
country should unitedly help to check the
spread of venom of communalism. The
hone Members belonging to every party
are of the opinion that it is quite essential
to eliminate this social evil. I would like
to say something about Gujarat. The
riots which broke out there on the 9th
instant on the occasion of "Rath Yatra"
have opened the eyes of tbe countrymen.
This has proved that there are some forces
wor king behind these riots which want to
further their interests by creating differences among the Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs
and Christians, who are all Indians. They
want the people to be alienated from one
another in the name of Caste and thus
they want to jeopardize the unity and
integrity of the country. A number of
attacks were launched on the country and
every time we faced them unitedly. Our
enemies know that they cannot defea t
India in war and that is why they try to
divide us and to raise tbe wall of communalism between us. They thought this
occasion appropriate for furthering their
end and they triggered off riots. When
the URath Yatra" was taken out, the
people belonging to different castes and
creeds went out from their houses to have
darshan of the C'Rath Yatra u • In that
locality, about one lakh to one and a half
lakhs of people joined the procession and
it is a matter of common sense as to who
could be so unwise as to resort to stone
throwing ? Did they not know that jf they
resorted to stone throwing in their own
locality, their own locality would be a tire
first and they would have to face its COnsequences first ?

Mr. Chairman. Sir,

thOle are the very
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occasions when the anti-soci'll elements
penevate aDd indulae in such acts as raisiDa sloRBOS or stone throwing, etc., whereby the atmosphere is surcharged with
emotions. No true countryman can indulge in dirty slogan mongering or stonethrowing in a religious "Ratb Yatra
Only the traitors can do this. There is
~very possibility of si:ch a thing having
taken p!ace. I would. therefore, like to
give a suggestion to the Government that
whenever URath Yatra" is taken out.
surveillance should be kept on it from a
helicopter, so that no anti-social element
could create any obstruction.
99

•

17.00 hrs.
Mr. Chairman. SIT, as a Member of this
august House, 1 would like to say to the
people of India that the damage caused on
the 12th instant due to the bandh call
given by Suraksha Samiti was much more
than that caused on the 9th lOstant and,
therefore. the Suraksha Samiti instead of
giving a call fot bandh. should have
appealed to all the businessmen of the
State to donate a part of their profit on
that day for those people who were .affec~
ed by these riots, irrespective of their rebgion and without any discrimination. Had
the Suraksha Sumiti made such an announcement, I think it would have strengthened tbe cause of unity and Gujarat would
have been saved from the destruction that
was caused on the 12th instant.
Sir I would like to make an appeal to
the ~op)e of the country, through this
august House. that even after taking the
Jives of Mahatma Gandhi, Indira Gandhi
and Longowa), these people are trYlog to
spread unrest and lawlessness in the country and so, we have to face them resolutely
so that their machinations do not succeed
and the conntry is rid of the tension.
Just now an hone Member said that the
Chief Minister of Gujarat shouJd DOt have
joined the ·'Rath Yatta". I would like
to tell that hOD. Member that the Chief
Minister of Gujarat not only joins the
,eRath Yatra'·, he also joins the Muslim
brethren in the Mosque OD Id day to offer
prayers to AUah. This has been the tradition of Gujarat. But some forc~s are
at play cUDninaly to defeat the pobcy of
,~.

ccnmlry

The hOD. Member Shri Dandava te said
that the pr08ramme was planned in
Bharoch. But that programme had been
chalked out earlier and this call for bandh
was not proper. Then, was it proper to
encourage and bandh? Shri Patel is not a
minister, he is just an M.P. Therefore,
there were no police arrangements for
him.
Shri Gaekwad has said that these riots
create fear in the people belonging to both
the communities-minority as we) 1 as
majonty. I agree with this because tbe
poor, whether they belong to the minority
or the majority, remain confined to their
houses for two or three days and starve.
When they come out, they are not sure
whether they wiU be reaching their bomes
back or not. \Vhen they do not reach
their homes, the members of their families
get frightened. Therefore. Shri Gaekwad·s
view that riots create fear in everyone's
mind is quite correct.
[English]

SHRI T. BASHEER (ChirayinkU) : Sir.
once again WIth great anguish, we are
discussing the same problem which we
have discussed many times before in this
House. When we are discussing here this
communal problelD in the country, our
minds are full of memories of Gandhiji.
On August JS, 1947 Gandhiji was not in
Delhi to great our Freedom. The frail 77
year old man was in Naokhali. travelling
bare-foot, meeting men and women who
bore the scars of communal agooy and
the people who inflicted the wounds. Sir,
we should hang our heads in shame that
even after 4 decades of Independence, in
the land of Gandhiji. we are not able to
bring amity and harmony between the
communities in our society. Sir communal riots and bloodshed contiBUe. A
Jot bas been said about Ahmedabad by
many colleagues, I am not going into
details of those things, due to lack of
time. But one tbing I want to say is that
last year also there was large scale riots.
This year also everybody was drawing
attention regarding the same problem.
Then, 1 do not know what the intelligence
agencies were doing there. Why the same
loute was selected for the Rath Yatra?
These thinas prove that we are not even
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lShri T. Basheerl
now, taking things seriously. We allow
these things to go as usua]. Th:lt is the
problem.
I am not going into that
further.
Here we are searching
for
some
solution. Now the disease is clear, the
symptoms are dear, the views is clear and
the danger is clear. So we should now
decide what Crtn we do with commItment
and determin;1tion.
Sir, we have discussed this problem here
many tlmes and now again we are gomg
to discuss here and if something happens

in the future, then we WIll come back and
discuss. Is It a way to solve this problem '? I do not think so.
Act ~on is
necessary. What is the action that can be
decided here? Based on the discussion,
we arrived at a consensus. But some
action from our side, from the Government, from the politIcal parties are
required. Before acting, we should evolve
an approach on these matters. That is
important. What should be approach
that we and the Government should
decide and the political parties should
also decide. Sir, m.tny learned ftiends and
colleagues het'e have sdid, OUf country IS
a mutti-religious country. We can not get
away with religion. Yes, religion is a
reality.
Our constitution protects the
right of worship. But one thing 1 w.)uld
say, when we formulate an approach, all
these religious practices should be in
consistent with the spirit of our secularism. That should be kept in our
minds-kept in the mmd of the Government, mind of the people, mind of the
political parties. Sir, somebody here said
about this Rath Yatra and the religious
procession. That made a controversy.
Even now, the religIous processions start
with shouting of slogans and what type of
slogans you know. What type of slogans
were there in Ahmedabad that we know.
But, I think, these type of processions
have nothing to do with the religion. Is
it a part of worship? Whether it may be
MuhaI ram Yatra, whether it may be this
Rath Yatra. is it a part of this worship
Of something like that? Nothing. So, I
firmly believe that
these
processions
should be stoppeJ.

pJlOF. MADHU DANDAVATE: It
ahoQ1d be baDDCd.

,

..

'
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SHRI T. BASHEER: I don't say, it
should be banned. . But this is Dot a part
of the reJigious worship. You know Sir,
whenever there is a procession, it ends
with some casualties. So, I definitely
believe that we must put an end to these
processions. It is true that in our country
a large majority of people in any community,. whether it is Muslim, Hind~,
Sikh or any other, wants peace and
amity. Then who are creating these disturbances '? A small section. For what?
They are using religion for some person'll
interest. They are usina antl-soci.11 elements, as OUf friends had put it. I am
not going into detaifs. So, strict action
should be taken against these people.
There mu~t be no leniency sbown to them.
Government have a great responsibility
towards th IS problem. 1 spoke about the
approach. Some people think that it is a
la wand order problem. I do not think
it is so simple. Its magnitude is higher
than that. So, Government should have
this kind of an approach. Our hon.
Minister spoke about guidelines. These
guidelines were issued first in 1980. We
now are in 1986. What has happened to
these gUIdelines? They re-issued again in
1985. What has happened? From the
Minister's intervening remarks, what I
u:lderstooJ was th:1t the important suggestions were not implemented. The position
about summary trial courts is not satisf.lc"orY5 as also about the composition of
Police and para-mIlitary forces. Nothing
has happened. What about other things?
The Jagmohan Reddy
Commission's
report is there. Nobody has any objection to those things, but nothing has
happened. Within a span of six years, we
are discussing it again. During this period
we have witnessed so many communai
riots again and again. But we are still
speaking about the old guide'ines. and
implementing them in the future. I think
that with commitment and determination
we have to act.
.
Then about political parties. Prof.
Dandavate, my senior leader in the House
•
said that sometimes, in spite of our past
history and activities, political parties become irrelevant, and these communal and
anti·social forces carry the situation. That
is the position. Why has this happeDed '1 I
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responsibility.

parties

have

a

Many friends spoke about
mlxmg
polities with religion. I strongly feel that
mixing politics with religion is dangerous.
1 have a suggestion: Through administrative measures you can only minimize the
~riousness of the situation. There should
bc.\a people's movement. We must build
up
people's involvement. The hone
Minister said that about 80 or 90 sensitive areas have been identified. I do not
remember the exact figure. It is very
good. But what are you going to to, after
identification'? You must build people's
movements in those places.

17.15 brs.

[MR. SPEAKER in the Chair]
Apart from political parties, religious
beads must also be included in such big
people's movements.
People in such
movements should talk to the common
people and educate them. As Rajiv
Gandhi bas correctly put it, then only we
could fight against communaJism, and win
over the minds of people.
With these words, I conclude.
[Translation]
SHRI MOHO.
MAHFOOZ
ALl
KHAN (Btah): Mr. Speaker, Sir, this
discussion has been going on for the Jast
three days. Prof. Dandavate inltiated this
discussion and we aU have hedrd his
views. I wanted to say something on
this issue but Shri Chidambaram has,
while expressing his views, echoed my
feelings also. He bad visited the riotaffected areas and seen tbe atmosphere
",nd the conditions prevailing there and
after seeing them expressed his feehngs in
this House.

It is a very big problem. I fail to
understand as to why even after attaining
freedom some 38 years ago we have not
been able to solve this problem though we
have discussed it in this House innumerable times. What is t ....e reason for
this '1 What is this ailment which we have
not been able to eradicate so far'? Has there
been Done to remedy it; has no research
P~\lCt~ on it as n') treatment bas been
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found for it ? This is our shortcoming. It
is wrong to say that Hindu-Muslim riots
occur as such. Incidents do occur which
are converted into riots. 1 want to tell
you that in Allahabad ar.d Barabanki
there were nO conlmunal riots but they
were given such a turn. Why is it so '?
I frankly say that our
Government
machinery, our officers who are posted
there do not control the situation though
they should do so. The reason is tbat
right type of officers are not posted there.
They have completely coloured views and
feelings. They should think of their duty
only and should be above the feelings of
being Hindus or Muslims. If they think
on these lines then they can control the
situation. But if this thing comes to their
mind that being Hindu officers they can
crush the Muslims or they being Mus)im
officers can crush the Hindus, that will be
a wrong thing. Usually it is seen that
records of the officers are not screened.
People who have got training from Jan
Sangh, RSS, etc, are sitting over us and
ruling us. By that, I do not mean the
Government. I mean the officers who have
been appointed as District Magisterates
and SSPs. If you direct the District
Magisterate and SSP that there should Lot
be any communal riot in their area, there
is no reason why such a riot should take
place there. If the Government takes this
action sternly, these riots can be checked
but that is not done. What is the main
reason for it '? I had told the Home
Minister in the meetmg of the ConsuJtaLve Committee of the Home Mlnistry
also that the main reason for this was
that lAS and IPS officers were posted in
the State to which they belonged. They
have their relations and communit.ies in
that State and they are emotionally
attached to them. If yeu decide that
officers belonging to U.P. will be posted
to Gujarat or some other State, then these
things will not happen. You can do it on
experimental bas,s. May be I £m proved
to be correct.
Then, the jncident wh:ch OCcurred jn
Allahabad \\as not at all a communal riot.
There the dIspute related to only a small
mosque, but it is matter of regret that on
the day the disturbances took plate
neither the District Magistrate nor
nor the City Magistrate was present ~
'flle e;ptifc fo[9C had ,on~ ~9 ~
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[Sbri Mohd. Mahfooz Ali Khan]
where the Prime Minister had come. PAC
force had also been sent there.
In
Allahabad clashes were aoing 00 ..•...
(l"rrllpiions) ..... .
SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN:
The
officers were on leave ..•••.(lnterruptlons) ..•

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS
(S. BUTA SINGH): Mr. Speaker: Sir,
Khan Sahab is at liberty to say whatever
be likes but he should present the facts
correctly. The Prime M ~nister had gone
there in the even ins whereas all this had
happened in the morning..... .
(Interruptions)

SHRI

MOHD. MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: I assure you, Mr. Home Mini ..
ster. Shri Salim Sherwani is present here ...
(lnlerruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: The HOD. Prime
MiDister can go anywhere. If he will not
go tben no one will go anywhere ..... .

(Interruptions)

23. 19M
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POSted there iodulaea in such loot and
women that it is beyond
descriptIon. You can read all this in the
newspapers and the peopJe who had gone
there at the place of occurrence can tell
, as to what happened there ..... .
(Interruptions)
assul~in~ of

SHRI BARISH RAWAT

(Almora5:

You have always been· statina the facts.

What bas happened today?
SHRI

KHAN:

statement.

MOHD.

I

am

Dot

MAHFOOZ ALI
makin. incorrect

(Interruptions)
[English]
MR. SPEAKER : Order, order please.
Mr. Harish Rawat, the hone Minister will
reply.

(Inlerruptwns)
[TranJation)

SHRI
MOHD.
MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: Sbri Salim Sherwani is present
here. Let him say tha t they were present.
there. Let anyone say whether the
officers were present there or not. Shri
Salim Sherwani of the Congress Party is
present here, let him tell ...(/nterruptions)

SHRI
MOHO. MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: Ask those poor people whose
jhonprls have been looted. Mr. Speaker.
Sir, the rich never suffers, it is the poor
man who suffers. It is the poor and the
uneducated whose huts get burnt. who have
no meals to eat and no water to drink.

They

MR, SPEAKER: The poor rick.shaw
pul.Jers, hawkers, and others always suffer,
the rich never suffer.

SHItI SYED SHAHABUODIN:
had .one OD leave.

SUR I MOHO.
MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: That is what I mean to say.

MR. SPEAKER : The question is that
the Prime Minister of India Will go to
different places and talk to tbe people.
There is no question of that. If someone
leaves his place of duty then it is his responsibility. We shall look. into it.
SHRJ

MOHD.

KHAN : That is not

MAHFOOZ

ALl

my intention. There

were no officers there. District Maaistrate,
City Magistrate, SSP. none of them were
present there. I cannot say that they were
on leave. What I am sayin, is that nono
of these officers was present there ..... .
(Internrptio1l.f) ...This is the administration ..•
(/nlerruptioll8) ...What I mean to say is that
all this happened there due to laxity on
. , part)' of ~ '~Q1i~"tr't~on. 'fbA! PA~

(Interruptions)

SHRI MOHO.
MAHcFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: In Albhabad they have been
beaten this time too. There they wore
called to the pol ice station and WetiC
beaten up. What I mean to say is that ...
(Inte,.ruptlons)
MR. SPEAKER: A person who has
done a bad tbina is a bad man. 11 is wry
simple.

(Inte,ruptions)
SHR.I MOHD.
MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN : Shei Hcmvati Nandan Bahuguoa
had &QDe there. He belooas to that c;:ity.
He had boon the Chiof Minister of Uttar
~r~d~h. '~l'C you ..•.. .(/n~e"u!tlolffl
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MIl. SPEAKER: Let some work be
Why are you wasting time?

"-ne.

lEnIltrh)
Why are you wasting the time of the

Hou. ?

(Interruptions]

)Tr(l1Uialion)
SURI
MOHO.
MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN: When Shri Hemvati Nandan
Bahu8Una was the Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, DO riots bad taken place. This
is my challenge. No riot took place
durin. his tenure. He was stopped there.
When he reached there he was detained so
that be may not be ab Ie to meet the
people and satisfy them. Lok Dat workers
were apprehended.
The
same thing
happened in Barabanki. ..(lnterruptions)

MIt. SPEAKER:

point.

Come to some other

(Intermptions)
SMRI MOHD.
MAHFOOZ
ALI
KHAN : In Barabanki also the Lok Dal
pepple were apprehended. But I praise
tho Hindus there who saved them. They
protected the Muslims ...(lnterruplions)
SHRI HARISH RAW AT: I am thankful to Khan Saheb that he conceded this.
(/~er'"J1tions)

MR. SPEAKER: Why are you wasting
the time of the House.
[English}

Why are you interfering all the time,
Mr. H'lrish Rawat ? Th is is not the way.
Do not talk all the time. Do hot waste
the time of the House. (Interruptions)

(Translation)
You may conclude quickly.
(Interruptions)
SHRI

MOHD.

MAHFOOZ

ALI

KHAN: People there do Dot lIke PAC.

It has a psychological effect.
When
CR.PF .. SOIlt to the riot· tom area, the
people welcome them but why is it so that
... ..,,1. bate PI\C; '1 Whon CRPF ~
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sent, the situation is controlled. I have to
say this. I wanted to say much but shri
Rawat is not alJowing rna to speak. Anyhow, let him not anow me to speak. It
is a question of time. We will also have.
the opportunity. We too will int-errupt
Shri Rawat, Do not worry ..... .
(Interruptions)
The Government's intelligence has failed.
They should know in advance where riots
can take place. Why do the riots erupt
time and again in Ahmedabad, AUahabadiJ
Aligarh and Ferozabad? What js behind
it~ that they should know.
It is the
failure of the Government and they should
take stringent measures to check them. H
the Government do
not
take strict
measures, these riots wiil continue to
occur.

[English]
MR. SPEAKER; We have had Jot of
time on this discussion.
The Home
Minister will reply to thc debate tomorrow
at 5 o'clock.

[Translation}
I am giv;ng more time to the hon.
Members of the House so that they may
develop a consensus. I would like that
all the leaders of the groups should come
to me and evolve something concrete.
Only then something tangible will come
out.
Shri Keyur Bhusban.
SHRI KEYUR BHUSHAN (Raipur) :
Mr. Speaker ~ Sir, for the last three days
we have been discussing the issue of
spread of communalIsm in the country and
almost every Member who spoke has
expressed his views about it and all the
partjes have express~d their grave concern
over it and have also unanimously liven
their suggestions to obviate the situation.
I would like to submit that this situation
has been created not only to spread com ..
munal feelings in the country but, I.am
sure, there is a deep-rooted conspiracy
behind it. A few days back, when toase
atmosphere was prevalent in the e.lttir:e
country over the happenings in Pulljab:. I
,ot an opportunity to vi~t thal Stat. alOI1I
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with a team of freedom-fighters. I do not
say that only the visit by the freedom
fighters tu the strife-ridden State changed
the entire situation there. but it is a fact
that because of the farsightedness of the
administration and the sagacity of the
national leaders as also due to the change
in the feelings of the people of that State,
an atmosphere of peace seemed to have
been restored there. It seemed as if the
dark clouds had passed over. But now
there is turmoil in Gujarat. Is it only
communalism or is there any conspiracy
behind it? I would like to draw your
attention and also that of the Government
and the Home Ministry to the fact that
bow is it that with the change in the
atmosphere in Gujarat, the atmosphere in
Assam also is taking similar shape and is
it mere communalism? At some places
there is bitterness between the Hindus and
the Sikhs; at other places it is between
the Hindus and the Muslims and in still
some other areas an atmosphere of linguistic riots seems to have been created.
Not only this. you would see that may be
in another fOIl[ to seven years, the entire
atmosphere would be vitiated even in the
areas which have been otherwise peaceful,
like Tamilnadu or Kerala, as is evident
from the Hindu-Chr'stian riots thlt ripped
the State recently. Why did this happen?
We have Hindu-Muslim riots in Uttar
Prade5h. Riots also occur where Christians are in majority. Riots are e:1gineered
in the name of Harijans and non-Harijans.
What is behind an this '1 I feel that the
conspirators are making a deliberate
attempt to spread riots in the c~untry.
This should be taken seriously.

I was not quite grown up during the
1942 movement. At that time all of us
had only one feeling and that was how to
free OUf country from the yoke of the
imperialists. Never in their dre:lms had
any party thought-whether it was Communist party, Congress" Arya Samaj or
Akali Dat-that the country win be partitioned. After remaining in jail durina tho
1942 movement, when we came out we
found that the officers of the Indian
National Army were being tried in the
·-«.ed Fort. The people belonging to all
the reliaions were tbere in that army. At
tl\at ~ til, ~p~ W~~ so f~l of ~Dt~U.

various parts of

t_ '3n

COlllltry

siasm for the freedom of the COUDtry that
nobody could even dream that the country
would be partitioned. Nobody had ever
thought of it. When the Naval forces
had revolted, eve~ at that time nobody
thought that IndJa would disintegrate
w.hether he w~s a Hindu a Muslim or ~
SIkh. The natIonal and religious leaders
had never even dreamt of it at that time.

I!ut the i~periaJjsts had thought that if
IndIa was glveo freedom without partition
she would rise as a messiah of peace and
would become the greatest foe of colo .
list and imperialist forces. 10 fact it
become a power to reckon with. That
was why they partitioned the country
~0 religious !eader was ever prepared t~
hste~ ~o the Idea that the country should
be dls~nte~raled, but they were persuaded
to. think JO those terms and then by vitia.h.n g tbe atmosphere, the country was par..
tltloned.

w:':;

None of our great national leader
whethe: it w dS Badsbab Khan, Mahatm~
Gandhi, Pt. Ja wahar La L Nebru J j
Prakash Narayan, Ram Manohar Loh18 :r
~.lulana Azad, could check this conspIracy. T~ose conspirators divided India.
At that tlm~ the. custodians of religion
hurt the natLOnahst sentiments of the
people and misled them. As a result of
that, the nation was divided and that
served the interests of the imperialist
conspirators.

Has those conspirators not succeded at
that time, the conditlons would have been
altogether different in the country today.
The conditions would Dot have been as
frightening as they are tOday. Even today,
these imperIalist forces do not want to see
India united. Tbey do not want that
India should march ahead as a torchbearer of peace. They are deliberately
conspiring so that the nation may disiDtegrate further.
17.33 brs.

[SHRI SOMNATH RATH in the Chair)
Whether it is the Punjab problem or
that of Assam or Gujarat, if the OOVJCmment tries to ponder over it seriously it
<tan clearJr see the coqspiraey behind iC.
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We visited 12,800 villages in Punjab

along with our colleagues but not even in
a sibgle village did we find tl1e atmosphere

of communalism.

Even then such clashes
In fact
i~perialist conspiracies are being hatched
there and that is why such things are
happening,

are occuring at those places.

Today, in Gujarat, no comm, unity
whether they are Hindus or Muslims
wants that riots should take place.
The;
take out procession in a very peaceful
manner. Recently a religious procession
was taken out. I am not in favour of
imposing restrictions on such proceSSlons.
If it is a religious procession in the real
sense of the term, then I feel that no
restrictions should be imposed on it, A
procession of LOid Jaga'1nath was taken
out. He is one of the most worshipped
Gods among tbe Hindus.
Even the
Muslim brethren garlanded the chariot
offered prayers and took prasad during th~
procession. This was to uphold the highest
tradi ~ions in this regard set by great saints
like Kablr. I feel this is the revival of
our culture. There is a section of the
people in the country who are orgdnising
and trying to revive Samantwad (feudalism)
wherein they used to feel safe and secured.
That is the section which wants to keep
Samantwad (feudalism) and imperriahsm
alive in tbis country by vitiating the atmospbere in the name of religion. That
section is not restricted to anyone religion
but can be found among the Hindus, the
Muslims, the Christians and in all other
religions. They want to gain ground in
tho name of religion and imperialism. All
of us who have patriotic feelings and who
know that efforts are being made to disintegrate the country in the name of
religion. will have to fight against that.
The people of this country are with us. I
can say with certainty that had the people
of pte-independence days been as politicaJJy conscious as they are today. the
partition of the country would never
have taken place.
PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE : You
are speaking against feudalism and he
tbink,s that you are speaking against him.
DR.

DATTA

SAMANT:

The day

before yesterday, the Prime Min isler was
-speakin8 and today it is ) our turn.

t. 1901 (SAKA)
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SURI KEYUR BHUSHAN: I was
speaking of feudalism. You can understand it well, being yourself a trade union
leader.
I also want to submit that those who
want their interests to be served by it,
should not be spared. irrespective of the
fact whether it is the political capital or
some one's own selfish interest. Nobody
who indulges in such things should be
spared.
Today, we see that the land ceiling laws
have not served any purpose. Even today
1000 acre farms can be seen In Punjab and
elsewhere. They are the people who are
lead~ng t.be disrupt.ive fOlces and creating
a SItuation to dIsintegrate the country.
The poor people are heIDg misguided and
they are dying of starvation. We have
to attack the feudalistIc forces and help
the common man to stand against feudalism
so that their evil deSIgns are frustrated.
It is the vested interests with these im..
penalists who are trying to vitiate the atmosphere and. therefore, I request the hone
MiOlster to pay serious attention to it.
Today, the poli tical parties and the
religiOUS leaders have lost their identity
and that should be restored. No politIcal
party whether it is socialist party or any
other party, has a clear identity of its own.
I appeal that all of us should unitedly
oppose imperialism whenever we get an
opportunity to do so. It IS sdd that at
one
time
all of us stand against
imperialism
feudalism
and
backwardness
and
also
against the
things that are done in the name of
caste ism and religion, but at another time
we make political capital out of them and
this results in erosion of people·s faith in
us. I would also hke that the reasons
behind these communal riots should be
inquired into througbJy, Nobody should
bear malice against any religion. Whenever there
has been
resurgence of
religion, it was for the development and
progress of mankind. We should gain
hold over that section in our politics who
are exercising control over rol1gion and
are using it for their political etIh.
Besides. we should also take over the .....
of preachina reliaion from ~ M4tItIvls ..."
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[Shri Kayur Bhusuan]
PQ1lllits or Pandas. Today, reliaion is not
being preached properly.
We should
include the positive tenets of religion in
the curricula of schools and colleges and
make the students understand them in the
right perspective, so that they may know
that the religion unites people, it does not
divide them. I have alreddy made a
reque~ t
to adopt effective measures to
change the feudallstic system and mentality. The funds collected in the name of
religion are used to destroy. The entire
funds of all the temples. Gurudwaras and
Mosques should be the national property
and they should not be allowed to use
them for wrong purposes. Those organisations or part ies. which do not allow
admission to the people from other religions, in their society or party, may be to
the extent of mmimum 25 per cent, should
not be provided official facilities. whether
it is Akali Dat, Muslim League, Hindu
Mahasabha, Congress or any other party.
In every party, the members should not
be belonging to a single caste a religion.
The members of other castes or communities shoule! be allowed to become its
members ...... .(Interruptions) ...... We should
together form committees to convey the
message of peace. This work should be
undertaken at the level of every village.
.. (Intertuptions). I thank you for giving
me time to speak.
(English]

DR.
A.
KALANIDHI (Madras
Central): Mr. Chairman, Sir, at the
outset, I express my thanks to you for
having permitted me to speak On behalf
of the DMK and to express my opinion
on the communal violence that is prevailing in Gujarat and other parts of the

country.

It is not the first occasion that we are
discussing with a deep sente of agony and
anguish the communal incidents in this
august House. Last year 20 minor inci..
dents have occurred and this year the
communal violence incident!, have erupted
on a mass scale in Ahmedabad and other
parts of the country. I always feel that
communal violence lurks like a sleep ina
dog and erupts like a volcano.
All the political parties irrespective of
their political affiliations should come

'Par/DIU part'
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forward to help the Government to be iaa
about communal harmony. It is BOt an
ordinary State that is in fire. It is. State
of Mahatma Gandhi. toe Factor of &be
Nation who has preached and practiaed
and propagated nonviolence in this c0untry. Now h~s principles and his philosophies have gone with tbe wind. You
have given_ a go-by to these principles.
Sir. not one but siJ,ty people have lost
their lives. It is an irrepairable loss. I
do not want to go into the details about
the causes and the reasons responsible
for these communal incidents. But I am
of the firm opinion that stringent measures should be taken against those
persons who
fanned the communal
violence.
I understand, Sir, that the Police and
Intelligence informed the trouble spots
well in advance to the Chief Minister of
Gujarat. But has not taken any measure
to prevent this gruesome murder, IDUlaCre
and communal holocaust that bas
happened
in Gujarat.
Hon. Home
Minister mentioned in the otker House
that colonial rule is responsible for communal dIsturbance in India. I do Dot
agree with him. On the other hand, the
Indian society was divided on caste bais
long ago. I want to know what actien
you have taken after 39 years of iDdepeadenee. I want to know what COIICCOJ'e
steps you have taken to remove c:ommunal violence in this country. I clo BOt
agree that toe reliaious persons alot. arc
responsible for the communal vieJeaee
that has happened in Ahmedabad. It is
the anti-social elements wbo haft "MD
the upper hand and taken the law aud
order in their own bands who are 1'OIP8DsibJe. Govt. should take actire steps to
cateb and punjsh these anti-social ~ts
and they should not cmeouraac these utisocial elements for the sako of poli deal

.-ios.

Hon. Justice Madan of Supreme Court
has given some detailed guidelines to pre"
vent communal vlolen~. Haw you
followed this "1 Have you bad any iateDtion to implement this? If you have
followed
this.
you could
haw
avoided this arson or traacdy or malady
that has happened in Gujarat aDd ot'ber
parts of the country.

~"
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Sir, in my opinion if any person prea..
eMa violence in the name of reliaion or
God. that person is not fit to preach
1'OIision and tllat religion cannot be
acoepted as a relision and that God canDOt be accepted as God. Luckily" ID
Tamir Nadu we did not have much
communal ViOlence. I do not say that it
is nil, but it occurs sporadically. For
tbis the complimen,s go to the great
social reformer, the leader of the rationalist movement, the late Thanthai
'Periyar, B.V. Ramaswamy Nalcker. the
founder-leader of my Party, Anna, and
my beloved leader, Dr. Karunanidhi, who
has not only preached, but prdctised commURal bannony. He got hiS son married
to a Harijan girl. In 1952 he had produced a film by name Parasak" In which
the present Member of the Rajya Sabha,
Mr. Sbivajl Ganesan, acted as a bero. In
that film he said :
"We do not oppose the eXistence of
worshipPlDg places, but we only
oppose tbat worshIpping places
should not become the den or shelter

l'arlOtd portl

oI,It.

cOTlllh7
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elevated to the hi,iter rank. He bIllS eonveyed the Prime Minlster'. mnJlp . ,
this country. I would have been . . .
more happy if the bon. Prime },Ii. . . . .
finds some time to Visit the trout;Jea . , . .
of Gujarat so that the affected", victims db
bave some consolation.
Before I conclude, I would say dIM
now the time has come to revamp, re«ructure and reorpnise the police and .,...._
military forces, as we cannot allow tlte

fence to eat away the crops.

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: Sft,
I sU88~t that tomorrow only the Rothe
Minister will be replying. So, wily Itot
extend the time today beyond 6 o'clock .,
It.

!\-IR. CHAIR rvtA N : Yes, we can do

PROF.
MADHU
DANDAVATE:
Extending by one hour we can complete
the speeches because SOme Members are
speaking, let us give them the OPportunity.

places for hooligans and anti-social
elements. "

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, if the House
8srees, no objection; we can extend by
one hour.

The Home MInister has said in the
House about the Special Courts
established for conducting tbe communal
VIOlence cases, Here, OUf State Minister
for Internal Security has expressed displeasarc about the functioning of Special
Court. He has mentioned tbat only five
States have accepted the proposal for
condactina spectal courts for communal
vio!eoce. I want to know from the hone
Minister how many communal cases have
been registered in special courts, how
many miscreants were caught and punisshod, what action are you goina to take
apinst the States which are not 80ms to
ac:cept the special courts. Preachina of
aocularism IS not sufficient, it should be
peractlsed. Secularism will be a hysterical
aloaan unless and otherwise social, educatiooal and economic reformation takes
. place. ModorDiBatioD cannot be
the
aDSWOc. FeoliD8 of discrimination and
repression should be removed.

PR.OF. MADHU DANDAVATE: Let
us have it, because tomorrow only the
Home Minister should speak. 'tImt is

other

1 am quite happy, and I congnttuJate
Chidambaram for his unperturbed, balanced and
eloquent reply which he b84 aiven to this
the hone Minister of State, Mr.

a.-.

I

QDly

wiIb thal ... Ibould be

a)l.

THE MINISTER OT STA TE IN 1'HE
MINISTRY
OF PARLIAMENTARY
AFFAIRS
(SHRIMATI
SHBILA
DIKSIiIT): Yes. Sir. It has 2dteady
heeD decided that we are going to extent
the time of the House tiH 7 Or 7.30 p.m.
wban all the Members are going to c0mplete their speeches.

SHRI
BASUDEB
ACHAlUA
(Bankura): Up to 7 0' clock only.
(lllturtlJllionS).

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: It
is very sweet of the Parliamentary Affairs
Minister to bear.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Is it the O)tillion
of the House to extend tho time up . . 7
O'clock '/

SEVERAL HON.

MEMBBR~

: Yes.

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARJA ; _ , .
to "1 Q'dcM;k GDlJ.

3-'»

/)JL r~: CQIIt1fUl1ftzI
Jitua.lioJl ill

SHRl SRIBALLAV PANIGRI.dl.:
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I tbank you for

calling me to speak on this very important discussion which has, in fact, caused
a great deal of concern to the Government and also to the Members of
Parliament. We have already di~ussed
this matter for more than eight hours or
"SO, and this augut House has rightly, felt
concerned, and distressed at the communal happenings all around us, which
will be evident from these figures. In this
year 1986 only, that is within a period of
about 7 months-7 months also have not
been completed-145 persons have been
killed in communal riots
spread
over
fi~e St3tes. And as many as 432 persons
have been lnjured. The estimated loss of
property is of the order of about Rs. 5
crores, according to
the
Government estima teo ThIS amount of Rs. 5
crores does not inciude tbe loss of property in the f10ts that took place recently
at Ahmedabad, the communal flare-up
that happened In Ahmedabad and also tbe
one that took plc1ce in Ndvada in Bihar
and the other at Deoria in Uttar pradesh.
AU these places are excluded in the
estimate that was given by the Government and the estimated loss of property in
other places is about Rs. 5 crores. 145
valuable Jives have been lost and 432
persons were injured.
In the annual report of the Home
Ministry that was presented during the
Budget Session about communal harmony,
there was some amount of complacency.
It was mentioned in the report that the
year 1985 more or less passed
off
smoothly as all tbe celebrations, religious
festivals passed otT peacefully. I think,
tbat was a full before the storm. That is
why. our experience all along shows that
a vigil has to be maintained all over the
country and particularly in the riot-prone
places. Abmeda bad happens to be such a
riot-prone place.
. Sir, tbis communalism is nof of today's
origin. It bas Its origm durin. the British
days and the root, of course, as we
expected, should have been uprooted
during the period after independence. It
i, surprism& and it is a matter of regret
end mjsfoxtune that the roots of communal.sm.,· instead of being uprooted are
7~ ~ deeper. Aaain, this com-

wirlota P""8 01 t~ 3ab
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munalism is the product of Colonial
Administration and it was a weapon used
by them to strengthen imperialism aDd
communal outlook was, in fact, built up
by the British and with the cooperation of
such elements in our society, who stood
against freedom struSlle. After indepen-dence also, such elements are cotinuing to
create disturbances affecting the material
unity not also the economic development
of the country .. .(~"terruptio"s,)
) will gIve some new suggestions. I have
been carefully listening to the speecbes
delIvered by the hon. Members and therefore, I will give some suggestions witbout
making any repletition. As you know,
these communal riots are of two types.
One is inter-religion and the other )s
intra-religion.
Inter-religion is between
thi,s rehgion and rhat religion. There are
so many types of disputes and dIfferences
that arise between two religions. For
example you can say Hindu-Muslim or
Hindu-Sikh and so many things. Again
intra-religion is between two sections of a
particular religion or community. Within
the Hindu commUDlty also, as pointed by
some han. Members, there was a clash
has between Harijans and SaVtUlUU, and
simibrly among Muslims, between Sunnis
and Shias. Besides, you know there are
language riots and other things that are
going en. ]n Assam, something lIke a
serious riot over the language issue has
taken place. In Karnataka also, there was
a serious riot on tbe language issue. So,
we shauld see that not only the symptom
but the disease itself is treated. That is
Quite a chal'enging job. We have to rise,
all of us, the secular forces should rise
sinking persona 1 and poJiticai difficulties
to fight the menace because if secularism
is
destroyed, this nation will collapse.
Therefore,
democracy and secularism
which are so dear to us will suft'ers uffer, in
that case. That would be an irreparable
Joss to the nation .
Communal parties should be banned.
It is not communal parties aJ one , there
are some communal elements in different
parties.
Besides
banning
communal
parties, the political leaders, the leaders of
all political parties have to control and
have to ensure that communal elements In
their parties are not Biven ticket. for

I
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Auembly or Parliament seat during the
elections.
Another suggestion is, at different places
these days, there are riots and serious
riots. It is not a mere law and order
problem. Whenever there is a riot. people
80 out with knife and five arms like
individual guns. What for fire arms
licences are given to these people 1 In
some countries, licences for fire arms
guns are not at alt being given to individU'lls. Wby do we not attempt to do
that? We should not issue licences to
anybody and we should not give them
- auns. Let us not arm the people, the
anti-social elements who use fire arms in
the r;ots.
There is a question of culture also.
Right from our primary education, we
should give such syllabus to our children
. that would create a good condition promoting amity. We should teach them
. restraint instead of blow. Communal
. amity, passion and all these things should,
therefore, be included in the syllabus right
from the school days.
With these words, I thank you.
(77QlUla tion)

SHRI K. J. ABBASI (Domariaganj):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, first of all I thank
you for allowing me to speak. I have
i»een listening to this debate continuously
for the last three days. This debate has
-been gOing on quite seriously, I am happy
tbat tbe tempo with which Professor
Dandavate bad started it, that vel y tempo
bas remained throughout. Every Member
has expressed his views. During this
discussion, I was carried away to the bygone days, wben in 1946, Muslim communalism was at its peak and atrorities were
being committed agaInst us. There were
big Ulemas. Maulana Hussain Ahmed
Madni had been abused and Mohammad
Ali Jinnab. who even did not know how
to offer Namaz, was made the Kadia-Aazam.
At that critical time, we fought against
the Muslim communalism in wbich we
had to loIS our brothers and sisters and
other relatives and our relations Bot
snapped. Many families lost their sons.
W. fouabt in that atmosphere and secured
~~ " ' ~t Qf tho votes and 66 per ~n~
I
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votes went against us. For 33 years we
made sacrifices and heard abuses from
our community. Today, very politely I
want to ask whether Muslim communaliSlll
is on .the incre'-lse at present? I am a
Muslim but I have been brought up in the
traditions of the Congress. Would you
please tell me honestly whether the Hindu
communalism is not spreading fast today ?
Are we not faCing the same situation nOw
which we had faced in 1946, when we
fought courageously against the evil of
communalism? Today. it needs to. be
fought in the same manner and the abuses
of the community would have to be faced.
The criticism by the community is not a
bad thing. we have been facing that.
When Bangladesh cnme into existence. I
was a Minister at that time. I went round
on tours and a case was filed against me
which was fought up to the level of Hiah
Court. Since then, the Muslim community has been annoyed with me. I did
not care for that and pleaded for the
truth. We have to follow the truth. Sir•
I come from the area where a- riot had
taken place in 1966 during the Jan Sanab
rule and after that, unfortunately, there
was some problem regarding Babri Masjid.
but no riot could take pJace. Some
Muslims came to me, most of whom were
my opponents, at 11 P.M. I asked them
whetber they would agree to my unpleasant
suggest ion. Tbey replied in the affirmahve. I told them that the Hindus would
help them. I further asked them whether
all tbe Hindus had gone berserk whereupon they replied in negative. I asked
them to approach
the good-hearted
Hindus in their village. What happened
was that the Muslims were abused and
they tolerated that. Even after the Hindu
procession was banned, a Jot of people
gathered and ihere was a confrontation
with the police. One Hindu was kilied.
The Hindus were standing by the side of
the Muslims to help them.
18.00 hrs.
I want to tell you that we controlled
the situation like that. We also organised
Holi-milan there in tbat atmosphere. A
number of peoj.)le opposed that. but evon
then a large number of Hindus aq4
MusLms participated in that. : I waa
disuaded by the Muslims from aoiDa to
'\le vi~la" of ~lle \Vidow. wt\~ ~,..

,
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IIad beea tilled ill the police t1r;0I. TIaey
said tlItM that was the village of Brab_iDs
aDd. tbat it was not proper from me to 80
theN, But even then I visited that villa.,
aID.. with ODD of my Hiadu friends. I
. . PYeIl a warm welcome by tbe Hindus
I saYe Its, 5100 thero by maklaa
a ooItocdoa from tho Muslims. Then tile
aCtnosphero became peaceful there.

t......

25 years 810, a Caso rcaudina a Masjid
was raised. We dec!ared that tbe Masjid

woaId not be bujlt lIDless ita foundation
laid by tbe Brahmins who were
opposiDg it. The same thina happened.
" . foUDdatioa stono was laid by the
Bcabmina and the Masjid was built.

was

Muslims CaDDot fight against tho Hindu
CIIJIIlIDUDaIism, it is the Hindus who would
have to fip. apinst it. Wherever is a
problenl of this uatllre, tho Hindus are
IOIlt thero. As you have Hindu friends,
18 do we have. They are in the Janata
Party also. Today, there is no question
of Party. IlathOl' there is a need to think
__ut whether it is the Hindu communaIiem or Muslim commUJlalism which is
. . .OC its bead.

Some of our Muslim brothers want to
solve the problem of Babri Masjid by
raising slogaos, but merely by raising
aJopns this issue Clnnot be solved. Our
Ulemas are also of tbe view that
that
we should neither take out processions nor
raise slogans. We should leavc this problem to Shri Rajiv and the Courts.
A number of people from Uttar Pradesh
but I did not go
tbere. The problem of Babri Masjid in
Uttar Pradesh is not a small problem. Its
remifications havc been seen even in
Maharasbtra" But there were only 5
incidents of riots, in fact only 4, as the
riots in Allahabad were not in the wake
of the Babri Masjid issue. There the
problem was different. I would Ute to
tllaDk our Chief Miaister for completely
baaam8 tbe tak1DI out of procession by
tbe Hiadw on abe Babri Masjid i_ue.
went to Ahmedabad

Mr.

win' apin recite a
How the lock wu opened, it js
ditfacDt JDaUer. But had the proceaaion
. . __ hanood. a IUllDber of people
~ 1Itav, Md d~ t~ ~ qotl.
It
~up1et.

S~buddin

't
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YOU who lit the fir. aad the moAt you lit,
the more it will, spread. The fire caDDOt
be extinguished by fire but by tbrowin.
water on it,

AN HON. MEMBER. : You arc
Mr. Shababuddin to lit the fire ?

askiaa

SHRI K.J. ABBASI: A Dumber or
riots have tstea placo in Our area, we
visit every such area. The riots could Dot
spread as the Chief Minister took timeb'
action and strict action. The situation
was brouaht under control at the earliest.
I had heard a lot of praise of Mr.
Chidambaram, which bas been proved
true aftor his speech. He said that it was
his duty and now it is our duty to conaratulate him for the feelings that he
expressed. Mr. Nanda had also actod
likewise in the riots. and sacrificed a lot.
He tried to extinauish the fire. You
should work in Ahmedabad with the same

spirit. Our Minister of Home Affairs
should also feel his responsibility in the

same manner.

Now I would like to give some suggesAs the time is short, I shan try
not to repeat them. The Hindi and Urdu
newspapers publish anti-Hindu and anti·
Muslim photographs prom!nently wbich

tions.

have an adverse effect.

Our former Prime Minister bad said
tbat tbe people of all the commuQities

sIMMlld be recruited in the P.A.C., but tbat
proposal bal Dot been implemented so far.
I want to say with tbe full force at my
co""mand tbat I am deadly alainst the
judicial inquiries. Can YDU not 10 to
Ahmedabad? You should go there, hold

inquiry yourself and then take action.

You should think of imposina puaitivo
Tbat punitive tax should be imPGlOd
both 00 the H indus as well as . . Muslims, hut tbe poor people &bould be
exemp1ed
from
that. Hiadu--Mualim
peace committees should be formed ill the
seoeiti¥e areas, wJaich should iadude the
repreeeotMives of aU the partios. lilt. ~
Jansta Party. Lot Dal, Conareaa and
others. AU the aood Oia.DS of.tlao area
lIleald bop an eye on such iacidee_ and
• ~t tu~ in~~ ~ DO~ r~.
ta".
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should get full help from the Government
in this matter.
I conclude my speech with these words.

I am grateful to you for the time granted
to me to speak. I hope that this commu-

nalism will not raise its head again and
our H-ome Minister will remain impartial
and neither side with the Muslims nor
with the Hindus. Only by adopting such
an attitude the sense of humanity will
prevail.
[Eng/i&h]

SURI
SALEEM
I
SHERVANI
(Budaun): I have had the pleasure of
listening to Prof. Madhu Dandawate. It
is an extremely balanced speech which
covered all the aspects.
Communalism is an evil which has to
be fought jointly by us irrespective of
which party we belong to or what religion
we practise. In a few days from now we
will be celebrating the 39th year of our
independence. We ha ve seen tremendous
progress in these 39 years. But unfortunately there are still people who exploit
religion, take advanTage of religion and
make the situation b..ld.
Dagaji cited a part of Iqbal's couplet.
I wIll complete it.

lt4azhab nahin sikhata aapas mein vair rakhna
llindi hein hum }'atan hai Hindustan hamara.
We are Indians first, no matter what
religion we practise and thiS feeling has to
go down the line to each and every corner
of our country. Only then our country
can progress. I would like to give oln
example as to how communal we are. If
our child falls ill, we do not think wbether
the doctor to whom we take the child
belongs to Hindu community or Christian
community or Muslim community. We
want to take him to the best doctor because we Jove our child. Similarly, if we
are fishting a case. we will hire the best
lawyer. At that stage we win not think
whether he belongs to this community or
that community because we want to win
the case. Then what happens to us whC!n
it is a question of the country '1 We have
1o 10"9 our cogntrr as we love oQr c~iJd,
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Recently A1Iahabad had Witnessed some
communal unrest, a situation which, I
personally think. could have been avoided.
I do not think it is in tbe power of any
district administration to stop the communal riot from taking place because anything Can spark off any time-whether it
is well within the rights to control it
within 24 hours. The anti-social elements
should be arrested within 24 brs. because
after that they cannot be found. They
leave the town. They go away. It is the
innocent, the helpless who are arrested
and who have to suffer the pains.
Sir, I was going through the IS pomt
programme of the han. Prime Minister
for the welfare of the minorities But
before I comment on that I would like to
say that some of our history books need
exiremely deep review. I would !Ike to
quote an article that came out in the
Hindustan Times on the 20th February
1986 by Mr. N.C. Menon. In a paragraph he says: "There are many such
distortions deliberatdy introduced by the
colonial historians to accord with the
divide and rule p oIicy of the Raj. This
continues to po!sion ou r minds making
us pre-dispose to accepting communal
prop aganda. There is an urgent need to
revi ew the history book. Or else the communal forces will continue to take advantage of the unfortunate situation.
We talk of programmes. We come out
with schemes. But what we have to
monitor closely is its implementation. I
was greatly impressed by the views expressed by our hOD. Minister of State for
Internal Security. I have been listening so
many speeches for th e last three days.
I personally feel that It is high time that
we start practising what we have been
preaching during these three days~ We
took a oath. We go about it. We get
many opportunities to speak in our own
constituencies on many occasions from
different platforms. In every part of our
speech. we must keep the aspect of
natlonal integration. We must tell the
people how important it is for us to live
together.
Some of the measures I would like to
suggest is tbat whenever a riot ~~~.
tbere is a process of rehabili~tioa. I eN
~ that a Junior ofti9or liko ~ t. . . .
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or someone like that who tlkes a survey
going into the areas and seeing and
meeting the people who are affected. It is
so important that in any district where
such
incidents take place, then the
Magistrate, SSP should be responsible for
reLabilttation. They should themselves go
and verify and initiate the process.
A lot has been said about the PAC.
This is a force which has totally lost its
credibility. Whether it is minority or the
majority, I do not think anyone has
faith in this force. The only way we can
revive it is by representation of each and
every community in this force. There are
many agencies like the Lions Club, the
Rotary Club which are non-political
agencies. Why don't we use them '? when
we start rehabilitation. They are not
political organisations. They can go into
the areas. We have the peace Committees
which are never used. A peace Committee
will meet after the riot is over. Why
cannot we have good people in these peace
committees who c an go into the areas at
the time riot is taking place and speak to
the people concerned so that better sense
prevai ..s.

Sir, the Intelligence Network in the
sensitive areas needs to be strengthened. I
personally think that Allahabad situation
could hav~ pre-empted if the Intelhgence
would have worked properly.
As you have been pressing the bell, I
would not like to take more time. ODe
thing I would )ike to stress on is that
today our TV has got wide coverage. If
we have programmes on national integration in the TVs, where famous personalities talk, like sports personalities or
film personalities or Ministers Whom
people would like to listen to, I think this
can be another area through which we can
promote. national integration.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA (Ponnani):
Mr. Chairman, Sir. an Urdu poet bas
said:

Kya is liye takiMer ne chunvaye tMe tinke

P banJaye nashemtm to koi aag /agae ik.

I

". Sir, it is with deep anpish that I rise

to participate in this debate on the com-

fPpaal

~«9" j~ o~r ~.,~tcy.

"v~'1J
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places in Gujarat, Maharashtra, U.P.,
Bihar and M.P. went up in communal
flames. Indeed there are no sufficient
words to condemn adequately and fully the
communal violence. No doubt, communal
riots cannot be treated merely as law and
order problem; but law and order management assumes a great importance.
Hence we must identify the areas of various shortcomings.

In the first instance it must be borne in
mind that communal riots do not flare up
suddenly. They are pre-planned. In
Maharashtra, the Chief Minister himself
lamented that the riots there were preplanned. However, the need is to expose
those elements who indulge into this preplanning, to punish those elements. There
is hardly any evidence whatsoever of work
in this direction.
Here in Ahmedabad also it was known
widely and it was even admitted by the
Government itself that there was a possibility of violence breaking during the Rath
Yatra. Still what happened? Despite all
th 's, when the violence broke out, thel e
was a total collapse of the police and the
Jaw and order machinery, so that violence
continued unabated.
I must say that the incident at Meghani
Nagar exposes the careless attitude of the
police and the law and order machinery
with respect to the protection of life and
property and security of the minority c ommunity. There were apprehensions that
there would be violence and yet a s{l'\all
police picket was put up over there with
hardly four SRP Jawans without any
means whatsoever for those Jawans to
contact the control room. Armed mob
moved, locked up those Jawans in a room
and indulged into a carnage over there
and people were roasted alive. Who is
to be held responsible ?
I heard our Hon. Minister Shri P.
Chidambaram
with rapt attention. I
appreciate his speech; but there was not
even a sinlle word to look into the role
of the police.
Not only is there the question of a
complete collapse of police and law and
~rd,r ~achjnerr ; b9 t ~lso th~re a~ ~ries

ja~ bis,'tI: ~ommuntll
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of wide spread allegations about the parti.
san role of the pol ice. I must say with
my heart burning and with great shame
that the task unfinished by the rioters was
completed by the police at several places !
The police broke open the doors of the
innocent victims of the riot themselves,
beat up those innocent people, looted
their houses and arrested them also indiscrimina tely.
Come with me to Umapur, a small
village in Maharashtra, there are instances
after instan~es where mob came to eat a
house on fire and tried even to push the
people into that fire. The police later
came, arrested the very victims and
charged them with those offences that they
were setting fire to their own houses.
In the case of another house which I
visited the head of the family was roasted
alive and the two sons of the very same
person were beaten mercilessly by the
police and charged with murder of their
own father. Such are the indiscrimmate
arreslS. I can go on giving you instance
after mstance. What are we going to do
about this? In Allahabad indiscnminate
arrests of doctors, lawyers and even lAS
offirers have taken place under the antiGoonda Act.
Look at the police firing at Barabanki.
It is not what I say. A committee of the
journalists went there and declared that
the firing was not only unnecessary but it
was resorted to in order to intimidate the
Muslim satyagrahis. The committee of
journalists came to the conclusion that
firing was resorted to not to disperse but
to kill tbe peaceful satyagrahis over there.
Now a word about the character of the
PAC. I have with me the first annual
report of the Minorities Commission for
the year 1978 and I quote :
"The Commission also expressed the
view that the PAC adopted a partisan attitude against the Muslims."
Further it says:
"The Commission recommended that
the PAC should be withdrawn from
Aligarh and that minorities, espe-
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cially Muslim community adequately
represen ted in the services in general."
They have repeated the same at various
other places. Where is the action ? Every
time we come to know we are told that
now we shaH make a beginnjng. I wish
the hon. Minister to succeed but bow
many times wili we be told that now the
beginning will come. This has shaken
badly the confidence, I must say, of the
Muslims in the police and law and order
machinery. But when I say so I must say
that tbough the confidence of the Muslim"
in the law and order machinery and
police is shaken I am not here as a frustrated man. Wherever I went the Muslims
and people told me: Go to the Parliament and place our woes and hardships
before the Parliament. And I am here to
say that Parliament today inspires the
confidence of the people and the people
look at this Parliament to give a direction to the Government as so which direction they should move.
Sir, there is a question of summary
trials and special courts. Even Prof.
Dandavate referred to it. The hone Minister bas referred to the same. But then,
Sir, before tba t recommendations have
been also made by several judicial commissions On the same lines but there is
one more aspect. In Bhiwandi last time
we all know about the Ansari Bagh incident and there was a special court. Forty
accused were presented and just a few
days b~ck all the forty accused were released and the judge of that special court
waited and lamented that I am helpless
because he said that the prosecutor had
not uttered a single word aga inst thirty of
the forty accused let alone involvlD8 them
in the crime. This is the nature of prosecution. I suggest that when you prosecute for communal offences let there be a
special prosecutor also from outside the
district. There are various other points
but then I must conclude in deference to
your bell and I will conclude with this
note that the communal riots should -not
be considered merely as a handi-work or
anti-social elements. Anti-minority CoJl)_munal propaganda has given virulence to
the communal canker in our socie~
There are various organizations whiclr
have not made secret of theiripOisoqQua
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and vanomous attitude towards minorities
in the country. What action have the
Government taken? What to talk of any
action. in the last session I bad pointed
out that in Delhi trishuls were being distributed freely and you should take care,
but my plea fell on deaf ears, and sometimes back we had the clash even between
the police and the trishul bardars. We
had the trishul holding people attacking
the door of the lama Masjid. Today I
am glving you another warning. There
are letters and here is one inland letter
distribuetd widely; it is addressed to
Sunheri Masjid, Chandnl Cbowk, Delbi~
110006 ; it is in Hindi intimidating and
threatening them. It has the trishul mark
over it.

I conclude by saying that the Babri
Masjid question must be properly tackled.
A high level officers concerence of the
Central and the State Governments was
held in April, 1980 and it bad suggested a
ten-point programme to prevent communal
riots. That included One point that
prompt decisions of the courts should be
obtained in disputes over ownership of
land/properties belonglOg to religious
institutions. Therefore, do not take an
indifferent attitude with respect to the
controversy of Babri Masjid question.
You must intervene and have this question
eettled once for all.
. I will conclude by quoting from an
Article on 'Militan' Revialism of HinduIsm
published in 'India Times' on May 31, 1986
on page 83. It says :
,e And more hoJy wars 100m ahead.
During the next phase of its battle
plan, starting this summer, the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad will move
towards
Kashi
(Varanasi) and
Ma$lmra to reannex the Vishwanath
temPle and the Sri Krishna Janamabhoomi whicb, they claim, were
captured and converted into mosques and idgabs by Mughal emperors.
Thouab Visbwa Hindu Parishad and
R.SS leaders openly assert that their
targets are just these two temples.,
they are also workinl on a list of 25
other Muslim shrines which they say
were aocicnt HiDdu temples."

CDIInt,J'

Sufficient unto the day is the evil bereof. Let us work hard and see that the
hearts of the different communities are
filled with love and their hands clasp.
I hope the Government wiJ1 rise to the
occasion and take necessary action.

[Translation]

SHRI JANAK RAJ GUPTA (Jammu) :
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the discussion on the
commonal situation has been going on
for the last three days and it is a matter
of happiness that aU the hone Members,
whether they belong to the Congress
Party or the Opposition, have condemned
the communal riots. The way in which
our Hon. Prime Minister Shri Rajiv
Gandhi and hIS Government have dealt
with this situation, has not only been
commended in this House but outside this
House also much has been said about
that. Tbese communal riots, whether in
Ahmedabad oc in Moradabad or in
Kashmir or in any other part of the
country, are very dangerous and it is a
malady whJch can create great problems
for the country. I congratulate our han.
minister Shri Chidambaram who has said
that he feels concerned about it and that
he has got the political will to deal with
the elements who want to create such type
of atmosphere in the whole of the country
or in some part of the country.
Here I would Jike to say that it is
correct that there should be no restriction
on the people of any religion or community to organise processions and
celebrate festivals to promote their
respective religions, but all this should be
managed in such a way that the feelings
of the people of some other religion are
not hurt so that the anti-social and antinational elements may not be able to take
undue advantage of that to incite such
riots so as to vitiate or spoil the atmosphere.

My friend Shri Soz has mentioned
about Jammu. His speech somewhat burt
me. I agree that the riots in Ahmedabad
was a very bad thina. It would have been
better had be named Kashmir a Iso.
(lnte"upl;ons) I am not criticising his
community or any other community. But
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I want to stress one thing that the riots,
wherever they occur, and the anti-social
or anti-national elements of every place
should be condemned by all of us. It is
our duty to deal with them strictly. It is
also our duty to deal strictly with the
rumour mongers and those who vitiate
the atmosphere. No one knows from
where these people come. Prof. Soz will
agree with me that wI C.l a procession was
taken out in Jammu. at that time no riot
had occurred. The people of both the
communities took out process) ons on the
occasions of 'Guru Parv~, "Id' and some
other festivals and nothmg untoward
happened. But somewhere some slogans
were raised by some people which wele
not tolerable. Some antI-social elements
had sneaked there. But the rumour
mongers in Kashmir splead the rumour
that some pel sons of one community had
been ki'led in Jammu and this caused
flare up. It W..lS mentioned in Parliament
also. Many of our friends, the hone
Members visited that place. Such type
of poison was spread in that KashmIr
were OUi F...Ither at the N~tjon, Mahatma
Gdndh:, had seen a ray of hope.
(lllferruptions)·*
(English]

MR.
CHAIRMAN: Whatever the
other Members say does not form part of
the record.
(Interruptions)··

[Trans/ation]
SHRI JANAK RAJ GUPTA: I did
no t say this. I am only talking about
your behaviour. When I come to that
point then you answer that. You are also
in the House. I.tUn saying that. ....... .

(Interruptions )
PROF.
SAIFUDDIN
SOZ: Mr.
Chairman, Sir, my name has been mentioned thrice. Please give me one minute

to speak.

(Interruptions)··

(English]

MR. CHAIRMAN : It wi)) not go on
record. Mr. Soz what you said will not
form part of record. Please take your

seat.

··Not recorded.
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PROF. SArFUDDIN SOZ
proud to be a KashtDiri ...
(Interruptions)··

I

am

MR. CHAIRMAN : I wiU not go on
record. Except tne Member whom I am
calling, rest of the thing will not form
part of the record. What Mr. Soz says
wJ1J not form part of the record.
(Interruptions)*·
MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Soz, what
you are saymg will not form part of the
record. I have not called you. I will ask
you later 00. Please take your seat.
PROF. SAITUDDIN SOZ: Whatever
goondaism was there ...
(Interruptions)··
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ; He has
named me three times. He has spoken
something about Kashmir ...
(Interruptions)··
MR. CHAIRMAN: It wi1l not form
part of the lecord.
THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE

MINISTRY OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC

GRIEV ANCES AND PENSIONS AND
MINISTER
OF STATE
IN THE
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS (SURI
P. CHIDAMBARAM) : Let us not mar
the debate. I am sure the Chairman will
gIve you time. Let him finish first, then
you can ask permission from the Chair.
You please sit down. Prof. Soz, let binl
finJsh first.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Wllat
point of order, Mr. PatH '1
(Interruptions)··

is

your

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please take your
seats. Mr. PatH, what is your point of
order '1 No cross-talking please take your
seats.
(Interruptions)

*.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Prof. Soz. you
are not hearing me.
(Interruptions) •••
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please tako yOUt"
seats. Order please ... Nothing will 10 ~
record. Yes, Mr. PatH. What is your ~
point of order ?

JULY
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SHRI D.B. PATIL (Kolaba): My
point of order is whetber an hon. M~mber
is entirley, or not, to state the facts In the
House. The hon. Member who was
speakin& was about to state the facts, an.d
he was obstructed by Prof. Soz. Is this
correct '1
(Interruptions)··
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please take your

seals.

(Int erruptiolls)* *
MR. CHAIRMAN: These will not
form part of the tecord. Ncthmg is going
on record. You are y,.asting the time of
House. Nothing 1S gomg on record.
(Interruptions) ... •

. MR. CHAIRMAN : What you say hJS
not gone on record, and will npt go on
record. Mr. Gupta, you please contmue.
(Interruptions)··
MR. CHAIRMAN : 01(ler please.
[Translat ion]
SHRI
JANAK
RAJ
GUPTA:
(Interruptions) I
WaS saYIng that in
Kashmir where Mahatma Gandhi had
seen a ray of light, we are proud of it. I
was talking about those rumour mongers,
anti-national elements and secessionist
forces, who in February, 1986 ...
(Interruptions)**
(ERg/ish]

MR.

interfere.

CHAIRMAN:

Please

don't

(Interrupt ions)··

MR. CHAIRMAN : If you interfere, I
will be compelled to do something. I
have requested you often.
[Translation]
SHRI KAlI PRASAD PANDEY
(Gopalganj): I mean to say that we four
are independants. When Prof Soz was
speaking. nobody opposed him.. If this
type of noisy conversation between the
ruling party and the Opposition goes on,
theft bow the work in the House can
contJnue"1 Independant Members are not

··Not recorded.
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given time. In future it will become a

convention.

(Interruptions)· *

[English]

MR.
CHAIRMAN:
What other
Members say~ will not go on record. I
have to regulate them.
[Translation]
SHRI JANAK RAJ GUPTA: I was
saymg that when thls rumour was spread
there, then so many things happened. Tbe
anti-social e1ements of that area, who
included the people beJongmg to Jamaate-Tulba and Jamaat-e-IsJami, indulged 1D
hooliganism about which you have already
come to know. They attacked the people
of the mmority community. I do not want
to name anybody, but those who indulge
in tall talks did not condemn what
happened there at that tIme. I condemn
that. What has happened in Ahmedabad
was also very unfortunate and unjustIfied.
I want to urge upon the Home Minister
that the people who want to incite conflicts and riots in the name of religion or
caste should be dealt with strictly. They
should not only be dealt WIth strictly but
also punished heavily so that they could
not create such an atmosphere. Some
foreign powres ale also there behind all
this and we should gIve attention to them
also.

As abcady said, a jomt force of all the
communities should be formed Soon so as
to avoId any such happenings in future.
Screenmg should also be done to identify
the persons responsible for such activities
so that such people may not feel encouraged and they should be dralt with stIictJy.
DR. G.S. RAJHANS (Jhanjharpur):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, after three days of
discussion if a person is allotted only 5
minutes' time to express hIs views, then
what can he say. I want to say that I
was overwhelmed by what the Hon.
Speaker, Shri Balram Jhakar, and Prof.
Madbu Dandavate said on that day and I
thought that whatever they said regarding
the communal riots and the prevailing
communal atmosphere in the country, was
an eye-opener. Prof. Dandavate is venerable to me, he is my leader. I respect him
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greatly,
but whatever be
said in
Ahmedabad bas hurt me greatly. I would
quote from 'The Hindustan Times' dated
21st July. 1986. in which he was reported
to have stated thus:
(English]

UMr. Dandavate said several people
in the affected areas had told the
de1egation that anti-social elements
and disgrunt!ed elements of the
ruling party were responsible for the
disturbances. "

[Translation]
I don't know from
where
Dandava te carne to know of this.

Prof.

[English]

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: Let
me c1arify it here. Four members of the
de!egation are present here. I did not
say it at all. They on1y say, "Are there
differences of opin ion ?"

I said, "Yes". That
say anything else.

IS

aIL I did not

DR. G.S. RAJHANS: This is a U.N.I.
despatch.
MADHU
DANDAVATE:
PROF.
There wele three more who were present.
MR. CHAIRMAN : The hon. Member
may take hiS seat.
PROF. MAOHU DANDAVATE: If
he accepts my integrity and honesty. I can
say that this sentence was not uttered by
me. (InteTruplion~) Because, some disgruntled elements are also there.
SHRI SONTOSH
MOHAN
DEV
(Silcbar) : We accept your \\ ords, Sir.
AN HON. MEMBER: We take your
words, Sir.

[Tranllati olls1
DR. G .S. RAJHANS: Let us leave it
then. What I want to S3Y is tha~ the
Members from both the sections of the
House complained vehemently against the
newspapers. A Jtbouflb it is tr\le thal spme
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of our newspapers are bad, filthy and
their publications must be stopped, yet
there are some others because of which
our democracy has sustained. It was only
due to those newspapers that the opposition could come to power and thereafter
had to fall also because of those newspa pers which exposed them. I clearly
shows that Ollr newspapers even today do
not hesitate to tell the truth. I will illustrate my point. There are certain local
newspapers which may have made some
complaints regarding these riots~ hut the
pattern of reporting of all the national
dailies has been the same and this will
come to your notice if you read the
various newspapers as careful1y as I have
read. So, should we take it that all the
newspapers are liars and are dishonest ?
Shri Chidambaram has done Jaudable
work in Gujarat, and I have congratulated
him in person and also on the floor of the
House.
And I am congratulating him
once again. But I would also like to make
a submission to him. I hope he would
not mind that. He being my friend, I can
take some liberty with him. We have
both received education in the United
States of America. He must be aware of
the fact that jf the 'New York Times'
publishes an editorial on the same subject
continuously for three days, it is not taken
any notice of by the people. In America,
the people read one newspaper, throw
that away and then read another one. But
in this country, the people keep the entire
year's newspapers with them. In the
rural areas, news-items published in the
dailies are discussed every day. He there
been no substance in the newspaper
editorials, All India Radio would not have
commented on them everyday. Therefore,
I agree that if some newspapers have
blundered, they must be punished. Newspapers have been punished severa) times
here. In our country, we have the Press
Council and so many other forums for
newspapers are there. But you should
not pass sweeping remarks about tbem to
tbe effect that aU the newspapers of the
country are useless and it is they which
are responsible for the spread of riots.
Th is is not true. I would like to teU you
that one newspaper published from West
Bengal had reported on its front page that
the Prime Minister, while on .~.,:to
Mizoram, had telephoned Shri BX. 1ba.

tb~ poliQC Compli$SlOPCf
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aftel' every hour to keep himself informed
about the riot situation there. It was also
mentioned that no Prime Mmister of any
country would have ever taken so much
tronble. This is a matter of great pride
for us. ~f the newspapers were to present
a distorted news, then they cou11oi have
reported differently.
I want to say one more th ing. Three
or four days back I saw the 'London
Times' in the Library~ which contains, at
its third or fourth page, a photegraph
showing the riots in Ahmedabad, showing
a man having .cen stabbed and the
people running about near him. I would
like to ask as to how did the Home
Ministry allow this newspaper in with
such a photograph to enter our country 1
If such a thing had happened in any
other country, then such a newspaper
would not have been allowed to enter into
that country. And this newspaper is still
there in your library. Aglin, when Smt.
Indua Gandhi was assassinated; I was
not an M.P. then, I myself saw
an
American photographer telling a Sikh in
Connaught Place to stand beside a burning taxi, although that Sikh said that
vehicle was not h is own. Nevertheless he
was told to stand and pose for the photograph. And after a few days, I saw the
same photograph printed in 'The Newsweek'.
All over the world they are
bringing bad name to us. Then what is
the Home Ministry doing? Why does it
not arrest such people and send them
behind the bars 1 The people abroad will
naturally think that the people of one
community are stabbing the p~ople of
other community in this country.
Mr. Chairman, Sir, give me a little
more tjme, I have been continuously
waiting for the last three days ;tnd today
only. I have been given the time. Sir, I
have been sittin, here bungry for two,
three days in the hope of setting time to
speak. It has never happened with me
during tbe Jast two or three years. Therefore, When you have with much difficulty,
~en inc time. let me speak for some time

more.

.0

Few YOQ.I's back I had lIone to Canada.
I W4s ,oiDl to 'fQr~~to wi~ m¥ fri~d
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Canada. At the three red light stops the
Canadi~ns said to me and my fri~nd
"You bloody fool Paki". Till two stops
I could not fo]Jow what they were saying
but at the tbird stop I asked my Indian
friend that his and mine features were
similar, therefore. I could understand the
meaning of "You bJoody fool" but what
did the word ~Paki' mean? He told me to
tcy to understand. We the Asians who
had gone there, were depriving them of
their jobs. Therefore, because of the
economic reasons they are behaving in
such a manner and
'Paki' meant
'Pakistani', which they are addressing to
us. They consider everyone, whetber he
belongs to India, Sri Lanka . or Indonesia
as Pakistani. I told him that it was
strange that because of economic reasons
everyone fat them had become a Pakistani
in India, the Hindus and Muslims were
fighting with each other and here all were
considered Pakistanis.
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I had gone to
Assam. There I asked the Muslims residing there as to why they were fighting
with their Muslim brethern who had come
from BangIa Desh. They replied that the
Jand did not (jifferentiate between the
Hindu aod MuSlim and if those BangIa
Deshis left, that land would be available
to them.
Lastly, I want to say that you are
t.t1king of Ram Jaom Bhumi. I belong to
the area where Sita was born and Sita's
place is earlier. We recite Sitaram and
Radhakrishan but in our Mithila area no
riots have taken place after independence.
The Muslims
of that
area
Quote
Ramayana, G ita, Mahabharata
and
Sanskrit shJokas. So such places still
exist in our country. We should take
those people who cause riots to such
places. The whole problem is economic.
This we will have to understand. I may
also submit that there is a Commission
report which says that before independence
the Britishers used to adopt the policy of
'Divide and Rule' and riots used to take
place only in those areas where Britishers
were rulina. In the Pdncely states riots
nc-vcr occurred. Since you are not livin,
~ ~imC1 I am ~ncludin,~
.
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[English]

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRY OF
PAR.LIAMENTARY
AFFAIRS
(SHRIMATI
SHEILA
DIKSHIT): As a number of Members
are yet to speak, I request that the time of
the House may be extended by one hour.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Is it the pleasure

of the House to extend the time of the

House by one hour?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes.
[TranslQti011]

SHRI RAJ KUMAR RAI (Ghosi):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am thankful to you
for giving me an opportunity to participate in this discussion on an important
matter whIch is the subject of concern all
over the country. Sir, we are discussing
in this House the communal harmoDY and
we want to assure the entire country, as
our senior han. Member Shri Dandavate
and the Minister of State for Home
Affairs, Shri Chidambaram have unanimously put it; that this country is the best
country, India is the biggest and the
greatest country and patriotism is the
biggest devotion. Devotion to religion,
language or the State is smaller before it.
On this the whole House is one. There
are no two opinions about it. There cannot be two opinions on this. All are of
the same opinion that the Hindus,
Muslims, Sikhs and Christians should
forget the differences of caste, religion,
region and language and live like Indians.
Wherefrom this point arises? First of all
my query should be solved.
19.00 brs.

The point is that the more we empha·
sised on politics and diplomacy the more
we forgot the morality in this country of
Kabir, Gandhi and Indira Gandhi. With
the growing importance of politics, we
eonsidered it synonym of wisdom and took
morality for foolishness. A person who
is simple, defends the moral values of the
country, is considered fool by the people
and is neglected and a person who dominates by adopting diplomatic and political
ways is considered c1ever and intel1igent.
But the first rp<luirement is of patriotism,
~ 1w .. Q~dQ. Mg$Jim, Sikll or Christian
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politician wearing khadi or in the clothes
of a Sadhu. Afongwith it, we should lay
special emphasis on national morality. It
is the moral duty of the Home Ministry
also to find out the persons who, in the
garb of demOCrats, do all these things.
Sir, it is easy to identify the enemy. If
Pakistan or China infilterates, it is easy to
detect as to wherefrom they are infilterating, but it is difficult to detect the
enemies of the society and the nation who
are within the country itself somewhere in
the garb of Sadhus, somewhere clothed as
leaders with labels of different parties. It
is, therefore, the duty of the Home
Ministry, Intelligence Department being
under them, to expose such persons
first.
We win have to see that after all who
is receiving money being sent from the
middle east countries? I want to tell the
Home ~linistry categorically that it should
see as to who gets such assistance in
Pakistan. Mentality is very bad. If the
Muslim mentality is bad then tbe Hindu
mentality is worse in India. Great men
have said this and they are no more.
No attention has been paid to their
words. Persons like Shri Jai Prakash
Narayan, whatever he might bave been ,
told about the difference between Jan
Sangb and the RSS. I was a students at
that time. He had told us to think of tbe
floating a iceberg, the portion which was
visible on water was Jan S.lng and the
remaining invisible portion under water
was RSS and that it was difficult to divide
the two parts. An intelligent person like
Shri Jai Parakash Narayan could not
differentiate between the two. All the
politicians today are saying that it sbould
be unmasked. We should shun the
politics
of opportunism. To form
Government, somewhere we join hands
with the Muslim League. somewhere with
the Bharatiya Jan Sang, somewhere we
provide protection to TrishuJ, somewhere
to Kripan. somewhere to cap and somewhere to turban. If we ao on joining
hands in this way, we will Bot be atiLt· tel
gather inner force at the time of the need.,
If we lack morality, we cannot sift the
thinp. We do aU these tbinas in ttt. ~
greed of catching votes. Our politidana
should g:ve up this menta1ity~ 1bt
Minister of Home is oresont here. <4
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ISllri :Raj Kumar Rai]
tE,..ltrh]
He is sitting at the helm of affairs of
the Home Ministry.

lTran.tlatlon]
In our countTy, the role of the police
the
communal riots occur, the police add fuel
to the fire, arrest innocent people and let
the cu1prits go scot free. A ]ot of cases
of such nature happen. The Minister of
Home Affairs and the Government then
justify their cases in Parliament. This
should be condemned.
is also not above board. Wherever

SHaI KALI PRASAD PANDEY
(GopaJganj) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, for the
last three days we have been discussing
the situation arising our of communal
riots in the country, in the House. If we
look back to our history, we shall find
that our Maharishis tried to bring about
unity among$t Hindus and Muslims
through their writings. If we hailed Sitaji
as mother, we a'so bailed Bibi Fatima as
mother. If we studided, the Gita, we
st:Jd .ed the aayats of the quran a Iso.
If we prayed at Vishwanath in Kashi, we
offered our prayers at Kaba also. But
t he question remains whether it is the
Muslims and the Hindus that are responsible for the communal riots in India?
Have Hinjus ond Muslims anything to
do with the communal riots ']
Todoy, there is five per cent part of
the Indian population which does not
have any religion. Their only aim is to
instigate and spread riots and benefit out
of the same.
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I have come from
Gopal Ganj Parliamentary Constituency
by winning the eJections independently
with a margin of two Jakh votes. I have
seen that where Hindus were praying
for IDC in temples, the Muslims were also
prayiJ:il, for me jn the mosques. J was
.astonialied to see this. Our former poli.~l . leaders who fousht apinst the
'"Bd\lsIr-Goveroment and suffered"_< at their
bauds iD: .;ails know closely the co.t of
~~ :-4qdepeo~. Aft~r .. tt,iniD,
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the independence they worked with dedication, patriotism and thus ensures that
the country made progress.
I am thankful to shri Chidambaram (or
raising a good point that the use
of the loud-speakers should be done
away with. I have been to villages and
found that the loud speakers at temples
and nlosques broadcast such material, the
details of which will leave you aghast.
If somebody offers water to the Vishwanath in Kashi, we consider him a Pandit.
If a Muslim goes for Haj, he becomes
Haji. But in fact, neither going for Haj
nor going to Kashi can do any good.
Unless we have love in our hearts-love
for the country, aU worship and nationalism if of no use and India cannot make
any progress. I saw in my own constituency that when fnlstrated politicians
found that the people of both the communities were not voting for them, they
tried to spread r:ots between Hindus and
MusJims at the time of Id. I met the
collccter and told him that that was the
occasion of Id and if hundred to two
hundred people were sent to jail for no
fault, the news would spread a 11 over the
district and the people would have a
misnotion that there were riots. Thereafter the situation became normal. But
afterwards, ten bombs were planted in
hay-stack in front of Hindus" houses ~IDd
another ten in front of Muslim's houses.
The administration claimed that ten bombs
from either community had been recovered.
I want to ask whether Hindus could not
hide those bombs somewhere behind their
houses as also whether Muslims could not
hide those bombs somewhere behind
their houses ']

I mean to say that unless we develop
such fellings in the country which do not
consist of these nasty things, we cannot
hope for any improvement in the situation.
The partition of united India into India
and Pakistan was wrong. Our
hOD.
Home Minister, Shri Buta Singh, is present
here. Truth is always bitter, and therefore, most of the hone Members may feeJ it
bitter..... .(lnter,.uptions).......... I want to
lay if India is one then what was the need
for eSUlblishina Muslim and Hindu Uni_
v~~t i~s separatel), ? They
~uld be
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Christened them as Aligarh University or
Banaras University. Had the then Home
Minister wished he could have glven such
names. But whatever It was, this type of
feeling had cropped up and he felt it
necessary to give them HIndu and Muslim
names. S09 till tbe schools and coJleges
are given the names based on relIgion,
feelings cannot be developed. (Interruptions).
I have got a chance after waiting of three
days. Therefore, let me speak. I would
like to make a submit to the hod. Home
MlOlster and a11 other hone Members,
that I am an Independent Member and, I
am therefore, speaking impartially. Be it
any party member or any other person but
the one who ]s arrested m such acttvitles
should be severely punished. I am pamed
to see that the newspapers rehsh in publishing these news in bold head lOgs. I
mean to say
thdt until goodwill and
harmony de velop amonst us. it wdl be
futile to discuss this j)roblem here ; It IS of
no use to discuss not only once but a
thousand time ..... .
(Interruptions)
9

In the end I would like you to create
such an atmosphere In which the Centre
could bring about pe.lce and harmony In
the entire country.
9

DR. B. L. SHAILESH (Chail): Mr.
Chairman, Sir, regarding today's discussion in the House on communal riots,
I want to make 1t clear that these riots in
the country are not in fact communal
riots, but by gIVJng them the colour of
communal riots, the mala fide intentions
of the vested interests and theJf attempts
to blur the image of Government are lost
SIght of and a result of it, the real
culprit responsible for the killings of
hundreds of innocent people escape from
the clutches of the police and the Government. This is the reason why in spite of
a number of preventive measures having
been adopted, riots are still being organised JO different part of the country. I
am of the firm belief that these riots are
being organised by some unlawful politicians to fulfil their vested interests. This
tendency should be condemned. When
there is a dange;' to country's unity and
IntegrIty from some powers, and at that
time if somebody tries to pose a danger
to country's internal security by spreadiDB
riots. he is DODe other than a traitor.
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Sometimes these riots take place due to
personal ill-feelings aad animosity but
some vested inter... try to caD them
communal riots in order to act some political benefit out of them.
The House would agree with me that
such riots can be stopped If preventive
measures are adopted. The carelessness
of the administration in controllina tlte
riots is also not excusable. We will have
to pay special attention towards this.
After deepJy studing the flOts which
occured recently In Allahabad, I have
come to the conclusion, that it seems that
there also some vested Jntet ests engineered
these riots to fulfil their personal interests.
The recovery of large number of bombs
and illegal arms In these riots is an
ample proof that
they occurred as a
result of pre-engineered conspuacy.
The Dlstnct AdminIstration
and
polIce is reqUired to be alert and viailant
In thiS regard and in order to deal WIth
such traitors severely, stern action should
be taken against them.
SIr, the way these rIots are mentioned
in foreign megazlnes shows the particular
lnterest the foreign powers are evincll" in
spreadIng anarchy in our country as also
theIr aIm to disintegrate our country.
Sir, the House would asree with me
that a nation is greater than an individual
and if there IS any danger to Its unity~ all
the countrymen lise above pa fty politics
to save the couotry. At present there is
a need to strengthen such feelings. We
should protect the independence of our
country so that our countrymen can live
In peace and prosperjty and we should
work. fdst to achIeve the aims which. our
young Prime Minister has put before the
countrymen.
We all should seriously
th~nk in order to give a shape to tha
laudable aim.
In the end, I would like to make a request
to the hon. Home Minister tbrough yon
that In order to stop riots of this nature
for good. he should specially make die
police admmistration alert and intenJaeDce:
agencies more active to work 10 semifiv.'
areas. I hope that as a result of ~
stern actiOn by the GovcmraeD~'"
uafortunate incidents will BOt .~at ~

selves.
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(Mathura) : Mr. Chairman Sir, as communalism is being discussed presently in the
House. I would like to draw its attention

to our ancient hjsto~, and culture. Our
areat country has ,.~ays struggled to
maintain its unity and integrity. Although
we had monarchy in those days, ye~ our
valiant men and women had shed blood
for this land. So our country is great
and was once known as Sone-ki-chldiya
(land of affluence), Indian History is
unique in the world. We have bad heroic
women amongst us. They had displayed
their heroism in order to maintain the
unity and integrity of the country ; they
bad made great sacrifices and bad entered
the battle-field with swords drawn.
Then Indian history changed its course.
The bugle for the independence of India
was blown and every Indian regardless of
age and sex began to break the shackJess
of slavery which was imposed on us by
British imperialism and its policy of
-Divide and Rule'. The people shed their
blood to Jay the foundation of this country
and for making it free. It was only because they wanted that India should become a great nation and its unity and
integrity sbould remain intact. I ts independence should be maintained and the
bonds of unity should be strengthened.
India has completed 38 years of freedom
and has made progress in every field. The
foreign powers which were jealous of the
unity, intesrity and progress of this country converted it into their battlefield.
The
same fire was lit in Assam, Kashmir and
even in southern India ; as also in Punjab.
You might remember that Mahatma
Gandhi had to sacrifice his life in this fire
and the life of our Prime Minister, Shrimati Indira. Gandhi, was also not spared.
Two important points can be gauged from
this. Firstly, Indira Gandhi's assassination was not the result of a mere plot to
kin ber but it was an effort to destroy the
unity, ~tesrity and independerlce of India.
It was an attempt to disintegrate the
country. This aJso led to another tbinl.
We have lost our character. When cbaracter is lost, everything is lost. We, leaders,
must build our character. We must S2cnfice our own self-interest, whether based
on reaion or rc1ilion and rise above such
matter. to reacb the people. The people

.
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understand that the independence of

this country bas to be sustained; its unity
and integrity must be maintained for ever,
and we the representatives of the people
have to engage ourselves in this task.

Now I would like to give some sUlgestions. I would urge upon the hon.
Minister that in regard to administra live
matters, as it is being discussed nowadays,
the police must be made more active and
the Intelligence Department should be
made more effective. Secondly, the journalists are also present here. What I am
saying is that, in our history, the poets
have from time to time created an awareness among 'the people about the unity
and integrity of the country. Our Saints
have also made efforts to bring about
social change. Therefore, we want that
our newspapers and magazines should also
contribute fully towards this noble cause
of national awareness.
Finally, I would request the hon. Minister that in our education also, the feelings
of unity and integrity must be inculcated
fully. These feelings should be instilled
among the children through the medium
of education.
CH. SUNDER SINGH (Phillaur) : Mr.
Chairman, Sir,

Bhala kya kar sakr! ilaj marz-e naatwan; ka,
Pakarte hain agar haju yahan shaane utarte
hain.
This problem cannot be solved. It JS
very difficult to provide a solution to this
problem. As Prof. Dandavate has said,
this problem will not be solved; Mahatma
Gandhrs name is referred to. The
Mahatma had said and I quote,
(English]

"Bitter experience bas taught me that
all the temPles are not houses of
God. They can be habitation of
Devils ......... ,.

{Translationl

It is because _of the Gurudwaras. temples
and Mosques that riots take place and
these places of worship are located all
over India.
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"Where do you seek for God '1 Are
the poor, the miserable, the downtrodden, Gods '1 Worship them first.
I do not believe in God and religion
which cannot wipe out the tears from
the widow's eyes and cannot bring a
morsel of food to orphan's mouth."
Swami Vivekananda.
[Translation)

The Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs are in the
Police Force and riots take place because
of them. What I want to say is that these
people should be dismissed and replaced
by Harijans. Although the Harijans are
deprived classes and do not possess either
land, houses or shops yet they think of
India as one entity and raise slogans in
pra'se of it. You should recruit, these
Pt!ople in the Police Force. Then it would
be their tesponsiblJity to ensure that there
are nO riots. Mahatma Gandhi wanted
that a Harijan should be the President of
India. Now the time has come that
lIarijan should be the President of the
country.
Again, each M.P. should be held responsible for any riot taking place in his or
her constituency. These M.P.s deliver
speeches here and speak against one an
other. I want to say that so far as the
Police Force is concerned, it must be set
right. And whose responsibility is this '1
Obviously, it is the Covernmenfs responsibility. People beat about the bush and
try to shift responsibility. I t is the police
which should stop the riots.

I would like to say that, when I came
to India from Pakistan in 1947. I handed
over all my ornaments to the Muslims
therefor, for their safe-keeping. They told
us to take those ornaments along as they
would be of much help to us in the Jong
run, but we told them that we had been
Boiq for a short duration and would
return soon and take them back. We kept
those ornaments with them and they have
been selling them in bits and remitting us
the money tin date. Those Muslims are
of auch hiah character. Therefore we
must first set ourselves riaht.
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"Be of good cheer and belief that we
are seJected by the (lod to do great
thing and we will do them. Hold
yourself in readiness. That is, be
pure and holy."
-Swami Vivekananda
"Love for love's sake. Love the
poor, the miserable, the d0'wutrodden. God will bless you. n
-Mahatma Gundhi
[Translation]

The Hindus, ?vluslims and the Sikhs have
lands and are well-off and, therefore, they
have become spoilt. I want to say that
the HarJjans should be recruited in the
Police and should be extended other type
of help. Further, the Harijan must also
be made the President and only tben the
ideals of Mahatma Gandhi would be fuJ ..
filled. Shri Buta Sioghji, please be prepared for this. Now, the time has come
for this. I would reiterate that the concerned M.P. should be held responsible for
any riot occurring in his constituency. We
have to ensure this. Prof. Dan~avate
delivers a very good speech, but the same
cannot be said about his followers. If
this is the quality of their speecbes here,
then, I wonder as to what they would do
outside. They should not speak in this
manner ; instead, they should speak with
love.
[English]
, 'AU expansion is life. AU contraction is death. All love is expansion.
All selfishness is contraction. Love
is, tberefore, the only law of life. He
who loves lives. He who is selfish
is dying. Therefore, love for love"s
sake because it is the only law of
life.
-Swami Vivckananda.

"I suggest tha t we are all thieves in
a way. If I take anythjns, that
is not for Our immediate use and I
keep it. I thieve it from anybody
else."
-Mahatma Gabdhi.

DR. DATTA SAMANT (Bombay ~th .
Central) : Since January 1986 I tbimt
about 140 people died in comtDaa'riots.
This' is the Government _ _ . . . _:
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day. this morning. in reply to a question.
Bihar-IO, Gujarat about 18 in both riots,
Mrlharashtra 10 and UP 37. About 408
people were injured and property worth
about Rs. 5 crores was burnt, 11 people
were roasted and 2 people who were admitted into the hospital have been discharged. This shows the seriousness of
these rIots. Previously we were only have
having one or two riots in a year and no~
we 3re having 2 or 3 riots in a week. It IS
sUrprising th 1t in spite of educ tt.on~ c~m
munications and modernisation the riots
in this country have increased by 20 to 30
times. This shows where we are.
We cannot avoid. We have heard the
speech of the hon. Minister. The Government administration has m~serably failed
to take adequate measures. When it
cannot be proved, the Government must
admit. They must admit its failure. It
is all right as to what should happen and
what should not happen. I really agree
with the Government. Every man in
Gujarat knew what was going to happen
at the time of the Rath Yatra. Even the
Chief Minister has admItted to the Press
that something is going to happen at the
time of the Rath YatTa. Even -the Police
Commissioner has admitted tbat they were
apprehending some trouble. Then what
about keeping the p ..lra-military forces ~lS
watch dog? The Government hd s miserably failed. They say that as watch-dogs
tbe Police were observing. They were
observing that somebody was going to fiJ e.
But they say they cannot take action ns
the Rath Yatra temple w1l1 be spoilt.
Hon. Minister, Mr. Chid£lmbaram has
said that there are some anti-social eJements. I have got the record. On the
24th of June two notorious elements were
rele.1sed from jail. 8 days before the wellknown Jogi and Bakia were released from
the jail. They have assaulted the Customs
CoI'ector and no proper action was taken.
This is the border with Pakistan and
Pakistani intrusion was there. I think they
have a::so some role to play in these
riots.
- We- talk of Gandhian concept. I follow
GaDdhiao concept. They say that there
is prahibi~Jl. I think maximum number
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of liquor dens is there only in Gujarat
and that too in Ahmedabad. Politicians
and especially the ruling party people ~re
helping them. Nobody was arrested prIor
to that and actions are taken only when
the Minister visited the area ...
SHRI AZIZ QURESHI: The hone
Menlber is making wild allegations. I
protest against that.

DR. DATTA SAMANT : Why cannot
the Government take proper action and in
time? When the MinIster visited from
the Centre , about 168 anti·social elements
were arrested and then the riots stopped.
This is a very important feature. We are
discussing it so that such things should
not happen in future.
There are two or three pomts which I
would like to mention in this House, The
Minister has agreed that we have to take
certain measures in future. We want to
please the minonties. That is the tendency of the majoTl ty peopl e. I am sorry
to say here and I observe Prof. Dandavate
may not like my statement. Sir, in the
Karnataka Std te there is a tendency to
harass the border-line people, the Marathi
people are cre -t linking for the majority
people. There are 400 Marathi Schools in
these border areas. Pupils in these schools
are forced to accept the Kannada language
froul the pri]nary stage. All the nameboards are in Kannada. 100 per cent
Marathi-speaking people are there in
Nlppani and Kanapur. I would like to
ask whether the Karnataka Chief Minister
does not know this thing. Why they are
making Kannada language compulsory?
Because they want to please the majority
people and take tbe popular votes from
the nlajority peop :e. I anl not sp~\ring
even the Centre. We have mentioned
about this thing. But the Centre is keeping
silent.
We are discussing and talking a lot of
things here. We are not silent. We are
for the votes. Therefore, this has become
a post-mol tern discussion. No political
people want to follow the principles.
I want to make only one final sugge ..
tion. It is very important. In our country,
educat on is given to all children when
they are five years old. Polit!cal parties
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are so intelligent. I do not mean they are
religious. But they are making them
fao.ltics. I am sorry to mention about the
RSS. They start t raining from the age
of three or four years. Such type of traming is given. I am sorry to say that even
in the Masj ids~ Gurdwaras etc. such type
of child fanat~cs are there. They are
giving religious tra .ning. I am not agaj nst
it. But they are giving such type of
fanatic training. I would suggest that the
Government has to bring a legislation to
b~in this.
Sir, this is the country where Ashoka
ruled once. Though he preached Buddism,
be was for all. He was is secubr. The
great Akbar ruled this cour.try. Though
he followed the Koran and Muslim
ret:gion, he was for all. Mahatma G:1ndhi
followed Hinduism. But he was for all. If
all of us try to follow such type of things,
I think, we can contain the cOInmunalisnl
in our country.
(Trans lat iOIl]

LAL VYAS
GIRDHARI
1\I1r.
Chairnlan,
Sir,
the discussion on the conln1un~1 dispal ities has been going on here for the last
threee days and as f ..lf as I un1erst.lnd
economic dispari y is the rnain reason behind the COllll11unal disparitles spread:ng
in this country. So far as the economic
disparities are not removed from this
country, the b.g people wl11 definitely
continue to cause riots. It is our good
luck that tod.1Y a Harijan is the Home
Minister of our country and due to him
and his ~pproJch these disparities would
certainly be removed. When we have
agreed to adopt secullfisnl, socialism
and delnocracy then why are they not
working well in thlS country? Why are
disparities not re:noved ? Today one who
ownS land is trying to own still more of
it and with this end in view he is indu1ging in various sorts of riots. One who
has got property~ is exploiting others to
increase his property. Why is this disparity not being removed? Just now Shri
Sarnant has rightly said that the reuson
behind the recent riots in Gujarat was
prohibition. Due to prohibition, some
people gav~ ~ome ~rosperous by earnin,
SHRI

(Bhi~wara)
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crores of rupees through sellina liquor
illegaJ)y. Only these people are behind
these riots.
At SOfae places, they are
Hindus and at others they are Muslims
and only these persons cause ill-will which
results in communal alots. I am taking the
case of Raj-_Jsthan where during prohibition,
the Government used to suffer loss of
about 100 crore rupees. Today, thougb
there is prohibition in Gujarat, yet everyone takes liquor either by gOIng to
Bomb:lY or to Rajasthan. The Government is suffering the loss while some people
are getting
rich by instigating
conflicts and riots. Same is the case of
smugglers. The biggest problem in Punjab
was that of smugglers. Only the big
smugglers had raised the slogan of KhaIistan or something else. This type of
thing should definitely be Slopped. All
the riots in Maharashtra or in any other
place, viz., U.P., Ahmedabad or some
other place are caused by these notorious
smugglers. The big landlords and the big
farmers of Punjab try to instigate riots
and disturbances in the name of reiigion
or so. You should implement the Governn1ent policies strictly. The land from
those who have got it in excess should be
taken froln them and distributed among
the poor. The money and property of
those who have accumulated huge wealth
should be confiscated by the Government
and it should be used to give employment
to people so as to remove the disparities.
All these arrangelnents should be made
in a concrete way. In all the sensitive
are,lS, wbele riots occur and Hindus and
Muslims fight with One an other as Shri
ChiJambar..lffi has said, the Collector or
S.P. should be fl"om some other caste so
that he can strengthen the administration
imp:utially, Persons with adminjstrative
capabilities should be posted there. You
post newly lecruited officels who cannot
take timely action. AU these things should
be stopped forthwith. In our country this
venom has spread in then arne of language,
provincialism, casteism ~nd communallsm
and the reason behind this is the greed to
accumulate property and wealth. This is
the biggest drawback and it is
essential to stop it. I think that out boli:
Home Minister will certainl), tak~' $Q~
step in this' re,ard.

vecy
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SHRI
HAFIZ
MOHD. SIDDIQ
(Moradabad): Mr, Chairman Sir, I am

grateful to you for aranting me a chance
to particIpate in this discussion. For the
last three days the discussion has been
going on how to prevent communal disturbances. There are different religions
in our country and many languages arc
spoken here. The people who want to
defame and disintegrate the country
create trouble by raising one issue or the
other. Our administration bas to identify
the districts and the States where disturbances are caused. If we know some
States or district where disturbances take
place then we should depute our intelllgence personnel to those places to find out
the persons who cause these disturbances
and who want to destory our integrity.
Whether the disturbances occur in AUahabad or Ahmedabad, all these riots in the
name of Hindu. Muslim. Sikh and Christian are a matter of great shame. More
than 38 years have elapsed after the independence but even then such type of
things happen in our country.
Had
there been no such incidents. then in my
view we would have made more progress
in comparison to what we have already
achieved. suggest th3.t if anywhere some
possibility of a disturbance arises, the
administration should arrest the suspects
in advance and monitor their activities.
Even after that if the disturbance takes
I think that the police of that area
commit excesses on the minorities and
because of it the minorities consider
themselves unsafe. Those very people
are harassed, looted and cases also are
registered aaainst them. I want that the administrat orl-should control these disturbances in an impartial manner and not allow
tbem to spread further. The type of measures you have adopted in Ahmedabad b:.lve
proved beneficial because the conflict has
not aaravated. It i. true tbat there were
heavy tO$scs and many untoward things
happened but we can control all that. The
control should be immediate and this
could be possible only when these is equal
representation of different communities in
the police force. We should ask the ad-

ministratiil'l to hold the I).M. and the
S.P. responsible for the riots in their
area; they should be made accounta bJe
for tho.. riots. AU this will lead towards
~r~t\o" ~f ~. .ia\ a~"h41' al\d it

country

may have good impact on other peop!e

also.

[Engli.lhl

SHRIMATI
D. K.
BHANDARI
(Sikkim) : Mr. Chairman, I come from
that part of the country where our people
not only preach communal harmony but
also practice it. 1 would not like to repeat
whatever has already been said by other
members but I would only 1ike to make
one or two humble suggestions.
My first suggestion is that there has to
to be an adequate machinery in the form
of committees to tackle with Stich forces at
State and Central level. Tbe most important thing would be to imvolve voluntary
organiSations consisting
of
students
iutellect1:lals, media men and culturai
groups who are engaged in constructive
activities.
The hoo. Minister. Shri Chidambaram
said that the
Government has ample
political will. If the Government has the
political will then kindly ban all the
communal
organisations. which have
political objective~. In my opinion this
will be a positive step towards thwarting
the evil designs of COnl1TIunalism.
Sir, I tb.lok you for the time that you
gave to enable me to participate in this
debate.
{Translation]

SHRI RAM
NAGJNA
MISHRA
(SaJempur) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I thank
you for granting me permiSSion to speak
on such an important subject. Due to
lack of time, ] do not want to repeat what
my predecessors have said. I want to
confine myself to expreSSing my views only.
I have beard all the speeches delivered by
aU the hone Members whether of ruling
.party or from the Opposition and they
an bave demanded the safety of minorities.
I w~nt to know from the House and from
the hone Minister whether the majority
also would be protected or not. It is a
common phenomenon today that the
majority ]n every country is facing problem. Punjab is clear exampJe before
~.

The; ~i~d~ ,r~ misratill8
. . everyday,
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from that area. Not a sing1e day passes
when there is no news about killing of 5
to 10 persons in thit State. In a country
where 80 per cent people are from one
community and those pe;:)ple are migrating from one State to get shelter in other
places. it is surprising th.lt in that country
there is a demand to protect the minorities! I want to say that the present state
of affairs can further deterior,lte. The
big leaders talk of secularism. Some
peop1e S!y that economic problems are
causing these disturbances. I talk about
the pre-independence time when Gandhiji
had requested with foJded hands Mr.
Jinnah to remain on the top so as to
avoid the partition of the country. Today,
we swear by the principles of Gandhiji.
The country got dIvided even in the
presence of G 1ndhiji. Did the disturb':ince
occur at that time also due to econOffilC
problem. I SCly that all these disturbances
are caused by the p Jliticians. What is
happening today in punjab? The Mhlsters
in the Goverml1ent are hand in glove with
the terrorists and Hindus are being massacred. A St.lte whose Chief Minister, on
the instance of his CO,l1l1Un ty, can clean
shoes for weeks c}n;lot 11'1 ~ke progress,
that country :~lso cannot Plake progress.
I want to know from the hone M nister
whether he \\ill assure us t~1at the HinJus
in Punjab will remain safe. Very elderly
persons have talkej about Babn Masjid
and Ram Janm Bhoomi. It is true th3t a
very long procession was taken out but no
Hindu, unt.) the COUl t
ordered
for
opening, had even touched the temple
before that. The lock was opened only
after the court had ordered to do so. But
after that there was revolt in the entire
country. The exanlp!e of Kashmir IS
before you. Lakhs of houses were ruined,
scores of telnples were burnt down; who
did this? Was it done by the nlenlbers of
the majority communlty or
minority
community or by the
Governnlent ?
Everyone knows what SOl t of assistance
was provided to the victims?
Sir, I, therefore request this House that
a cODlnlittee of this House should be
constituted which should consist of nIan
of wi~dom I ike you and every leader of
the opposition parties in tbe House s.h?uJd
be included in tbat. The Home MinIster
should also be included in it. You go

;In<J •
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written in Sbariat that in a mosque
'namaz' is read facing Kaba and no idol
is a Uowed in tbe mosque; you can see
this anywhere. But there, upper portion
has been constructed after demolishing
the temple, and even today idols are there
In the pilla rs of the mosque. There namaz
cannot be read facing Kaba and if it is
read other waq, it is wrong according to
Shariat. If it is true. then I pray with
folded hands that, leaving behind the
sentiments, you nIay yourself decide the
mat'er keeping in view the whole situation.
My second submissio:l is th:lt the way
my MuslIm colJeagues feel that by going
to Kaba, Mecca and Madina all the earlier
Slns ale washed out and they will go to
heaven, we Hindus too, in the same way,
feel that by going to Ayodhya, Kashi,
Mathur.l etc. we are relieved of our earlier
sins. I t is a very sentimental issue. If
you thmk that Hindus and Muslims are
bretheren anJ both are to be protected,
then as it is the duty of the elder brother
to emb1 ace him, it is the duty of the
younger brother also that he should
e,1lbrace his elder brother. If both cooperate with each other, then no sentiInentaJ issue w,lI come forward and all the
things can be settled pe.1cefulJy and
amic.tbly. I w,-)uld like that you may
yourself go to Ayodhya and see the place
which is ~ing called us Babri Masjid. If
you find everything contrary to what has
been said 10 the Sh..lTlat, then I would
request my MusJinl colleagues to come
forward and say, "'Dear brothers construct your temple, we are not going to
instigate the people
Only then HindusMusliIn unity in the country can be
susLtined. With these words, I thank you
for gIving nle an opportunity to spe.lk.
H

•

SHRI
YOGESH\VAR
fRASAD
YOGESH (Chatra) : Mr. Chairman, Sir,
the House b:lS been discussing for the last
three d,lYs the subject of communal harmony and, the feeltngs expressed by the
Hon. Speaker as an introduction to the
subject~ shows miserable story of our past.
We are undergoing the punishment evee
after 38 years of independence for the •
of partition of the country we committecl
at the time of attainins in~

Here 1 r~lI a couplet :
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Taareekh ki aankhon mein vo.1z jabr bhi
dekha hai»
Lamhon ne khata ki Ihi, sadiyon ne sazaa
pali hai.

It means that we are suffering even
today for the sin we committed centuries
ago. We have not come out of that fear
yet.
The background of secularism on which
Shri Amal Datt and Shri Indrajit Gupta
were speaking yesterday was the communist background of secularism and the
theory of negation of religion had been
propounded in
that.
In Communist
States, secularism is there but they do not
have any religion. Religion has no place
in those States but that theory has no
recognition, no importance in our country.
In our country in place of negation
of religion,
there is
a
long
and
high tradition of religion. We have been
following that tradition for centuries and
on that basis we have enlightened the
whole world.
Mr, Chairman, Sir, our country is a
universe in miniature
where
Hindu,
Buddh. Islam, Sikh and Zoroastrian reli,ions-all have born and flourished.
(The bell rings.) Mr. Chllirman, Sir, I have
not started yet· In our country all religions have established proprieties and
human values. In Js~am, there are 70
branches of Hadis. Hadis S.lys to WOl ship
God as the biggest and the highest thing.
Do not worship any body else. Do
not do a thing which hurts others'
feelings. In Ramayana also the same
thing has been said :
Parhit saris dharam nahin bhai,
Pat-peera sum jug adhinaai.

aDd in Guru Grantb Sahib also it bas
been said that Ek pita ek hi ke hum balak'.
Bibl. also emphasises the same thingservice to man is service to God.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, we need
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go far
off for communal harmony. We shQuld
learn a lesson from history. Akbar had
COJMieived 'Tohid ..e-Ilahf. He was both
politieiaD and a religious maD. He ,ot
tbe inspiration of secularism from BaPar
IH 1t~1QQ. lJabftt "4 writ~ C9
DO~

Humanyun not to ever attack the religion
of the country he was ruling because that
would hurt the feelings of the people. For
that
Akbar
had
constructed
an
Imamkhana in Fatehpur Sikri where
followers of all religions used to gather
and religions discusses used to take place.
Akbar himself used to preside over these
meetings.
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to tell
that Akbar did certain good things at that
time to which we should give our thought
at present. He got Ramayana,
Yog
Vashishtha,
Puranas
and
Upnishads
translated into Persian by Faiz and propagated them amongst Muslims so that
good feelings for Hindus could be inculcated in them. He got "Allopnishad"
written and distributed among Hindus so
that goodwill for Muslims could be instilled among Hindus.
Abul Fazal had
assisted him much in this effort.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, time is short and as
such I shaH not take much of it. I sh ..lll
conclude in one minute. Tnis country does
not want to be involved in cOlnmunal
clashes and no one is either against
secularism. It is all polit icking which
instigates us to fight with one an other.
Otherwise, if we were to fight, we would
have fought by this time because thousand of communal riots have already
taken place in the country. In 1947,
country faced a big danger and it was
divided. But today, the country is not
prepared for this.
Unfortunately wben some
Muslitn
comes forward to protect some Hindu,
that Muslim is killed by the Muslims and
when some Hindu comes forward to save
Muslims, the Hindus murder him. The
biggest examples of this are Dara Sbikoh
and Mahatma Gandhi &nd in the present
era the martyrdom of shrimati Indira
Gandhi has become a glarina example of
this in the Indian history.
[En¥lish]

SHRI

SYED

SHAHABUDDIN

(Kishanganj): Mr. Chairman, much water
has flowed down the river Sabarmathi
since Oandhij i established an Ashram on
its banks and many a time has Gandhiji
l*~ kUJed iQ Qur COllDtf)' ever since t~
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Mahatma was assassinated in 1948. We
are speaking here today with a deep sense
of anguish. We are all hardened criminals
Mr. Chairlnan and I appreciate the response of the Minister of State Shri
Chidambaram to the situation be saw on
his visit, to Ahmedabad, Perhaps he is
~ew to the game. He is fresh. He is
young mind.
His mind registered the
viole:-:ce, the intensity, the tragedy, the
horror, the brutality of it all and he came
before us and spoke from his heart and he
touched our hearts. I appreciate very
nluch what he SJid. I wish that recrudescence aild recurrence
of communal
violence in our country will not brutalise
him as well, as it has brutalised many of
us.
Today, we are not sensitive to human
p.lin ; to the human sufferjngs. Let me
SJ.y Mr. Chairman, that we must sh:l1e the
suffering of everyone who suffer~. We
must share the agony of every heart. We
must not confuse the insecurity in the minds
of the minority with the insecurity in the
minds of the muslim co;nmunity alone.
We Inust see to il that every single lndividual, every single citIzen in our country,
where-ever he be, feels secured and safe and
happy and bas due protection of law,
whether it is Kashmir or Assam or whether it is Gujarat or Maharashtra or
Uttar Pradesh.
Sir, we are speaking here of the right of
to life and the right to life Mr. Chainnan
is the nlost basic right and it is the most
fundamental right. It cOines before civilisation. It comes before culture. It comes
before human h:story. It comes before
everything else. And it comes before all
human values. And it civilised Government cannot protect the life, it has no
right to ex ist. Government as such, as an
institution must go, if we are left with the
law of the jungle and we have to face the
brutal dagger or the brutal fire at any
time.
2.0 hrs.
Sir, between comnluoal tension and
violence, we must distinguish. There is a
communal consciousness in our country
which is being propagated not only
through textbooks, not only through press,
but also deliberatelY by organisations
which are committed to rousins communal
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consciousness, It is they who 10 o. preaching the gospel of communal violence.
It is they who go on sayina toat tke
country belongs in a special, sense to one
community. It is they who go oncastina
aspersions on aU other communities, and
calling them unpatriotic, and questioning
their loyalty. It is they who sow bittemess
and hatred and violence in the hearts of
men of good wil)' It is there that w. have
to build our defences. It is there in those
hearts that \\'e have got to protect the
integrity of our country. It is - those
organizations that we must identify, we
must expose, we must unIn !sk even jf taey
wear sometimes a religious garb, if sometimes they we<lr a hoJy mask. Still it is
our duty, as cltizens, that we must unmask
and expose them.
When we have fought cOffilRunal consciousness, then alone Mr. Chairman, we
can begin to fight communal viol••ce,
because V lolence begins in the hearts of
men. It is not the h"!fld alone which
commIts violence. COlnmunal violence is
engineered. It is planned. Arms do not
appear from nowhere. They are collected.
They are
dIstributed.
Pumours are
manufactured and spread. Plans are
made, organizations get into the game,
then they commit debiberate violence.
Mr. Chairman, we must understand one
things: eommunal viole_ICC has permeated
perhaps into all walks of I;fe. How can
the PolIce force be free from it? And,
therefore, today cOlllmunal violence has
adopted other manifestation. It is 00
longer as niuch mob violence as the
frenzied, violent confrontation between the
Police force. the guardians of law and
order, the guardbns of life and honour
and property, on the one hand and commuuities after conlmunities on the other.
It is there that the hon. Minister has got
to do something concrete.
I would suggest one or two things, Mr.
Chainnan, with your kind permission.
People have talked about processions.
Processions cannot be banned. But a fine
distinction can be mdde between artificial,
politically-motivated processiooa
which are being invented every day, aDd
processions which are traditional, witlt
which emotions of the people 810
>
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attached; These historic.ll and traditional
processions can be properly regulated.
Mr. Chainuan, action must be taken
against the Press. The fig .Jres that were
given by the hone Min ister of St tte just
the tip of the iceberg. I also say tbat the
Police force cannot and should not only
be a composite force. It must also be
deployed as a co u!)oslte fO:'ce in sens:tive
areas, all sections four people see Lice h
tbe Police so tbat peop'e have cOlfidence.
We have spoken about the Senas. You
cannot ;_>.bo!ish the Senas. You cannot
eliminate the Senas from our country ~
until the average citizen, to wh chever
community he belongs, develops a sense
of confidence in the Pol!ce force, alld he
will not, if the Police force is partisan;
he will not, if the Police force is centred
on a single caste or a single social group.
Finally, I would also SlY tbat the
punitive fine idea nlust b~ revived; but I
would like to add something, Let the
punitive fine be col ected and distributed
in a manner that the Hilldu community
pays for the losses suffered by the Muslim
community, and the Muslim community pays for the losses suffered by
the Hindu community. Thus we shall
develop that rapport and that feelmg of
inter-dependence which is the essence of
civilized living.
Finally, [ would like to make a suggestion. We
have
spoken of judicial
enquiry. I have lost faith in judicial
enquiry. In any case, nobody looks at
their reports. Under the new dispensation,
we may not be able to have its report in
Parliament. I plead with you, I appe:lI to
you, I appeal tn the Government through
you: let a Parli£tmentary Committee be
established as a monitor, as a permanent
monitor of aU communal vllence, because
there is nothing more important than
saviQg buman life and the country from
the scourge and fire of communal violence.
Let violence be monitored; and let this
Committee visit every area which is engulfed by fire; let it pour water over the
fire. Today. government policy has been
criticised of as a fire brigade approach.
My complaint is not that it deploys a fire
brigade. My compla:nt is that this fire
briaade, instead of pourjng water over the
fire, pours petrOl all 'over the fire. This
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fire brigadc helps confiagration to spread,
and done not extinguish it.
S . IRI S,D. SIDNAL (Belgaum); The
probJel11 before us is whether we can
reduce the extent of communalism or root
it out, by legislation or by social condem~
nation. India consists of many re:igions,
castes, sects etc. It is not only a question
of cOlumunalism between H:ndus and
Muslims. There are sectaria'l fee!ings
between different castes within the S.1me
religion or community. We have disputes
over la 19uages and a~so State boundaries.
What are we to do? C.ln we CO.:1tro I
these things by soeial inst:tutions or by
legislation or through a strong Bill?
Many thlOgs cannvt be controlled by
legisla'ion. They can be co 1troUed by
social condemnation through various
institut ions.

Disparty 10 education is one of the
importa'it things. So, my suggestion would
be to educate the people. If we educJte
the people, it can be routed out by itself
because wbe:l a c;tlzen is highly educ~\ted
and qualified, he wOllld know the consequences of communal disturbances: he
cannot be brain washed by any other
institution Or religion. He C •.1n know his
responsibility, duty and liability towards
the society.
Economic disparity also creates frustra~
tion in the youngsters' mind when they do
not receive education, when they do not
get jobs :lnd they are unemployed. Any
rich man, any smugler, any bootlegger caD
employ them for a few chips and make
them set fire to a particular thing,
w}1ether he belongs this religion or tha t
religion. There we have an example in
the whole of the globe, that is Iran .. lraq
war; it belongs to the same commuuity.
What is there? What is the dispute? It
may be econolnic disparity or misunderstanding Or mutual suspicion or mutual
distrust.
What are the remedies before us? The
police is accused; the Press is accused
and the political leaders are accused. Are
they responsible? In my opinion, there
are many other sources which are responsible. We kuow many things and we do
not talk of tbem, Many a time we preach
a philosophy but we never practice it.
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Recently, in Karnataka, over a language,
about a dozen people were killed fOf no
reason and we are all Indias and we are
brothers. but, still we kill mutually. This
is most unfortunate. It is high time for
us to achieve n..ltiODaJ integration. Everybody knows that only communal disturbances are flared up in big cities where
slums are there, where over pO;Julation is
there. Why has it been c eated? The
reason is people go from vJllages to cities
and stay there; there it takes place. It
never happens in the viii ges. C )mmunal
mongers are very few ; they are known to
everybody. So, they should be looked
after properly.
Rece.ltly, ;0 Karnataka it had taken
place. It was never known to us, but,
still, it was engmeered ploperly. thoughout propelly. For example, in Muib one
feHow was si'ting in a f,ckshaw. The
man who was sitting in a rickshaw .,.
longed to
another
commun ty
and
the puller of the rickshaw
belonged
to
another c )m:nunity.
Over payment
they quarrelled and the commun~l disturb ~nces flared up. We did not
know where it had stat ted and how it had
started : when a house was set on fire:
we did not know from which direction the
fire C,llue. So. IDc.lny sermons were made,
many doubts we-e entert.lined; It percolated to each man and each place
doubting everyth~ng. Therefore. I feel that
a special rec;uitll1ent of the officers should
be made; they should be trained properly
just like co nm..lndos are trained. and they
should be kept to monitor beC.l use we
have identified districts in U.P. and
throughout the country where it always
happens. Right from our school days, we
have been reading the newspapers. Even
in U.P., in Varanasi and B~lnaras, all these
things 3re taking place. Are- we not able
to contrul them? I thank the MInister
and tbe hone Prime Minister for having
thought of all these things. In Press, anything is highlighted just to inflate it; and
especially a code of conduct shoul~ be
laid down by a legislation that such thmgs
should be condemned. A:1d secondly.
lastly. comnlunal harmony should be
encouraged, In many of the t~xt books
when hiS personalities are mentioned the
first sentence which the child reads is that
man belonged to such and such a co~
munity. Therefore, we have to exerClSe
GaUUoD and ensure communal harmoD~

(SAKA)
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irrespective of the party to which ODe
belongs.
Lastly, 1 quote :
Tu Hindu banega na MIl.fa/moon banega
Insan ki au/ad hai insaan banega.
DR. GOLAM YAZDANI (Raiganj) :
After independence of the country it was
expacted that communal riots would end.
But unfortunately we have seen that thousands of such riots have occurred in our
country recently 10 Allahabad and Ahme ..
dabld. In sp;te of the machinery with the
State Government, repeated riots are
takmg place at Ahmedabad. Only when
our han. Min;ster, Mr. Chidambaram.
went over there riot Wl!S controlled. Our
reputation in the
foreign countries is
going down because of these communal
riots and we must curb all these communal
riots.
It is observed that these communal
riots take place at such places where the
Muslims are a Htde well-estabJished
economically, and these are pre-planned
riots. The a im of these riots is that the
Must inlS at these pbces should be destroyed by ca pturing their trade and
business. In many places the Police bas
been found to be bel ping tbe attackers.
In Ahmedabad it has been found that
many Muslims have suffered losses at the
hands of the police during the curfew
hours.

Communal hatred against the MusJims
is at the root of all such riots. Such
feelings are being spread by communal
organ ;sations like Viswa Hindu Parisbad,
Bharat Hindu Parishdd~ the R.S.S .• the
Shiv Sena, etc. The R.S.S. is now a paramilitary organisation
The Vishwa Hindu Parishad has been
holding mass meetings at various places
and at many such meetings they have
been expressing the opinion tha t M~1 ims
are enemies of the Hindus and they ate
actual iy even saying that' they will be
having blood bath with the ~ of
Muslims and that tbe Muslims would be
driven out of this country. Mr., Bal
Thah,j e of Shiv Sena is on record of" "
saying this. He also said that Muslims .
will be thrown out to Pakistan.
(In/~rruplions)

This Government should take note of
these communal, organisations etc. A~
priuuuily I think \.that the tISpODBibility
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for these riots lies with the State Governments where these communal riots take
place. They have got all the resources and
all the means to stop those communal
riots. And for the continuance and recurrence of these communal riots I think
that again the State Governments alone
are responsible. They have got the I.B.
Dep,utmeot which is sufficient to give
them tnformation so that they C:ln prevent
riots in time. The State Governments
should give standing orders to police to
shoot to death anybody \\ ho w()uld try to
initiate communal
riots and
sh0uld
punish the police who fail in such duty.
On the contrary. we see th~t when riots
took place in Moradabad and Meerut,
the Police and the PAC who wele responsib:e for those riots were not tr<.-,nsferred, and they were not punished.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Please conc;ude.
DR. GOLAM YAZDANI: You are
giving time to everybody. Let ll1e finish.
As the Police and PAC have been found
to be at gre..lt fault, durjng those communal
riots, it was
suggested
that
Muslims should be inducted
into such
services in large numbers to
aSSUl e the
Muslims. But that has not been done.

It is found that no culprit responsible
for the communal riots has ever been
punished. I think that such
culpLits
should be hanged so t hat they may be
examples to othel s, Many ne\\'spapers
publish false and inflammatory news of
riots against Muslims. Such parers should
be taken to task.
Due to frequent communal riols in the
country tbe Muslims feel insecure ~md the
Government should assure them.

I like to suggest one thing mOl e. Some
School text ,books ale full of
hatred
against Mt;slims. The Government should
take note of these text books.
Lastly. I have 3. auggestion to make t
tbat the National Integration Council
should make a move and visit places of
communal d;stUl bL.nces and with the help
of the Joeal seeu' ar minded persons ar.d
other democratic forces should tackle the
COL1~ ..unal

problems-
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Lastly, I would say that there is a
communal tension throughout the country
about the Babri mosque. This problem
should be solved.
With these
much.

words, I thak

you

very

SHRI D. B. PATIL <Kolaba) : As the
timk is very short a tour disposaJ, I Will
skip all nlY points and I would only ask
a pertinent question the hone Minister of
Home Affairs. I hope you will give me
sufficient time to fJ allle the question
properly. I anI askmg the question jn the
backg; ound of what the hon. Minister of
State for Internal Security while intervening talked about some guidelines. I wHJ
refer to only one guideline. He had stated
that for cOlllmunal disturbances Collector
and SP would be directly responsible even
though their services are not dire.:tly
under the control of the Central Government. When he said so, he was aL/plauded very v:gorousJy. I have nothing to
say about the guidelines and I have nothing
to say about the vigOJ ous in which 'bi~
speech was appJauded. If the CoUector
and SP are to be held l'esponcib~e dil ectiy
for the failure to contain comnlunal disturbar.ces, for failure' of the intelligence
so far as comn1unal
disturbances are
concerned, if the' Central Government~s
failure is proved on this very inlpol tant
m 'ltter, who should be held responsible 1

\Ve are discussing a very important
subject sir.ce M(,lnday. Many
of the
speakers have spokeb her~. The Government seems to be, appears to be and
poses to be very serious so far as this
problem is concel ned. But so far as action
of the Governlnent is concerned, the action
belies all that has been plofessed by the
Governnlent. The Government, I ch~lrge
and accuse is very different so far as the
communal disturbances are concerned.
There was a starred Question No. 89
today. Two of the Members asked it.
The question was about the name of
places where communal riots have been
taken place dur;ng the period January to
July, 1986. There was certain
time
prescribed. When
the infornlation was
asked for from the Governnlent on this
very import ant subject of communal disturbances in the country, was it not lhe
9
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duty of the Government to conect the information properly and supply to the
House? Has it been done? It has not
been done. If this has not been done,
who is responsible for this. If the JntelUgence of the Central Government has
failed, who is responsible for that? Even
through communal
disturbances have
taken place in Madhya Pradesh and
Kashmir-I can give the details-there is
no mention of all pbces
in
Madhya
Pradesh and K3shmir in the statement.
That is not enough. I come from Maharashtra. About Maharashtra the information is only about Nasik and Panwal
tha t is a t only two places
there were
communal disturbances. Besides these two
places, I can teU you that communal
disturbances have taken place at Nanded
Aurangabad, Samgamner and Umapur
and other places At these places there
were serious communal disturbances. But
there was nO mention of these places in
the statement. At Aurangabad communal
disturbances took place two times-first
time it took pJace in Janua ry and then
ill May. I want to ask a pertinent
question from the hone Home Minister.
Is it not a Failure of your intelligence?
If there is a failur~ of your intelligence,
should we ask the resignation of the Home
Minister or the Prinle Minister?
The infoTnlation asked was about the
persons kil1ed. Had the Government been
very serious, they would have given the
information very correctly. But the information that has been given is very wrong. So
far as the deaths are concerned, at pJnvel
that is. my Home town. the deaths are
three but it h lS been stated that the
deaths are enly two. At Me.'-ut, the
deaths~ according to the
official version.
were seven but it has been stated here
that the de.lths are only two. Taking into
consideration aU these facts, the number
of casualties are not being given properly
-and correctly. A question was asked in
this House and the information on such
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an important question is not being supplied properly and correctly. And since
it is not being supplied properly and
correctly, if I draw an inference that the
Government is not serious in this matter
or if I say that the attitute 0" the Government is very callous in this matter, am I
not justified in saying so'll think I am
justied because this is a very important
subject which has been discussed here for
the last three days ... (lnterruptions.)
MR. CHA1RMAN
conclude.

Now,

please

SHRI D. B. PATIL : I would conclude
now. Though I have to make so many
points but as promised, I wiJl skip all
those points. But I would like to conclude
by saying that if these communal disturbances are to be stopped, they have to
be stopped immediately.
The atmosphere is so vitiated that nobody can
guess when, where and for what reasons
wiIl the communal disturb . .lDCes occur.
Can somebody imagine that an altercation
between the two passengers who are
ascending a State transport bus will turn
out into a commun'll disturbance just
because there is a quarrel between those
two persons? For such paltry reasons the
communal disturbances have been taking
place. So, according to me, until and
unless the secular, democratic, progressive,
left force are strenghthened in this country,
such type of communal disturb3nces are
not going to be stopped. So, these forces
should be strengthened and shouJd be
strengthened at the earliest possible time.
tbat jf the only remedy for the malady
called cOffiluunal disturbances.
20.24 brs.

MR. Chairman: The
House now
stands adjourned to reassemble. tomorrow
the 24th July, 1986 at 11 A.M.
The Lok Sabha then adjourned till
Eleven of the Clock on Thursday,
July 24, 1986/Sarvana 2,
1908 (Saka).
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